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Abstract
The valve spring is a fundamental type of helical spring which is essential for enabling
the opening and closure of a valve in a car engine. Nowadays, it is increasingly common
to use valve springs of nonlinear geometry in high-speed car engines for better dynamic
performance. However, practical issues such as malfunction and pre-failure are also
raised by spring researchers and manufacturers using and analysing these nonlinear
springs. It is commonly stated that existing spring models and empirical formula do not
allow for the analysis of these nonlinear springs. To tackle such difficulties, it is
imperative that all the varied geometric parameters of a nonlinear spring be clarified in
order to facilitate efficient and generalizable analysis. Past research efforts have mainly
emphasized the analysis of standard valve springs of constant geometric parameters and
the development of spring models for low-speed static conditions. However, these
models do not take into account the full breadth of conditions and consequently are
considered to be insufficient and compromised in accuracy. Therefore, it remains a
challenge to effectively leverage such models in the analysis and design of nonlinear
valve springs.
This thesis aims to address the existing gaps and present a comprehensive study on
the analysis of nonlinear valve springs and their dynamic response in high-speed
engines. An advanced spring formula is developed based on simplified curved beam
theory to formulate the relationships between the nonlinear spring geometry (varied coil
diameter, varied pitch and coil clash) and the mechanical properties of a beehive valve
spring. These nonlinear considerations deliver a higher predictive accuracy than the
existing spring formulas by comparing FE and experimental results. The new spring
formula is coupled with the distributed parameter model to simulate the dynamic spring
III

responses. However, whilst it accurately simulates the dynamic responses at lower
engine speeds (lower 5000-rpm), it fails to simulate the significant abnormal spring
forces at high engine speeds (over 8000-rpm). On the contrary, the FE springs model is
developed, of which static and dynamic simulation results fit well with the experimental
data at both low and high engine speeds. More importantly, analysis of the dynamic FE
results explains how the violent coil clash leads to significant abnormal spring forces.
In the last part, a machine learning model, based on genetic programming techniques
and the FE results, is developed to aid the design of nonlinear helical springs. The model
enables researchers to analyse nonlinear helical spring properties directly using
information extracted from FE results data, bypassing the necessity to unravel the
complex inner relationships between the nonlinear spring parameters.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

As one of the most commonly used components in mechanical systems, the helical
spring, with its unique coiled shape and large flexibility, can transfer kinetic energy into
potential energy. Its uses are manifold and range from low-speed working conditions,
like vehicle suspension and shock absorption, to high-speed conditions such as an
engine valve train and high-speed machine tool. The first and most fundamental law for
depicting the properties of a helical spring is Hook’s law which British physicist Robert
Hooke proposed in 1676. This law was effective for the relatively simple working
conditions of helical springs in earlier periods, and back then significant errors in
estimating their properties were considered acceptable. However, mechanical systems
are much more complicated today, contributing to more complex working conditions
for the helical springs inside the systems. In addition, the demand for a more precise
estimation of spring properties has also increased. In efforts to achieve these, engineers
and researchers have contributed to unveil the latent relationships between spring
properties and spring materials and between spring properties and spring structures.
Then, categories of analytical and numerical models, such as distributed parameters,
lumped mass, finite element, and multi-body models, were presented to analyse helical
springs. Despite being only used in static or quasi-static conditions, these models
succeed in improving the precision of estimating spring properties to a higher level.
The phenomenon of severe spring failure and damage were observed during the
1930s when significant increments in car engine speeds were introduced. Malfunctions
of car engines occurred due to the breakage of valve springs, which traditional static
spring theories fail to explain. In an IC (internal combustion) engine, a valve spring is
1

usually defined as a helical spring used to hold closed the engine valve after the valve
is opened mechanically. When an engine is operating, the inside valve springs, when
compressed repeatedly, perform as elastic objects to periodically store and release
mechanical energy. The valve spring acts as the most flexible part in a cam-train system,
and its failure leads to the malfunction of the IC engine. It was later found that the
dynamic effects of helical springs, for example spring surge, could be the culprit of
these failures. When the operating speeds of a valve spring are high, the dynamic effects
can be much larger than with static results.
To consider these dynamic responses, researchers placed dynamic terms into the
existing static spring models for analysis. On the other hand, spring designers
discovered that the dynamic effects could be mitigated by modifying the basic structure
of a helical spring, such as making the coil diameter varied and adding narrow pitches
between spring coils. However, these changes turn a helical spring from linear to
nonlinear. As a result, the traditional spring models and empirical spring formulas fail
to estimate the properties of these nonlinear springs and, therefore, fail to simulate the
nonlinear dynamic response at high speeds.

1.2

Aims and Objectives

The purpose of this thesis addresses a practical engineering problem encountered by
one of our co-operators, Force Technology Ltd., a company specialising in the
manufacturing of various ranges of helical springs. One of their products is the beehive
valve spring which serves the high-speed engine of McLaren sports cars. The beehive
spring has a varied coil diameter and a narrow pitch between coils. It is expected to
work at engine speeds of up to 10,000 rpm. It is found that the dynamic spring forces at
certain engine speeds are much higher than the forces at other speeds and the forces
2

under static compressions, therefore potentially leading to a decrease in the fatigue life
of the spring and bringing about earlier failure of it. However, it is difficult to
understand the problem by simply analysing the testing data. Besides, the traditional
spring models also show their drawbacks in simulating the high-speed dynamic
response of nonlinear helical springs. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a feasible
and effective model for discovering the myth behind the significant dynamic spring
forces. The main aims and objectives of this study are as follows:
1. To improve the exiting linear analytical models of helical springs by considering
the nonlinear effects of unique spring designs.
2. To couple the developed analytical spring model with the distributed parameter
spring model to include the nonlinear spring effects in the dynamic solutions.
3. To develop nonlinear static and dynamic finite element spring models for
accurately simulating and explaining the nonlinear dynamic responses of a high-speed
valve spring.
4. To investigate the cause of the abnormal high-frequency spike forces that appear
in high engines by using the dynamic FE models.
5. To develop an innovative machine learning model based on the FE results for
effectively and efficiently analysing and designing nonlinear helical springs with
desired mechanical properties.

1.3

Thesis structures

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. This chapter introduces the development of
traditional helical springs under various different working conditions. The rapid
development of designs of helical springs brings nonlinearities into the helical spring
geometries, and the nonlinearities result in new challenges and problems in the
3

applications and analysis of nonlinear helical springs. The motivation for solving
problems raised by a spring manufacturer is also stated in this chapter.
Chapter 2 contains a literature survey. It establishes how researchers address the
static and dynamic problems of helical springs. The characteristics of the existing
analysis methods of helical springs and their differences are demonstrated and discussed.
Chapter 3 presents the setup of static spring compression tests and dynamic engine
head tests. The basic layouts of various valvetrain mechanisms and the installation of
valve springs in the studied valvetrain are also discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the development of an analytical spring model for analysing the
high-speed dynamic effects of a beehive valve spring based on the distributed parameter
model demonstrated in Chapter 2. Also, innovative spring formulas are developed for
predicting the mechanical properties of helical springs with nonlinear geometries. It is
then coupled with the developed analytical spring model to conduct high-speed dynamic
simulations for the nonlinear beehive valve spring.
Chapters 5 and 6 are dedicated to describing the development of finite element (FE)
spring models in Ansys. In Chapter 5, the nonlinear geometry of the beehive spring is
represented by developing a 3D geometry model in Solidworks. The spring geometry
model is imported into Ansys and meshed for developing an FE spring model. The FE
model is simulated under static loadings, and the simulation results are compared with
the results of the developed spring formulas and the experimental data. In Chapter 6,
the FE model developed in Chapter 5 is simulated under high-speed dynamic loadings
at 4200-rpm, 5600-rpm and 8000-rpm engine speeds. The dynamic FE simulation
results are compared with the results of the analytical spring model and the engine head
test at the same engine speeds.

4

In Chapter 7, a genetic programming model is proposed to implement nonlinear
helical springs' design and analysis by combining machine learning techniques with the
developed FE spring model. An advanced sampling technique is adopted to select
numerical samples in the given design domain. A sensitivity analysis of the variable
spring geometry parameters is also conducted to investigate the relationships between
spring geometry parameters and essential mechanical properties.
The general conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8, where the recommendations of the
future works follow. First, a reflective conclusion on how the present outcomes
contribute to the research development in helical springs and how the developed
methods are beneficial for the cooperated spring manufacturer is stated. Next, the
developed novelty is summarized, and finally, a promising trend for future works is
given.

5

2

Literature Review

2.1

Elementary Theory of Mechanical Springs

The research on mechanical springs dates back to 1678 when British physicist, Robert
Hooke, discovered Hooke’s law. It was then widely used in the centuries that followed.
The dynamic characteristics of the high-speed spring were systematically studied from
the early 1900s together with the development of IC engines. Berry presented his
concerns on the practical problems of spring designs (Berry, 1938). The difficulties of
spring products designed by engineers were, as he commented, ‘merely incidental’.
Elementary theories were presented to analyse the static and dynamic properties of
mechanical springs during that era.
2.1.1. Helix curve theory
One of the theories that mechanical springs are based on is the theory of space curve. It
treats the geometry of a mechanical spring, or the centre line of a spring rod, as a curve
embedded in a three-dimensional space. At an early age, the notion of curvature was
extended from a two-dimensional plane to a three-dimensional space, which contributes
towards laying the solid foundation for deriving the formulae for mechanical spring
properties (Serret, 1851, Frenet, 1852). When assuming a circular helix with radius R,
the position vector r of a helix in Cartesian coordinates system (Figure 2-1a) can be
described:
𝒓=𝒙+𝒚+𝒛

(2.1)

In order to write the position vector r of a point on the helix in the Cylinder
coordinates system (Figure 2-1 (b)), we define coordinates vectors by:
𝒙 = 𝑅 ∙ cos(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟏
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(2.2)

𝒚 = 𝑅 ∙ sin(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟐

(2.3)

𝒛 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝛼𝑝 ∙ 𝛼 ∙ 𝑬𝟑

(2.4)

where E1, E2 and E3 are the coordinates vectors in the Cylinder coordinates system, and
𝛼 is the cylindrical polar coordinates. The αp = tan(γp), where γp is the pitch angle. By
substituting Eq.(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) into Eq.(2.1), we got the position vector r below:
𝒓 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟏 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟐 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝛼𝑝 ∙ 𝜃 ∙ 𝑬𝟑

(2.5)

We can define unit vectors er and eθ by:
𝒆𝒓 = cos(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟏 + sin(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟐

(2.6)

𝒆𝜽 = cos(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟐 − sin(𝛼) ∙ 𝑬𝟏

(2.7)

It is common to rewrite Eq.

(2.5) as:

𝒓 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝒆𝒓 + 𝑅 ∙ 𝛼𝑝 ∙ 𝛼 ∙ 𝑬𝟑

(2.8)

According to Frenet-Serret Formulas, the unit tangent vector et can be computed by
differentiating the position vector r with respect to the arc-length parameter s.

𝒆𝒕 = 

𝜕𝒓
𝑑𝜃
=  (𝑅 ∙ 𝒆𝜽 ) + 𝑅 ∙ 𝛼𝑝 ∙ 𝑬𝟑
𝜕𝑠
𝑑𝑠

(2.9)

As et is a unit vector, the norm of et should satisfy:
∥ 𝒆𝒕 ∥= 1

(2.10)

By substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq.(2.10), we can infer that
𝑑𝛼
1
=±
𝑑𝑠
𝑅 √1 +  𝛼𝑝 2

(2.11)

Now, we can represent the basis vectors of the Frenet triad as:
𝒆𝒕 =  ±

1
√1 +  𝛼𝑝 2

(𝒆𝜽 +  𝛼𝑝 𝑬𝟑 )

𝒆𝒏 =  −𝒆𝒓
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(2.12)
(2.13)

𝒆𝒃 =  ±

1
√1 +  𝛼𝑝 2

(𝑬𝟑 −  𝛼𝑝 𝒆𝜽 )

(2.14)

Eventually, the curvature κ and the geometric torsion φ can be calculated by:
𝜅 =∥

𝜕𝒆𝒕
1
∥=  𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝛾𝑝 )
𝜕𝑠
𝑅

𝜕 2 𝒆𝒕
1
𝜑 =∥
∥=

cos(𝛾𝑝 )sin(𝛾𝑝 )
𝜕𝑠 2
𝑅

(2.15)

(2.16)

The derived formulas for the curvature and the torsion were then widely used by the
subsequent researchers to describe the geometry of a helical spring.

Figure 2-1: (a). Helix and position vector r in Cartesian coordinates system. (b).
Helix unit vector in the Cylinder coordinates system

2.1.2. Beam deformation theory
Later, a comprehensive book of mechanical springs was published by Wahl (Wahl,
1944). In the book, the elementary theory is to assume a spring as a straight bar under
torsion. In other words, the spring has a large spring index (the value of mean coil
8

diameter D over spring wire diameter d) and a small helix angle. A spring has a constant
mean coil radius R, a constant wire diameter d and an applied loading P is shown in
Figure 2-2(a). The cross-section of the spring wire is shown in Figure 2-2(b), where the
distance between a point on the surface and the centre is denoted as ρ. The shear stress
τ at a distance ρ is:
𝜏 = 2𝜌𝜏𝑚 /𝑑

(2.17)

In this τm the maximum shear stress is on the surface of the cross-section of the
spring wire. When denoting M to the total torque moment, the unit moment element dM
taken up by the width dρ will be:
𝑑𝑀 = 2𝜋𝜌2 𝑑𝜌(2𝜌𝜏𝑚 /𝑑)

(2.18)

The total torque moment F∙R will be:
𝑑
2

𝐹 ∙ 𝑅 = 𝑀 =  ∫ 𝑑𝑀 =  ∫
0

𝑑
2 4𝜋𝜏𝑚 𝜌3

𝑑

0

𝑑𝜌 = 

𝜋𝑑 3 𝜏𝑚
16

(2.19)

Then it can be re-written for calculating the maximum shear stress as:
𝜏𝑚 = 

16𝐹𝑅
𝜋𝑑 3

(2.20)

The deformation under torque moment will rotate the cross-section by a small angle
θ. According to the torsional beam theory, the value of θ is equal to τm/G as:
𝜃 =

𝜏𝑚
16𝐹𝑅
= 3
𝐺
𝜋𝑑 𝐺

(2.21)

where G is the shear modulus. The spring is considered a straight bar with a length l =
2πnR, where 𝑁𝑎 is the number of active coils (coils can deform during compression).
When the total angle β is the angle of twist of the loading end, by using Eq.(2.21), it
is:
2𝜋𝑛𝑅

𝛽 =  ∫
0

2𝜋𝑛𝑅
2𝜃
32𝐹𝑅
64𝐹𝑅 2 𝑁𝑎 
𝑑𝑙 =  ∫
=
𝑑
𝜋𝑑 4 𝐺
𝐺𝑑 4
0
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(2.22)

Here, the dl is the unit length of the spring coil. At last, since the effective moment
arm is R, the total axial deformation δ at the loading end can be obtained by:
𝛿 = 𝛽𝑅 = 

64𝐹𝑅 3 𝑁𝑎 
𝐺𝑑 4

(2.23)

Figure 2-2: (a). Helical spring with a large spring index and small pitch angle. (b).
Cross-section of the spring wire. (c). Helical spring compressed by two parallel
plates. (d). Static and dynamic stress of spring. Adapted from Wahl (1944).

Eq.(2.23) derived in the study is the widely used formula for conveniently
calculating the deflection or stiffness of a standard spring with a constant R and a
constant 𝑁𝑎 . Wahl (1944) commented that this formula is ‘quite accurate even for fairly
small spring indexes and large helix angles’ compared with the ordinary stress formula.
Besides, he highlighted the great importance of the dynamic effects of mechanical
10

springs due to surge or vibration in many applications - especially in the aircraft or
automotive engine. Though in other applications loading was ‘tacitly’ assumed to be
executing at a low rate, the phenomenon known as ‘spring surge’, which was explained
by a wave travelling from the loading end to and then reflected by the fixed end. The
travelling time depends on the natural frequency of the spring. He demonstrated that
when the spring is subject to a rapid reciprocating motion, for instance, engine valve
springs, it is essential to avoid the resonance generated between the natural frequency
of the spring and the frequency of external loading. If it is not drawing enough attention,
severe spring surging could cause more than 50% additional stress, which would
probably lead to the malfunction of the spring.
In order to reduce surging stress, three recommendations were proposed. Firstly,
Wahl (1944) suggested shaping the cam contour to make the spring operate with a low
surging amplitude at specific harmonics. These harmonics of the cam are the ones
causing resonance with the natural frequency of the spring. The second method
increases the spring's natural frequency as high as possible, so resonance occurs at
higher-order harmonics. Since the amplitudes of surging stress will reduce as the order
of harmonic improves, the total stress of the spring will be lowered. The third way
suggests a reduction or variation of the pitch of the coils at the lower end of the spring.
It aims to close up end coils, and therefore change the natural frequency to weaken the
resonance. Ultimately, it was concluded that the spring's natural frequency plays an
essential role in reducing spring surges. Therefore, equations for calculating the natural
frequency and dynamic characteristics of a vibrating spring were also developed.
Firstly, in order to describe the dynamic response of a helical spring, a differential
equation of motion was derived. In Figure 2-2(c), the helical spring is compressed by
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two flat plates, B and C. The spring element A has a dl length and is located at a distance
of x from the end B. The weight of element A can be calculated by:
𝑚𝐴  = 

𝜋𝑑 2 𝜌𝑑𝑠
4𝑔

(2.24)

where ρ is the weight of the spring material per unit of volume, and g is the acceleration
of gravity. By applying Newton’s second law, the force to accelerate the element A can
be written as:
𝐹𝑎 =  𝑚𝐴

𝜕 2𝑦
𝜋𝑑 2 𝜌𝑑𝑠 𝜕 2 𝑦
=

∙ 2
𝜕𝑡 2
4𝑔
𝜕𝑡

(2.25)

In this equation, y represents the deflection of A from its mean position at time t.
Hence, it is a function of both l and t. The acceleration of A can be therefore written as

∂2y/∂t2. By differentiating Eq.(2.23), the net force Fb accelerating element A is
expressed as :
𝐹𝑏 = 

𝜕𝐹
𝜋𝐺𝑑 4 𝜕 2 𝑦
𝑑𝑙 = 
∙
∙ 𝑑𝑙
𝜕𝑙
32𝑅 2 𝜕𝑙 2

(2.26)

By including a damping force that is proportional to the velocity of motion, the
damping force Fd opposing Fb can be written as:
𝐹𝑑 = 𝜉

𝜕𝑦
𝑑𝑙
𝜕𝑡

(2.27)

where c is the damping ratio of which unit is force per unit length of the wire per unit
of velocity. An equilibrium equation can be obtained by:
𝐹𝑎 =  𝐹𝑏 −  𝐹𝑑

(2.28)

Finally, by substituting Eq,(2.25), Eq.(2.26) and Eq.(2.27) into Eq.(2.28), a
differential equation could be obtained as:
𝜕 2𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝜕 2𝑦
2
+ 2𝑏
=𝑎
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥 2
where
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(2.29)

𝑎 = 𝑙√

𝑏 =

𝑘𝑔
𝑚

𝜉𝑔
2𝑚

𝐺𝑑 4
𝑘 =
64𝑅 3 𝑁𝑎
𝑀 =

𝜋2 2
𝑑 𝑁𝑎 𝑅𝜌
2

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

In these equations, the terms k and m refer to the stiffness of the spring and the total
mass of spring's active part, respectively. Thus, when assuming no damping, Eq.(2.29)
was reduced to:
𝜕 2𝑦
𝜕 2𝑦
2
=𝑎
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2

(2.34)

As Wahl (1944) stated, this equation is in the same form as the well-known wave
equation, where a is the velocity of motion of the wave. Eq.(2.34) was used to calculate
the spring's natural frequency, as the neglect of damping was considered ‘permissible’.
At first, the deflection y at any point of the spring was assumed a combination of a
function ϕ(x) of distance x only and a function φ(t) of time t only. Hence,
𝑦 = ∅(𝑥) ∙ 𝜑(𝑡)

(2.35)

𝑑2𝜓
𝑑2 ∅
2
∙ ∅(𝑥) =  𝑎
 ∙ 𝜓(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑑𝑥 2

(2.36)

Substituting it into Eq.(2.34),

This equation can only be satisfied when the following two equations are equal to a
constant. ω2 is selected as a constant in the book.
𝑑2𝜓
+  𝜔2 𝜓(𝑡) = 0
𝑑𝑡 2

(2.37)

𝑑 2 𝜙 𝜔2 𝜙(𝑥)
+
=0
𝑑𝑥 2
𝑎2

(2.38)
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By solving Eq.(2.37), Eq.(2.38) and substituting them into Eq.(2.35), a solution that
satisfies Eq.(2.34) is found:
𝑦 = (𝐴1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 +  𝐵1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡) ∙ (𝐴2 𝑠𝑖𝑛

𝜔𝑥
𝜔𝑥
+  𝐵2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 )
𝑎
𝑎

(2.39)

where the boundary conditions of a problem will determine constant A1, A2, B1, B2.
For instance, under the normal working conditions of an engine valve spring, both ends
of the spring can be considered fixed at any time step t. Hence, at any t, it has y = 0 for
x = 0; y = 0 for x = l. With these, the constant B2 should be equal to 0, which makes
sin(ωl/a) = 0. It produces a relation that ω=jπa/l, where j ϵ N+. Since ω=2πf where f is
the natural frequency, the expression of f is:

𝑓 =

𝜔
𝑗 𝑘𝑔
𝑑
𝐺𝑔
=  √ = 
√
3
2𝜋
2 𝑀
2𝜋𝑅 𝑛 32𝛾

(2.40)

The j is usually assigned the value of one to calculate the lowest frequency or the
first order of natural frequency. It is always the most critical frequency in analysing
spring dynamics. After calculating the natural fFrequency of the spring, the dynamic
stress of the spring was calculated. As shown in Figure 2-2(d), the maximum dynamic
stress τmax has a difference of τy to the maximum static stress (τ0 + τ1), where τ1 is the
initial stress caused by the pre-compression. A simple equation was introduced to
calculate the maximum dynamic amplitude of motion in the spring by:
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 

2𝑐𝑗 𝑓𝑗
𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑗 𝑡 + 𝜙)
𝑏𝜆

(2.41)

In this equation, cj represents the amplitude of the valve lift curve, which is in
resonance with the natural frequency fj of the spring. However, it is too simple an
equation to explain the entire process of the dynamic response of the spring operation.
Hence in the later years, this equation was not widely used by researchers. On the
contrary, the formulae for calculating stiffness Eq.(2.23) and natural frequency Eq.(2.40)
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of the spring were extensively adopted and utilised to research spring dynamics in the
following decades.

2.2

Extensions on Elementary Theory

2.2.1. Coupling extension and rotation effects
In an early article (Geballe, 1958), the theories on extension and the twisting of springs
were reviewed in detail. Static loading was applied on one end of the spring when the
other end was fixed. The article aims to find the coupled oscillation of the springs.
Considering that the dynamic effects of coupling extension and spring rotation were not
analysed in previous studies, a dynamic model was proposed to include these effects
(Wittrick, 1966). The existing spring formula obtained by deriving the equation of wave
propagation Eq.(2.34) was used in the paper. It is shown that the two fundamental
propagation waves, the extension wave and the rotation wave, can be treated
independently. They are uncoupled and are only relative to the spring coil's radius and
the spring's material properties.
In addition, specific formulae for calculating fundamental frequencies involving the
surging effects of springs were given. For this purpose, one end of the spring is fixed
when the other end is exposed to various conditions. By comparing the results of the
proposed formulas with those of existing formulas, it was found that the two
assumptions in existing simple formulas bring two corresponding errors. The first
assumption is that the wire diameter d is small compared with the diameter of spring
coil D. This assumption is believed to cause an error in the order of 1/γ2. γ is a parameter
that satisfied γ = r ∙ sec2α / kT, where r ∙ sec2α is the radius of curvature of the helix and
kT is the polar radius of gyration. The second assumption is of large wavelength, which
brings an error in the order of 1/λ2. The parameter λ represents the wavelength of a helix,
15

and it is equal to cosα times 𝑁𝑎 , where α is the helical angle and 𝑁𝑎 is the active number
of spring coils. It indicates that inaccuracy can be introduced when a large helical angle
α and a few spring turns are accounted for. Despite these errors, the author demonstrated
that the results of the simple formulas agree very well with the results of the set-up
experiments, as long as the helical angle is small.
Jiang also drew similar conclusions when the coupled extensional-torsional
vibration of helical springs was investigated (Jiang et al., 1991). The helical spring was
affected by a constant helical angle and helix radius, although the deformation of the
spring was assumed small in the study. A linear force-strain relationship and the
equation of motion is derived from his previous paper and used in the article. First, the
linearised equations of motion are solved by applying the method of Laplace transform
and then the whole method is used to solve free vibration problems of the helical spring,
which is where the spring is fixed at one end and subjected to an initial displacement at
the other end. The displacement is then removed at time t = 0, which makes the spring
vibrate freely. The simulated results, in fact, confirmed the outcomes of the previous
study (Wittrick, 1966) that the extension wave and rotation wave could be treated
separately. However, the ultimate combined vibration is complex due to the interaction
effects between extension and rotation waves.
Later on, Jiang et al. (1992) published another paper (Jiang et al., 1992) to extend
his spring theory on the forced motion of helical springs. The spring sample is made of
spring steel with a constant helical diameter and pitch angle. Compared with the free
vibration case, two additional factors, constant longitudinal force and rotational moment,
are considered in the motion equations. The authors demonstrated that even under
forced motion, the motions of the spring are formed by two separate waves, the
extension wave and the rotation wave. Different from those in free vibrations, both of
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the waves consist of two components. The first component is influenced by the
frequency of the constant external loadings. The second component is the term which
followed the natural frequency of the spring itself. In Jiang’s last article, it was declared
that neither friction force nor damping were considered. Besides these, both of his
studies do not show a significant correlation between the numerical results and
corresponding experimental data.

2.2.2. Effects of radial expansion
Another critical factor in designing a helical spring is the effects of dynamic radial
expansions. Excessive wear can be caused between the spring body and its cylindrical
constraint under high-speed loading. Therefore, it is important to investigate the
longitudinal and dynamical radial effects on helical springs.
Stokes proposed a spring model to investigate the dynamic radial expansion of
helical springs caused by longitudinal loading after realising that the previous static
spring theory could not explain the radial interference between helical springs and the
cradles (Stokes, 1974). As is well known, the significant difficulty lies in obtaining
sufficient information on radial motion, of which vibration magnitudes is substantially
smaller in comparison with longitudinal motion. A scheme of normalisation is used to
solve the problem. Impact tests are conducted on a specially designed spring, and their
results validate the proposed theory. The developed model, which is considered with no
end effects and assumed as an infinite spring, possessed the minimum complexity.
However, a drawback caused by the simplification is that significant error might be
introduced near the spring ends as long as the ends are not squared and ground. This
drawback makes the theory unable to apply to some types of spring, for instance the
valve spring, of which the ends are ground in a valve train.
17

After observing a video of dynamic motions of helical springs, Costello gave a
perspective that the end effects of helical springs are essential and should have been
considered in analysing the radial expansion of the springs (Costello, 1975). Therefore,
a theory which considered both radial effects and end effects of impacted helical springs
was proposed in his article. In order to consider the end effects, the boundary conditions
at both spring ends were defined in the model. The end at x = h was fixed, while the
end at x = 0 is subjected to an axial displacement but no rotation. This situation is very
similar to that of a valve spring operating in an internal combustion engine. The
coefficients in the paper are assumed constant, which makes the equations of motion
become linear. It is noteworthy that the effects of contact between adjacent coils, or coil
clash, were not included in the theory. This assumption is validated by test data obtained
from Phillips and Costello's paper (Phillips and Costello, 1972). The results show that
dynamic radial deflection could be much larger than the previous massless spring theory.
In addition, the author demonstrated that the end effects played an important role in
predicting the dynamic radial deflection of a helical spring.

2.2.3. Effects of varying pitch
Kato studied the dynamic properties of a varying pitch helical compression spring (Kato,
1974). The spring in the article is subjected to a sinusoidal excitation, and it is studied
both theoretically and experimentally. The theoretical model is based on solving a onedimensional wave equation when the boundary conditions change with time t. The
author believed that the narrow pitch in the spring would better prevent the spring surge
than with standard springs. The reason is demonstrated by the coils at narrow pitches
repeatedly separating from each other. This results in reducing the number of active
coils and therefore increases the natural frequency. Besides, the author declared that the
18

stress is lower when the coil closure end was excited than when the normal pitch end
was excited. However, the experimental results display that the actual difference in the
stress was negligible.

2.2.4. Linear model and natural frequency
Studies (Chen and Polvanich, 1975, Koster, 1975) were conducted to investigate the
dynamic behaviour of a cam-driven mechanism. It was stated that the helical spring
usually is one of the essential parts of the mechanism. It is constantly compressed and
released to restore and release energy repeatedly. Its performance can be significantly
influenced by the value of the rotating speed of the exciting cam. Nevertheless, to
simplify and find feasible solutions, the helical spring was assumed to be a linear spring
with stiffness but containing no mass. On the other hand, the longitudinal and the
torsional vibrations of helical springs with small pitches and finite-length were analysed
(Kagawa, 1968). It is assumed that the pitch of the spring is very small so that the
longitudinal and the torsional vibrations can be considered separately. The assumption
is believed ‘very reasonable for practical springs’. At the end of the article, the author
concluded that the equation of motion for the longitudinal and torsional vibrations is
the same form. In addition, he emphasised that regardless of the magnitude of the
frequency range, the spring is better to be considered as a model of distributed
parameters rather than a simple stiffness or a simple mass. The reason is that higher
frequency spectra can exist, when the spring is driven by transient vibrations.
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2.3

Existing Helical Spring Models

2.3.1. Static Spring Model
Calder and Jenkins developed a static spring stress model to illustrate strain-gage
rosettes' function when measuring strains in the complex strain field of helical springs
(Calder and Jenkins, 1988). The model is derived from the elementary spring equation
Eq.(2.20). Experiments are also conducted on the spring sample with a 38mm length, a
mean coil diameter of 117mm, a wire diameter of 15.9mm and a constant pitch angle
of 7.3 degrees. A 4.45kN loading is applied to compress the spring when the rosette is
bounded to the inner surface of the spring coil at the midweight. The strain readings
obtained from the rosette were compared with the predictions achieved from the
elementary spring model. The results demonstrated that the results based on the
elementary theory show an excellent agreement with experimental results. A different
application of the static spring equations was presented in the article by Readman et al.
He approximated the shape of the helical spring coils by applying the theory of the
curvature Eq.(2.15) and torsion Eq.(2.16) of a helix curve. The employed method
successfully formulated the spring geometry (Readman et al., 2001).
Dragoni and Bagaria presented a theoretical model to describe the mechanical
behaviours of helical springs. In their study (Dragoni and Bagaria, 2011), the helical
spring is based on a hybrid construction formed of an inner polymer core and an outer
annulus of dissimilar material. They claimed that existing theories for hollow springs
could not deal with the hybrid construction due to the ignorance of the strength and
stiffness of the inner core. Wahl’s static spring equations are employed and modified to
fit the case of biomaterial helical springs with a circular cross-section. Eq.(2.20) is
adopted and rewritten as Eq.(2.42) to approximate the maximum shear stress that
occurred on the biomaterial helical spring.
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𝜏𝑚 = 

𝜋[𝐺𝑖 𝑑𝑖4

16𝑀𝐺𝑜 𝑑𝑜
+  𝐺𝑜 (𝑑𝑜4 −  𝑑𝑖4 )]

(2.42)

In the equation, Gi, di and Go, do represents the shear modulus and wire diameter of
the inner and outer materials, respectively. And similarly, Eq.(2.23) is rewritten as
Eq.(2.43) to calculate the axial deformation of the biomaterial helical spring.
𝛿 =

8𝐹𝐷3 𝑛
𝐺𝑖 𝑑𝑖4 +  𝐺𝑜 (𝑑𝑜4 −  𝑑𝑖4 )

(2.43)

They concluded that the proposed model leads to closed-form equations for
approximating the stresses and deflection of the biomaterial helical springs.
In another article (Liu and Geng, 2011), the cylindrical helical spring was selected
as an example to apply the variation coefficient method for conducting the reliability
sensitivity calculation. It is believed that the method could simplify mechanical
reliability analysis by reducing the number of random variables. Wahl’s static spring
equations for calculating the maximum stress and deflection were employed in the study.
Later, another work (Shevale and Niranjan, 2016) was published on estimating the
fatigue life of the helical springs where Wahl’s static spring equations Eq.(2.23) and
Eq.(2.20) are employed to calculate the spring deflection and the maximum stress.
These results then contributed to the prediction of the fatigue life of the helical spring.
In addition, a finite element model is generated in Ansys 16.0 to validate the analytical
results. It is reported that the percentage errors were 2.64% and 2.61% between the
finite element solutions and the analytical results for predicting the fatigue life and the
maximum shear stress, respectively.
Dym demonstrated that the consistent application of Castigliano’s second theorem
could be applied on helical spring models to calculate the stiffness of the springs under
axial forces and axially directed torque (Dym, 2009). It was also pointed out that the
effects of varying end conditions were neglected in his method while he stated the end
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conditions could be suitable to be modelled by the finite element method. He also
highlighted that the coupling effects between the extensional and rotational response
should not be ignored when calculating the stiffness of a helical spring.

2.3.2. Distributed Parameters Model
A distributed system is usually referred to as opposed to a lumped system. It is a system
that shows state space is infinite-dimensional. Since more spatial variables exist in the
system besides time variables, partial differential equations (PDEs) should be solved.

2.3.2.1.

Models based on the theory of helix curve (Love’s theory)

In 1987, Lin and Pisano proposed a distributed parameters model for analysing the static
response of a helical spring (Lin and Pisano, 1987). Their study aims to derive a more
general model for calculating spring force than those using Eq.(2.15) and (2.16). The
functions of curvature κ and torsion τ are derived by the authors respectively:
1
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 [𝛾𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑡)]
𝑅(𝑠, 𝑡)

(2.44)

1
cos[𝛾𝑝 (s, t)]sin[𝛾𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑡)]
𝑅(𝑠, 𝑡)

(2.45)

𝜅(𝑠, 𝑡) = 

𝜏(𝑠, 𝑡) = 

By comparing these functions with Eq.(2.15) and (2.16), one can quickly find that
the constants γp and R are replaced by functions γp(s, t) and R(s, t) with respect to
variables s and t. The relationship between the rotation angle ψ(s, t) and torsion τ(s, t)
is defined by:
𝜕𝜓(𝑠, 𝑡)
= 𝜏(𝑠, 𝑡) − 𝜏(𝑠, 0)
𝜕𝑠
The axial displacement is stated as:
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(2.46)

𝑠

𝑦(𝑠, 𝑡) =  ∫ sin[𝑝(𝜉, 𝑡)] 𝑑𝜉 , 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝐿

(2.47)

0

where L is the free length of the helical spring. Then with these geometric constraints,
the dynamic equations of the spring were deduced from Hamilton’s Principal:
𝑡2

∫ 𝛿(∑ 𝑇𝑖 −  ∑ 𝑈𝑖 )𝑑𝑡 = 0

(2.48)

𝑡1

where Ti, Ui are the kinetic energy and potential energy, respectively. By incorporating
damping effects, the equation is extended to be:
𝑡2

𝑡2

̅𝑖 𝛿𝑅̅𝑖 𝑑𝑡 = 0
∫ 𝛿(∑ 𝑇𝑖 −  ∑ 𝑈𝑖 )𝑑𝑡 +  ∫ ∑ 𝐹
𝑡1

(2.49)

𝑡1

where the second term is the work done by all kinds of damping forces. In the article,
the authors stated that the nonlinear dynamic equations derived by them were
challenging to be solved analytically for the general case. However, they mentioned that
it is much easier to find a solution under static loading. It is because in a static case all
the terms involving time derivatives are equal to zero. Then, the authors compared the
static solutions based on the proposed model with experimental data, that of linear
theory, that of Sayre-De Forest nonlinear formula and that of Lin-Pisano with a constant
pitch. It was concluded that significant errors could be caused by using a linear model
to estimate spring force considering varying pitches and large deformations. On the
contrary, the proposed model well predicted the spring force under large spring
compressions. Soon after that, they published another paper studying the differential
geometry of general helical springs (Lin and Pisano, 1988).
Following their research, another paper (Lin and Pisano, 1990) was published to
investigate the dynamic equations of valve springs. The traditional fixed boundary
condition demonstrated that it does not present the actual situation at high engine speeds.
Therefore, a new numerical model that is combined with the moving boundary
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technique was proposed. Specifically, it was stated that the moving boundary technique
could better describe the dynamic effects than the traditional methods have done. It is
noteworthy that, unlike in previous papers where it was always ignored, the
phenomenon of coil clash was highlighted and investigated in that article. The wave
equation Eq. (2.34) is first applied to describe a valve spring's dynamic motions. When
the term of damping is included, the equation is rewritten as Eq. (2.29). The wave speed
is considered as a constant, which is related to the geometric and material properties.
A helical spring sample with constant wire diameter, helical diameter and pitch
angle is chosen to test the numerical model in the experiment. It is observed that the
equation could not represent the spikes on the spring force when its results compare
with experimental data. The authors explained that the spikes are the results of coil
clashes at the fixed spring end. In order to include the effects of coil clash into the
numerical model, a moving boundary technique is proposed. The basic idea is to
separate the last two coils at the fixed end into several segments. Then the displacements
of every segment are traced at each step. As long as a recorded displacement was equal
to the pitch at its position, the segment is considered to contact the fixed spring end.
When the segment is moving rapidly, it is assumed that an extra clash force is generated.
The magnitude of the extra clash force is given by a momentum balance:
𝐹𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ = 

−𝑀𝑠𝑒𝑔 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑔
𝑑𝑡

(2.50)

where Mseg and Vseg are the mass and speed of each coil segment. At last, the calculated
clash force is added to the total dynamic force calculated from solving the wave
equation.
In the second part of the article, a numerical model is developed based on a nonlinear
wave equation. The spring force formula adopted in the article is derived by Love (1972)
as:
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𝐹 =

𝐺𝐽
𝐸𝐼
cos(∆τ) −  sin(Δ𝜅)
𝑅
𝑅

(2.51)

where ∆τ is the change in curvature and ∆κ is the change in torsion. Besides, the
application of Hamilton’s Principle and the calculus of variation (Lin and Pisano, 1987)
was used in the article. By applying the energy theory presented in their previous papers,
three energy terms, four energy terms, and all six energy terms are considered in the
developed numerical model. The numerical solutions are compared with experimental
data at 602-rpm and 2372-rpm cam speeds (1204-rpm and 4744-rpm engine speeds). It
was found that the accuracy of the numerical solutions is higher when involving more
energy terms. In addition, the numerical model could simulate the spikes of spring force
better than the results from the model without using the moving boundary technique.
However, though it was claimed that the proposed method could successfully predict
the clash force, the author did not provide enough proof in conclusion.
Using the dynamic spring model established by the above study, a computer-based
optimal design tool for helical springs was developed (Lin et al., 1993). The derived
dynamic model is firstly post-processed by Fast Fourier Transform and Constraint
Evaluation. It helps to find out the severe level of the resonant oscillation. Then, another
optimisation subroutine called the controlling program is applied. The program
minimises the largest spectral power of the harmonic components of the spring force.
An automobile engine valve spring is selected as a case study. As a result, the resonant
harmonic power is reduced by roughly 47%, which gave the new design the ability to
run higher engine speeds.
Another research based on Love’s theory was conducted by Jiang (Jiang et al., 1989).
He proposed a theory to deal with static and dynamic analysis of helical springs, as he
found that previous studies established no exact force-strain relationships and equations
of motions of helical springs. Two sets of force-strain relationships are proposed for
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calculating small and large deformation of springs, respectively. A spring that has a
helical angle 10o and the ratio of spring diameter and wire diameter R/r = 0.125 is taken
as an example to test his theory. Firstly, the spring is compressed by a static loading.
The author illustrated that the linear theory was accurate only when considering a very
small strain in spring deformation. In addition, by changing the value of the helical
angle, it is found that the linear theory might underestimate the stiffness and therefore
overestimate the deformation of the spring.
Moreover, it was stated that the relationship between torque and rotational strain is
linear even when considering large deformation. Despite these findings, the author
failed to provide adequate validations of experimental results. In the second part, the
nonlinear equations of motion are derived. However, as was stated by the author, the
nonlinear equations are ‘difficult to solve in normal circumstances’. They can be
simplified only by assuming small deformation. No corresponding experimental results
and numerical solutions were presented in this part.
The theory of the helix curve is also widely used by researchers interested in
analysing the free vibrations of helical springs. Unlike the forced motion of helical
springs, for instance, the operation of a valve spring, the free vibrations would involve
no external loading. A paper was published to investigate the parameters of helical
springs that would influence the vibration frequency (Yildirim, 1996). Firstly, scalar
equations of motion are formulated in a three-dimensional space for a spatial curve,
which could be represented as a compact form by:
𝜕{𝑆(𝑠, 𝑡)}
𝜕 2 {𝑆(𝑠, 𝑡)}
= [𝐴]{𝑆(𝑠, 𝑡)} + [𝐵]
+  {𝑃(𝑠, 𝑡)}
𝜕𝑠
𝜕𝑡 2

(2.52)

where S(s, t) represents the state vector consisted of 12 component vectors, A(s) is
referred to as the differential matrix and {𝑃(𝑠, 𝑡)} is the vector of external loadings.
When denoting the angular frequency by ω, the form of the harmonic solution is:
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{𝑆(𝑠, 𝑡)} = {𝑆 0 (𝑠)}sin(𝜔𝑡)

(2.53)

The zero superscript S0 meant it is a function of only the coordinate s. As the studies
only concern the free vibrations of helical springs, the external loading is assumed to
equal to zero, {𝑃(𝑠, 𝑡)} = 0. Eq.(2.52) is therefore transformed to be:
𝑑{𝑆 0 (𝑠, 𝑡)}
= [𝐴0 (𝜔, 𝑠)]{𝑆 0 (𝑠)}
𝑑𝑠

(2.54)

When assuming the helical spring as a helix curve, the cylindrical coordinate based
on Love’s theory was adopted in the study. Thus, the homogeneous solution of the
spring equations is finally given by:
{𝑆 0 (𝜃)} = [𝐹(𝜃, 𝜔)]{𝑆 0 (0)}

(2.55)

where [F (θ, ω)] is the dynamic transfer matrix. The natural frequencies calculated by
the analytical model were validated by the experimental data and the finite element
method from other literature. The author concluded that the proposed method shows a
significant efficiency in giving out precise results while reducing execution time.
In the author’s later study (Yildirim and İnce, 1997), the same method is extended
to address the vibrational problems of helical springs having arbitrary shapes, for
instance, conical, barrel and hyperboloidal. It concentrates on the effects of the number
of active turns, the helix pitch angle and the ratio of D/d on the natural frequencies. It
was also found that the proposed method is efficient for calculating the free vibrational
frequencies of helical springs with irregular shapes. Therefore, the proposed transfer
matrix method is also treated as a benchmark method for the following researchers.
Besides, Yildrim extended his previous theory and applied the method to free
vibration uniaxial composite helical springs (Yildirim, 2001). The coil material is
carbon-epoxies which have 0o and 90o fibre directions, respectively. Yildirim claimed
that his proposed transfer matrix method is also suitable for simulating the
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unidirectional composite helical springs. However, no corresponding experiments were
conducted in the study to confirm his findings.
Moreover, Yildirim applied his previous proposed transfer matrix method to
calculate the critical buckling loads for a helical spring (Yıldırım, 2009). After
comparing the results with the previous benchmark studies, he announced that the
transfer matrix method could accurately predict the critical buckling loads for helical
springs.
More recently, Yildirim integrated his previous research findings and developed a
set of linearised disturbance dynamic equations to study the buckling and vibration
analysis of helical springs in a comprehensive manner (Yıldırım, 2012). The proposed
method dealt with the axial and shear deformation effects and rotatory inertia effects
for cylindrical and non-cylindrical helical springs having straight or circular rods. The
results obtained by the method were compared with those of previous literature, and
Yildirim claimed that his model conceived the most comprehensive equations.
Researchers later used the method (Kacar and Yildirim, 2016) to predict the natural
frequencies and buckling loads of composite helical springs that were noncylindrical
and unidirectional. They summarized that the developed method should work for any
helical springs having symmetric cross-sections, such as circle, square and rectangle.
It was argued that the common methods of treating a helical spring as a simple
massless force element had failed to reflect its dynamic performance in practical
applications. Hence, a method for simulating the dynamic performance of a helical
spring was proposed (Lee and Thompson, 2001). In that article, the curvature and
torsion of the helix curve were formulated by employing Love’s beam theory, Eq.(2.15)
and Eq.(2.16). A finite element model composed of 432 Euler-Bernoulli beams and the
spring model based on the transfer matrix method was also developed to validate the
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proposed dynamic stiffness method. The conducted case study is an automotive
suspension spring of which significant dynamic stiffening occurred at the frequency of
40 Hz. It was then reported that the spring's calculated natural frequencies and stiffness
show good agreement with the results obtained from the finite element model and the
transfer matrix method. Especially, they emphasised that the dynamic stiffness method
is particularly suited to the direct calculation of the transfer stiffness, which could be
easily applied in another, for instance, multi-body, model of a whole vehicle.
Another method, the pseudospectral method, was proposed (Lee, 2007a, Lee, 2007b)
to analyse the free vibration of cylindrical helical springs. The method was used firstly
to represent the helix spring curve using Love’s theory and then to show the series of
expansions of Chebyshev polynomials to approximate the helical springs'
displacements and rotations. The simulated spring was analysed under four different
boundary conditions: fixed-fixed, free-free, fixed-free and hinged-hinged. The results
from the pseudospectral method were also compared with those obtained by applying
the transfer matrix and dynamic stiffness methods. It was found that the pseudospectral
method can predict the natural frequency of the springs as accurately as the other two
methods.
Temel and Calim investigated helical springs' forced and free vibration under
impulsive loads in the Laplace domain (Temel and Calim, 2003). The governing
equations were derived from the Timoshenko beam theory. Specifically, they managed
to transfer the differential equations into the canonical form by applying the
complementary functions method. The results obtained from their method were
reported to concur closely with the results of previous methods and the finite element
method. More importantly, it was found that a significant reduction of the computation
time was achieved via this method.
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After that, the same method was applied to analyse the dynamic behaviour of
composite coil springs, which have an arbitrary shape (Çalım, 2009). The composite
material was assumed homogeneous, linear elastic and anisotropic. The helical spring
was simulated under both free and forced vibrations, and the results were validated by
both previous literature and the finite element method. It was reported that the helix
pitch angle is directly proportional to the vibration period while, on the contrary, it
makes a negligible contribution to the displacement amplitude.
Another study (Frikha et al., 2011) was conducted to investigate the effect of axial
load on the propagation of elastic waves in helical beams. Love’s spring theory was
employed to formulate the motion of the loaded helical beams. Four parameters (helix
angle, helix index, Poisson ratio and axial strain) were determined to administer the
problem. It was found that the effect of loading could be significant in a low-frequency
loading range, which was caused by the deformation of the geometry under the axial
load. Therefore, the author concluded that the effects of stress and geometry
deformation should not be neglected in the dynamic analysis of helical beams.
A comparative study was conducted to assess the validity ranges of alternative
theories for describing the dynamic behaviour of helical springs (Sorokin, 2009). The
location of the dispersion curves was selected to evaluate the accuracy of these methods.
It was reported that the standard Bernoulli-Euler theory could not provide a precise
prediction while the refined Bernoulli-Euler theory validated only for low-frequency
dominantly flexural waves. On the other hand, the Timoshenko theory is proved
effective in describing dominantly flexural waves in high-frequency range.
As a continuation of his study, Sorkin proposed to analyse the vibrational energy
transmission of helical springs by the Green’s matrix method (Sorokin, 2011). The
geometry of the helix curve is formulated by employing Love’s theory. Then the
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eigenfrequencies and the dynamic transfer functions are successfully calculated by
using his proposed method. The results are compared with the results based on the FE
method, and it was stated that Green’s matrix method works well for finding exact
solutions of problems with free and forced linear vibrations of elastic helical springs.
In order to allow for the free vibration analysis of helical springs having non-circular
cross-sections, explicit analytical expressions based on Love’s theory were developed
to calculate the natural frequencies of the springs (Yu and Hao, 2011). Various types of
cross-sections (elliptic, rectangular and uniform equilateral triangle) of helical springs
were involved and formulated into the dynamic equations of the helical springs. The
simulated results were validated by those obtained from the finite element method,
which showed a close correlation. It should be highlighted in their study that the
warping effect is considered in the spring model for the first time. For typical springs,
the ends are often not uniform (with a varying cross-section), which few studies had
paid attention to.
In addition, a wave and finite element method were proposed for describing the
dynamic response of such helical springs (Renno and Mace, 2012). In that model, the
spring was regarded as a curved waveguide and was formulated based on Love’s theory,
except that the non-uniform ends were modelled by the standard finite element method.
It was found that the dynamic stiffness of the helical spring, approximated by the
proposed wave finite element method, agrees more closely with the value of a real
spring than that approximated by other methods without considering the non-uniform
ends.
More recently, a coupled technique for modelling the vibration of helical springs
was proposed (Hamza et al., 2013a, Hamza et al., 2013b). At first, the impedance
method was employed to predict the natural frequencies of the spring. Then, numerical
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solutions of axial and rotational strains of the spring were achieved by applying the
finite difference scheme of Lax-Wendroff when the external loading was a harmonic
forced axial velocity.

2.3.2.2.

Models based on deformed beam (Wahl’s theory)

Paranjpe (1990) published a paper that combined Wahl’s spring model with Coulomb
damping instead of Viscous damping. In his study (Paranjpe, 1990), three distributed
spring models were developed: the first one was an undamped spring model, which is
in the same form as Eq.(2.34), the second was to couple the spring model with a viscous
damping term which is in the same form as Eq.(2.29), and in the last spring model the
viscous damping term was replaced by a Coulomb damping term as:
𝜕 2𝑦
𝜕 2𝑦
2
+
𝑓(𝑥,
𝑦̈
)
=
𝑎
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2

(2.56)

where 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦̈ ) represents the Coulomb damping term. The spring force at 3000-rpm
cam speed based on the three models were simulated and compared. The author
concluded that the undamped spring model results in a continuous vibration without
energy dissipation. On the contrary, the amplitude of the spring forces simulated by the
two damped spring models was reduced progressively by the effects of the damping
terms, which was considered more realistic. It showed that the vibration of the spring
force, based on Coulomb damping, always stops very fast after the external loading has
ceased. In contrast, the viscous damping based spring model allowed the spring force
to vibrate continuously with a reducing amplitude when the external loading was
removed. According to real engine test results, the dynamic spring force based on
viscous damping should be more credible, though Paranjpe argued that the Coulomb
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damping could be more suitable for developing the dynamic spring model as it generates
no additional energy costs.
Although Paranjpe’s study did not prove the feasibility of the Coulomb dampingbased model for developing a dynamic spring model, his study triggered an interest
from subsequent researchers to adopt his method for analysing springs with Coulomb
friction devices.
Another study (Sefler and Pisano, 1993) investigated an automotive valve spring's
experimental and modelling results that slide over the non-destructive elastomeric
sleeve. In that study, Eq.(2.29) was used to simulate the dynamic effects of the spring,
in which the viscous damping described the damping effects of the spring itself. On the
other hand, the Coulomb friction term 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦̈ ) was also added into the dynamic equation
to include the damping effects of the non-destructive elastomeric sleeve. The valve
spring with dampers was tested and simulated at three different cam speeds: 1000-rpm,
2000-rpm and 2500-rpm.
In order to estimate the compression force of the spring over the dampers and
therefore to calculate the Coulomb friction force over the dampers, the spring dilation
was firstly estimated by:
𝑅(𝑥, 𝑡) = 

∆𝑥
𝜕
cos[𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 ( 𝑦(𝑥, 𝑡))]
∆𝛼
𝜕𝑥

(2.57)

where R is the radius of the spring coil and 𝛼 is the radius of the helical curve. The
dynamic spring model with the considerations of the viscous damping, Coulomb
damping of the dampers and the spring dilation was then developed to simulate the
dynamic forces of the valve spring. In this aspect of the experiment, a piezoelectric
force transducer was placed beneath the spring to monitor the generated spring force.
The results showed that high-frequency peak forces occurred at, and only at, 2500-rpm
cam speed. This was explained by the evidence of the coil clash phenomenon. In
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addition, the developed spring model succeeded in fitting the force curve at both 1000rpm and 2000-rpm cam speeds. The simulation result correlated closely with the
experimental force curve at 2500-rpm cam speed except that it failed to simulate the
peak forces caused by the coil conflict phenomenon (spring contact). Lastly, the
importance of damping terms in a spring model was highlighted, in that both the
damping introduced by the spring itself and the external damper could reduce the
amplitude of the dynamic vibrations of springs.
Following the above studies, the Eq.(2.29) proposed by Wahl, which comprised the
viscous damping term, has been widely applied by researchers to analyse the dynamic
response of helical springs. For instance, a distributed parameter spring model was
developed based on Wahl’s equation to investigate the dynamic effects of valve springs
subjected to impact loading (Yang et al., 1996). The model was applied in two situations:
1. only one single spring was subject to impact loading, 2. the moving end of the spring
was connected to a button. By applying the model, he successfully found that maximum
stress occurred at the fixed end and discovered that coil clash happened when the
loading velocity exceeded a threshold value. In addition, Champion and Champion
modelled small deviations from the linear mechanical behaviours of helical springs
subjected to vertical loading. Finally, in the study (Champion and Champion, 2011), the
wave equation proposed by Wahl was used to develop a nonlinear model for simulating
the helical spring under small-amplitude oscillations. They concluded that the
developed model proved the departure from the linear behaviour of springs observed in
static extension and oscillation situations.
In order to include the effects of the variable natural frequency and variable damping
ratio, a new method was proposed (Liu and Kim, 2011) to predict the spring surge
phenomenon. First, the valve spring sample was placed into a vibration exciter to test
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and record the variable natural frequency. Then, the damping ratio ζ was determined by
applying the half-power bandwidth method. In order to estimate the amplitude of the
spring surge, Wahl’s equation was used to simulate the internal vibration of the valve
spring. The harmonic balance method was adopted to approximate the solution of the
equation. In addition, a cylinder head of a car engine that was directly driven by an
electric motor was used to test the spring surge amplitude. The analytical results were
then compared with the experimental data collected from the test rig. It was found that
the analytical results agreed with the test results, irrespective of using a constant
damping ratio of 0.016 or the variable damping ratio. However, it was reported that a
mismatch between analytical results and test results could be observed when employing
a constant natural frequency of 490 Hz. They pointed out that the mismatch could be
eliminated by using the variable natural frequency. Notably, no coil clash phenomenon
was reported in the article though the maximum cam speed reached around 3000-rpm
in the engine head test.
Another paper (Kobelev, 2014) addressed the practical problem of the load
dependence of transverse vibrations for helical springs. Based on Wahl’s spring
equations, equations for describing transverse vibrations and explicit formulas for
predicting the natural frequency were developed in that paper. These equations finally
aided the analysis of the buckling of the studied helical spring. Another paper was later
published (Hamza et al., 2015) to address the vibrations of a helical spring under axial
compression by using Wahl’s dynamic spring equation. It aimed to display the different
effects between the slow axial waves and the fast angular waves.
Besides the analysis of the helical springs, the distributed parameter spring model
was also favoured by researchers who investigated the whole valve train mechanism.
However, few studies were conducted on introducing the dynamic spring model into
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the valve train system, though the significance of the dynamic behaviour of a valve
spring in a valve train had been realised for a long time (Ünlüsoy and Tümer, 1994).
Therefore, a study was conducted (Ünlüsoy and Tümer, 1994) on coupling the cam
follower system's lumped mass model and the valve spring's distributed parameter
model. A method was proposed to address the difficulties in solving the coupled partial
and ordinary differential equations. To achieve this, Wahl’s wave equation for helical
spring dynamics was adopted when Newton’s law governed the lumped mass model of
the cam follower system. As a result, the whole valve train system was successfully
simulated, and the importance of the distributed parameter spring model, which gave
out an accurate estimation of spring resonance, was highlighted in their study.
Similarly, a model was developed by coupling the distributed parameter spring
model with the valve train's lumped mass system to investigate the valve train's
vibrational behaviour (Lee and Patterson, 1997). Whilst Wahl’s wave equation was used
to formulate the dynamic spring, it was pointed out that the nonlinear effect of coil clash
had been neglected. It was reported that the distributed parameter model and the lumped
mass model could be solved simultaneously without iterations, and the coupled model
could give accurate results of vibrational behaviour when compared with the
experimental data.
In addition, another curved beam method for developing a valve spring model into
a lumped mass model of valve train was presented (Huber et al., 2010, Clauberg and
Huber, 2013). In both of their studies, the valve spring was approximated as a curved
beam, and then partial differential equations were generated by deriving the equations
of motion. Specifically, the motion of each unit mass of the spring coil was assumed to
consist of three components: the translation, the small rotation, and the warping.
Expressions for the displacement, the stress and the strain were derived according to
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these assumptions. Finally, six coupled differential equations were derived to describe
the behaviour of the spring by the equations of motions.
As these studies looked for the incorporation of the spring model into the multi-body
model of valve trains, only the degree of freedom along the extensional direction was
of interest. As a result, these differential equations were reduced to a partial differential
equation in the same form as the well-known Wahl’s one-dimensional wave equation.
A test rig powered by an electric motor was built to test the static and dynamic spring
forces. The test data then validated the analytical model. Clauberg and Huber
demonstrated that the static analytical results had an excellent agreement with the data
of the static compression test. In addition, a real engine test was also conducted to record
the dynamic spring force generated at around 1200 rpm cam speed. It appeared that
though the effect of internal vibrations on the spring were significant, the analytical
results were able to fit the experimental curve well. The authors concluded that the
developed spring models could aid both static and dynamic simulations of a valve train
mechanism.

2.3.3. Lumped Parameters Model
The lumped parameters spring model, which the multibody model is inspired by, is
commonly used to study the dynamic behaviour of interconnected rigid or flexible
bodies. Basically, the motion of bodies is described by their kinematic behaviour, while
the dynamic behaviour is usually calculated from the equilibrium of applied forces and
the rate of change of momentum. To be specific, these bodies are usually connected by
springs and dampers. Nowadays, the multibody system can usually provide the ability
to simulate the arbitrary motions of thousands of interconnected bodies. Initially, the
multibody system was not employed by researchers who investigated the dynamic
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performance of helical springs. However, it was one of the most popular methods
employed for simulating the dynamic valve train mechanism, which usually consists of
interconnected components that can be treated as rigid bodies. Among these
components, the valve spring is the most flexible and is usually modelled by methods
for simulating continuous body, for instance the distributed parameters method.
Pisano and Freudenstein developed a dynamic model for a high-speed cam-follower
system (Pisano and Freudenstein, 1983). In that model, the cam, cam-follower, rocker
arm and rocker arm pivot are assumed to be rigid, and the mass of the pushrod was
divided into halves while the valve spring was modelled by the distributed parameter
method. This combination of methods allowed the dynamic response to be obtained by
solving a coupled set of ordinary and partial differential equations. Besides, a lumped
parameters dynamic model of the same valve spring was generated to compare with the
distributed parameter spring model results. One-half of the mass of the valve spring was
used in the lumped parameter spring model.
Then, the results based on both methods were validated by the results of valve train
tests at 600-, 1800- and 2550-rpm cam speeds. It was reported that the dynamic model
combined with the distributed parameter spring model performs well when predicting
the system's overall response. On the contrary, by replacing the distributed spring model
with the lumped parameter spring model, the dynamic model is unable to make accurate
predictions. Therefore, the author concluded that the distributed parameter spring model
plays an essential role in the accuracy of the results predicted by the dynamic model.
Later on, it was claimed by researchers (Chan and Pisano, 1987) that in such a valve
train system, the dynamics of finger-followers and hydraulic tappets should not be
neglected. Hence, they developed a dynamic model considering both the effects of the
finger-follower and the hydraulic tappet for predicting the dynamic response of the
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valve train system. The spring model was greatly simplified by adding one-third of the
spring mass to the valve mass, and the spring was eventually replaced by a spring
constant in the dynamic model. The authors also emphasised that incorporating the
distributed parameter spring model into the whole dynamic model should be part of the
continuing works for their study.
Similarly, in another paper (Guo et al., 2011), the kineto-elastodynamics method
was used to investigate the dynamic characteristic of a valve train system. It aimed to
build an effective but simple dynamic model for the entire valve train system. All the
components in the system were modelled by the lumped mass approach except that the
valve spring was modelled by the distributed parameter method, as shown in Figure
2-3a. A 4-cylinder diesel engine mounted on a stationary test bench and derived by a
motor was used to verify the simulation accuracy. The simulation and experiment were
conducted at a range of cam speed from 700-rpm to 2000-rpm. It was reported that the
simulation results of the valve force are very close to the experimental results at any
tested cam speed.
In a later study (Guo et al., 2014), the dynamic behaviour of a pushrod valve train
system was simulated by developing a rigid-flexible coupled dynamic model. It was
stated that the valve spring is ‘a major source of compliance’ in valve trains, to which
great attention should be paid. The tappet, upper retainer and valve head were treated
as rigid bodies whilst the other components: the pushrod, rocker arm, valve spring and
valve stem, were modelled as continuous flexible bodies. It was worth noting that the
valve spring was modelled by the distributed parameter method where Wahl’s spring
wave equation described the displacement of the spring coil elements. It was shown that
the agreement between the results based on the rigid-flexible coupled dynamics model
and the experimental results is good.
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Figure 2-3: (a). Dynamic model of pushrod valve train system (Guo et al., 2011). (b).
Single-degree-of-freedom dynamic model for the overhead cam mechanism (Ünlüsoy
and Tümer, 1994). (c). Analytical model for the valve train system (Seidlitz, 1989).
(d). Lumped parameters model for the valve train system (Kitada and Kuchita, 2008).
Though the distributed parameter spring model was proved effective when coupled
with the lumped mass model of the entire valve train system, the valve spring was still
replaced by a linear constant of spring stiffness in a valve train model due to the purpose
of simplicity. A study (Ünlüsoy and Tümer, 1994) investigated the dynamic behaviour
of an overhead cam mechanism where it was assumed that the Coulomb friction could
significantly influence the behaviour. As shown in Figure 2-3b, the pushrod and the
rocker arm were lumped to be point masses and connected with ideal springs and
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dampers while the valve spring was simplified to be a spring stiffness having a value kr
and under the preload P.
In addition, a similar method was proposed (Dresner and Barkan, 1995) where a
cam follower system was modelled by using lumped parameter approach. The valve
spring was also treated as a constant stiffness in the whole cam-follower system.
Besides, a study (Dalpiaz and Rivola, 2000) was conducted to simulate the dynamic
behaviour of a motorbike engine’s desmodromic valve train by employing the lumped
parameters method where the valve spring was assumed as an ideal spring having a
constant stiffness. Experimental results validated the simulation results. However,
some discrepancies were observed. The phenomenon was explained by the fact that the
rocker stiffness should not be constant as assumed in the model.
Moreover, Teodorescu published a paper (Teodorescu et al., 2007) where the
contribution of the multi-body method in the design analysis of valvetrain systems was
highlighted. The tappet, pushrod, rocker arm and valve were all lumped as point masses
connecting with springs and dampers while the valve spring was simply replaced by a
constant stiffness and one-third of which actual mass was added to the mass of the valve.
A motored test rig was built using a laser doppler vibrometer to validate the simulation
results.
More recently, a study (Calabretta et al., 2010) investigated the friction generated
among the valvetrain components after realising that the valve train could contribute
significantly to the overall engine friction at low engine speeds. Therefore, the lumped
parameters model for a valve train system was proposed to quantify the lost power
between the components. In that model, the valve spring was also treated as a stiffness
constant without mass. According to the above literature, it can be concluded that the
valve spring is always simply replaced by a stiffness constant when the dynamic
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response of the valve spring is not concerned and when only the dynamic response at
low engine speeds is concerned. In short, assuming the valve spring as a stiffness
constant usually cannot give out an accurate prediction of the dynamic response of the
valve spring compared to the distributed parameter method, though it did contribute to
simplifying the entire dynamic model of a valve train system and in the process saved
a lot of computing time.
Besides the distributed parameters method, valve springs were also modelled by
using the lumped parameters method. Compared to the distributed parameters spring
model, the spring model based on the lumped parameters method could be more suitable
to fit into a lumped parameters model of an entire valve train. In other words, the partial
differential equations generated by the distributed parameter spring model and the
ordinary differential equations governing the other components of the valve train system
should be solved separately. On the contrary, the lumped parameters spring model is
governed by the ordinary equations, which can be solved along with the governing
equations of the whole valve train system. However, accurate results might not be
obtained by assuming the valve spring as only one mass point. Hence, the valve springs
were assumed as more than one mass by researchers.
For instance, Seidlitz developed a computer model for studying the dynamic
behaviour of a valve train system by employing the lumped parameters model (Seidlitz,
1989). All the components (camshaft, tappet, pushrod, rocker arm, retainer and valve
seat) of the valve train were assumed as at least one mass and the valve spring was
composed of 9 masses connected by springs and dampers, as shown in Figure 2-3c. The
stiffness of the two connecting springs at both ends of the valve spring was ten times as
stiff as the connecting springs in the middle portion. An engine head test was also
conducted to validate the results obtained from the simulation. The results showed that
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the mathematical model could accurately simulate the dynamic behaviour of the valve
train system.
Then, similar research was done by Roß and Arnold, who included the interacting
effects of bending and torsional vibrations between each valve train into the developed
lumped parameter model (Roß and Arnold, 1993). Each valve spring in a valve train
system was discretised to 18 masses connecting by springs and dampers. They stated
that the simulated results of camshaft bearing forces and camshaft displacements
appeared to be very similar to the measuring results, which were not achievable by
previous methods.
In order to include the spring surging effect under dynamic conditions and the
contact compliance between the cam and the follower of a cycloidal cam-flat follower
pair, a lumped parameters model incorporating the inertial elements was developed
(Kushwaha et al., 2000). The valve train components (camshaft, cam, valve and
follower) were assumed as one mass, while two masses represented the valve spring. It
was believed that when the valve spring arrangement is clamped-clamped, the two
masses connecting by springs and dampers should be enough to simulate the spring
surge effect. Their model was validated by comparing with the results of previous
literature. The results demonstrated that the valve train inertial imbalance increases at
higher engine speeds so that the dynamic contact loads become larger.
Moreover, Kitada and Kuchita also published their study on analysing the dynamic
vibration of an engine valve train by assuming the whole system as a lumped parameters
model (Kitada and Kuchita, 2008). The model aims to include nonlinear effects like
valve clearance and coil clash. For this purpose, the valve spring was not only
discretised by six masses but also the closed coil at the lower end of the valve spring
was represented by a connecting spring with a larger stiffness k7, as shown in Figure
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2-3d. As a result, a spike spring force was observed at 4500 cam speed in the simulations
results, which they explained was caused by the coil clash around the closed coil.
However, no experiment was conducted to support their findings though the method
could be an effective method to include the effects of valve clearance and coil clash in
the dynamic simulation of the valve train system.
It can be concluded from the above literature that the lumped parameter method was
usually employed for simulating the dynamic behaviour of valvetrain systems or fingerfollower systems where valve springs act as essential parts. It is the simpler way to
represent the valve spring by replacing the valve spring with a stiffness constant in the
lumped parameters model of the valve train system. However, it usually cannot
accurately predict the valve spring's dynamic response, for instance the effect of spring
surge and coil clash. On the other hand, by employing the distributed parameters method
to the model of valve springs, high accuracy of the simulation result can always be
ensured. However, it is of great difficulty to observe jointly the distributed parameter
spring model (governed by partial differential equations) and the lumped parameters
model (governed by ordinary differential equations) of the other components in the
valve train, and therefore must be solved separately. Hence, for simplicity, the valve
spring and the other components were usually modelled using the lumped parameters
method. In this case, the connecting stiffness and dampers of these discretised masses
should be defined precisely to obtain accurate predictions of the dynamic response,
which usually is considerably problematic especially when the valve spring contains
nonlinear properties.
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2.3.4. Finite Element Model
The distributed parameters method was proved able to accurately analyse the valve
spring's dynamic response in most cases. However, it was claimed that the governing
differential equations of the distributed parameters method were too challenging to be
solved manually (Mottershead (1980)). Hence, the finite element method started to be
employed by researchers to analyse the dynamic response of the valve spring due to its
flexibility. The finite element method has been one of the most popular methods, which
engineers and researchers use to solve engineering problems. The FEM is always treated
as a special numerical method for solving partial differential equations, usually
subdividing a large domain into smaller and simpler finite elements.
Mottershead published an article for addressing the eigenvalue problem of semiinfinite helical springs by using the finite element method (Mottershead, 1980). The
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the helical spring were governed by Wittrick’s
differential equations. The valve spring was discretised into 12 elements per coil, each
of which had twelve degrees of freedom: three rotations and three translations for each
node on the element. The simulated natural frequencies of each mode were compared
to the results obtained using Timoshenko’s beam theory. It was found that the error
between the two methods is lower than 1.6% from mode 1 to mode 5. In addition, the
vibrational test of the spring was also conducted to validate the results of the finite
element model. It was reported that no matter whether in the transverse or the
longitudinal directions, the error between the finite element method and the spring test
is always lower than +/-2.5%. Also, it was highlighted that the transverse motions of
the valve spring were successfully simulated by the method, which was not able to be
achieved with other spring theories. And, although the valve spring is meshed by a
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relatively coarse density (six coils per element), the proposed method was more likely
to give accurate results.
Following that study, Kim pointed out in his paper (Kim, 1999) that it was difficult
to combine the method of Mottershead (1980) with other finite element codes due to
the lack of symmetricity of the element matrices. Therefore, he developed a 3-D helical
rod finite element method to analyse the dynamic behaviour of typical helical springs.
The element matrices were derived from Galerkin’s method, where the mass and
stiffness matrices are symmetric. The finite element model was achieved and solved by
using the commercial software iDEAS. An experimental test was also performed to
validate the model. It was found that the two dominant natural frequencies in both
analytical and experimental results were around 363.7Hz and 690.0Hz, which were very
close to the first and second order longitudinal natural frequencies. It is explained that
only the longitudinal vibration modes dominated as the external excitation is along the
longitudinal direction. It was also found that the finite element model still gives accurate
results, although each coil was modelled by only one element.
Cook recommended using the finite element method for formulating the deflection
and state of stress in a closely coiled helical spring with an arbitrary cross-section shape
(Cook, 1990). A helical spring having a rectangular cross-section shape was selected as
a case study to test the finite element model. It was shown that the simulated results of
both deflection and state stress were very close to the results of classical theories.
Later on, two different approaches for modelling a helical suspension spring which
was used in a dynamic compressor, were discussed by researchers (Kelly and Knight,
1992). The first approach assumed the spring as a stiffness constant by applying Wahl’s
stiffness formula for helical springs. The other approach was to represent the helical
spring as a finite element model with four linear beam elements for each coil. It was
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suggested that the independent finite element spring model should be used when the
spring surge existed in the frequency range of interest.
In addition, the cubic beam element was also employed (Stander and Du Preez, 1992)
for analysing the vibrational behaviour of helical springs. The method was derived from
the curved isoperimetric 3-dimensional beam finite elements. It was announced that the
proposed finite element method is extremely suitable for the vibrational analysis of
helical springs as arbitrary 3-dimensional beam elements can easily model them.
Besides, coarse meshes of two to four elements per coil could also provide accurate
results for the model analysis.
Suzuki et al. employed the finite element method to minimise helical springs' side
force, and the finite element code was compiled in ABAQUS. In their study (Suzuki et
al., 1996), the helical coil spring was modelled by 2-node linear beam elements when
the spring seats were modelled by rigid surfaces. The results were validated by the test
of a special six-point loading fixture on the helical spring. A good agreement between
the side force of the finite element results and the experimental data was observed.
Moreover, Jiang and Henshall looked in to developing a general and accurate finite
element model for analysing the static response of helical springs under axial loads.
They pointed out that material nonlinearity and large deflection were usually not
included in the Fourier series analysis, limiting the previous numerical spring models
(Jiang and Henshall, 2000). Therefore, they developed accurate boundary conditions
and used conventional finite element analysis instead of specific formulations so that
the model could be directly implemented using commercial finite element software.
Three-dimensional solid brick elements were applied to construct the helical spring,
which consisted of eight nodes. The Von Mises equivalent stress distribution of the
spring was simulated by applying both the proposed finite element model and the
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previous analytical model, and they were seen to be in good agreement with each other.
However, it was discovered that the discrepancy between the finite element results and
the analytical results increases when the ratio of wire and coil diameter increases. The
advantages of the proposed model were highlighted: it has a robust ability to include
the effects of arbitrary cross-section, nonlinear material properties, and large
deformation into the analysis of helical springs by adding multi-step loadings.
More recently, it was claimed that it is always hard to simultaneously solve the
equations of the components of the valve train system derived by the finite element
method. Hence, Lee demonstrated in his article (Lee, 2004) that by independently
formulating the components by the finite element method, the dynamic equations of the
valve train could be solved. In the model, the cam was treated as a rigid body, the rocker
arm was modelled by 72 plane stress elements, the valve was represented by 341
axisymmetric elements and the valve spring which consists of five coils were modelled
by 50 rod elements. The model was in the two-dimensional domain and simulated at
1000- and 3000-rpm cam speeds, respectively. It was noted that the effect of coil
collisions inside the valve spring is considered in the model and is successfully
simulated at 3000-rpm cam speed.
The introduction of the finite element method together with the rapid development
of computer power lead to more widespread modelling of helical springs in the
following years. Firstly, it was proposed to model the dynamic helical spring that is
sleeved over a mandrel using a finite element analysis method (Rashidi et al., 2004).
Rashidi claimed that the helical spring should have a variable Coulomb friction force
during operation as it was expanded radially during compression. It was found that the
results from spring vibration, as predicted by the spring model using variable damping
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forces, were very close in comparison with the results obtained from the model using
constant damping forces.
Then, a paper (Girgin, 2006) was presented to investigate the free vibration analysis
of noncylindrical helices using the finite element method. The Timoshenko beam theory
was used to derive the spring element matrix. It was demonstrated that although the
formulation of his method is simple, it was effective at producing accurate solutions for
the conical, barrel and hyperboloidal spring shapes.
In addition, the same method was also applied by researchers (Clauberg et al., 2012)
who used the beam theory and finite element method to develop the model for the
helical spring. The spring model was discretised using the finite element method when
each element was assumed a curved beam. The numerical results also closely concurred
with the results of the conducted static spring test.
In another study (Wang et al., 2010), the finite element spring mode generated in
ANSYS software provided an accurate stress distribution of a normal helical spring and
the natural frequency of the helical spring was also calculated. The finite element spring
model's ability to address the nonlinear elastic behaviours was also highlighted; for
instance, the large deformation occurred near spring resonance.
Then, Kaoua et al. adopted the finite element method to study the performance of
twin helical springs under axial loading (Kaoua et al., 2011). The twin helical spring
usually generated by double rolling a cylindrical coil had a more complicated geometry
than the normal helical spring. It was reported that the finite element model can still
accurately calculate the stress fields on the twin helical spring.
Mulla et al. dealt with the stress analysis of a helical spring in their paper (Mulla et
al., 2012), which is used the front suspension of a three-wheeler automotive. The spring
model was developed in ANSYS by tetrahedral elements and hexahedron elements,
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respectively. It was found that spring models generated by the two elements can provide
excellent accuracy in predicting static stress.
Similarly, Abidin et al. tried to investigate the static characteristics of the helical
springs SUP12 used in an automotive (Abidin et al., 2013). The finite element model
was generated in the software HYPERWORKS, in which the displacement conditions
at the full rebound, curb length, and the full bump were simulated.
Besides, Gaikwad and Kachare (2013) developed a finite element for helical springs
using NASTRAN, and the pre-processing of the model was conducted in
HYPERMESH (Gaikwad and Kachare, 2013). Additionally, Sarkate (2013) developed
a finite element model of helical springs, of which the geometry model was developed
in Pro-E software (Sarkate, 2013). It was noted that the wire diameter is 13mm, which
is very small compared to the mean diameter of the spring coil, which was 145mm.
Nevertheless, it was reported that the model accurately predicts the helical spring's static
stress compared to the analytical results.
Moreover, a finite element spring model was also developed using ANSYS for the
static analysis of helical springs (Pattar et al., 2014). More recently, the helical
suspension spring used in railroad vehicles was modelled using finite element analysis
software ANSYS (Kumbhalkar et al., 2017).
These studies aimed to address the problem of vibrational response appearing in the
helical spring, such as the harmonic or frequency response. The numerical model
calculated the natural frequency of the helical spring, and this was validated by the
experimental results.
The same method was also employed (Wu et al., 2017) to conduct the intake valve
spring's static and modal finite element analysis. The static stress and deformation of
the intake valve spring were successfully simulated. Then, similar FE spring models
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were also employed by researchers who analysed the static stress of the helical spring
with a non-circular wire cross section using CATIA V5 (Kanimozhi et al., 2018), who
used the finite element spring model for validating the feasibility of using composite
material in the design of helical springs (Mahadevan et al., 2018), who investigated the
force-displacement response of the suspension spring in a three wheeler where high
weight on one side was observed (Pawar and Desale, 2018), who investigated the
damping capabilities of both helical springs with and with polyurethane cushion buffer
(Jadhav et al., 2019), and who used the finite element model to conduct the comparative
study of spring forces between the helical spring made by structural steel, S-Glass
Epoxy composite and Epoxy-Carbon prepreg composite (Stephen et al., 2019).
Regardless of the software used to develop the finite element spring models, all the
above studies achieve their goals of accurately simulating either the static or dynamic
response of helical springs in various working conditions. In other words, the finite
element method shows a robust ability in simulating the helical springs, especially the
ones having nonlinear geometries or nonlinear behaviours. However, the finite element
method is usually blamed for time costing. For instance, one-dimensional analytical
spring models developed by researchers (Baghani et al., 2012, Okarmus et al., 2013)
were reported as costing much less computational time than the approximated 1% of
the time for three-dimensional finite element simulations.

2.4

Design and Optimization Methods of Helical Spring

2.4.1. Traditional Spring Analysis Methods
Besides the need to analyse static and dynamic spring responses, the spring models also
play an essential role in the optimal design of helical springs. The first systematic and
comprehensive spring design method was derived by Wahl (1944) in his book, where
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the spring force, stress and natural frequency were formulated. In these formulas, the
geometry parameters of the springs: coil diameter, wire diameter, number of active coils
and pitch angle were considered. Though the formulas were simple and based on linear
assumptions, they built a solid foundation for later researchers to conduct spring designs.
An optimised design for valve springs was conducted in order to reduce the spring
loads and the installation height (Muhr, 1993). Wahl’s spring formulas for calculating
wire bending stress and wire torsional stress were adopted. It was then easy to find the
optimal solutions of the formulas by fixing the unchanged parameters. It was reported
that a 13% reduction in the spring loads and a 35% reduction in the installation height
were eventually achieved by applying the design method.
A study (Ratle et al., 2004) was published on conducting a multi-objective optimal
design of a helical spring by applying a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm. The
design domain contained five spring parameters: coil diameter, inner diameter, material
thickness, helix pitch, number of active coils, and braid angle. Then, Wahl’s spring
stiffness was extended to Eq.(2.59), which was one of the objective functions. The other
objective function was in the same form of Wahl’s spring mass function.
𝐺𝑑 4
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑘 = 
[1 + 𝐿(𝐷, 𝑑, 𝛼, 𝑛, 𝜃)]
64𝑛𝑅 3
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑚𝐴  = 

𝜋𝑑 2 𝛾𝑑𝑠
4𝑔

(2.58)

(2.59)

where the term [1+L(D ,d, α, n, θ)] represents the correlation factor for the stiffness
formula, the Max and Min ahead of both the formulas show the objective is to search
for the maximum stiffness k and minimum spring mass m. Good results were reported
to have been obtained by applying the method.
The same method was also presented in another article (Shao et al., 2013) which
looked for the minimum mass and the maximum natural frequency of the helical spring.
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The strength, stiffness and fatigue life of the spring were set as boundary conditions.
Similarly, Guo used the two objective functions of minimum spring mass and minimum
spring stiffness error to conduct a helical spring's optimal design (Guo et al., 2010). The
objective function of the minimum spring mass was also employed (Qimin et al., 2009a)
to find the minimum mass for an automobile suspension spring. The spring mass was
finally reduced by 16%, and the importance of the coefficients of the analytical
expressions was also emphasized.
In addition, the objective function of minimum spring mass was also used (Qimin
et al., 2009b) to optimise the design of a helical spring. In that article, the design domain
consisted of three design variables: wire diameter, coil diameter and the number of
active coils. The shear stress, maximum axial deflection, natural frequency, buckling,
and fatigue life, which Wahl formulated, defined the constraint conditions. It was
assumed that the coils were not in contact with each other in the study. The Particle
Swarm Optimisation algorithm, that was coded in Matlab, was applied to solve the
optimisation problem. It was reported that a spring mass as small as 5.5g was obtained.
Another study was conducted to find the optimal spring design under the objectives
of maximum natural frequency and minimum mass (Qin-man et al., 2010). The particle
swarm optimisation algorithm was applied to solve the optimisation problem, and as a
result, the overall performance of the redesigned spring was better than the original
design. Xi and Zhu addressed the problems caused by the negative impact of the inertia
force of valve springs during high-speed valvetrain operations (Xi and Zhu, 2011). The
objective function of the minimum spring mass was formulated based on Wahl’s spring
mass formula. 12.44% of the spring mass was reduced by the optimal design, which
also saved the spring's material and costs.
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Moreover, the same optimisation objective functions of minimising spring mass and
maximising the natural frequency were used (Zhang, 2012). The optimisation results of
the spring were solved using the Genetic Algorithm. Sastry et al. presented the method
of optimising helical springs by using the response surface method and design of
experiments (Sastry et al., 2012). Wahl’s spring formulas for calculating spring stress
were used to derive the objective function. In the approach, a certain amount of design
samples of the spring were required to accurately formulate the relationships between
the spring geometry parameters and the output response. As a result, a significant
reduction of the spring force was achieved.
The spring mass and the natural frequencies of the spring were also optimised in an
article (Taktak et al., 2014) where four geometric parameters (wire diameter, middle
helix diameter, active coils numbers and spring pitch) were chosen as design variables.
The dynamic model of the helical spring was simulated in MATLAB in conjunction
with the optimisation program. The author concluded that the presented method greatly
reduces the spring's mass and increases the spring's first-order natural frequency, which
is then higher than the working frequency.
Besides the widely used analytical spring model, the numerical method, such as the
finite element method and lumped parameters method, were also applied to aid the
optimal design of helical springs. It was realised that the conventional helical spring
designs always have a shorter fatigue life than standard designs. Hence, a study
presented an optimal method to redesign the helical spring by minimising the wire
diameter, spring stiffness, avoiding spring surging and increasing the fatigue life
(Pöllänen and Martikka, 2010). It was noted that the force and stress results were
validated by the results of the finite element spring model and showed a good agreement.
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In another study (Bakhshesh and Bakhshesh, 2012), the spring weight, stress and
deflection of the helical spring made by four different materials (steel, E-glass/Epoxy,
Carbon/Epoxy and Kevlar/Epoxy) were compared to find the best choice of material.
The numerical spring model was developed by the finite element method in the software
ANSY. It was demonstrated that the weight of spring was significantly reduced by using
composite material compared to using steel. Then, a new approach was proposed to
design helical springs by using the finite element method and the response surface
optimisation method (Khurd and Kulkarni, 2014). In total, 78 numerical samples were
generated in ANSYS with nine design parameters. The relationship between the design
parameters and compressive stress was discovered by applying the response surface
optimisation method. More importantly, the force and material property were found to
significantly affect the compressive stress.
Lavanya et al. investigated the performance of suspension spring designs made from
different materials (Lavanya et al., 2014). The numerical spring model was generated
by using the finite element method in ANSYS. He drew the conclusion that the spring
made by the low carbon structural steel resulted in lower spring stress than the spring
made by chromo vanadium steel.
Besides the finite element method, researchers also used the lumped parameters
method to optimise valve springs. Zheng et al. developed a lumped mass model for the
valve mechanism and the valve spring was optimised by the Newton downhill method
(Zheng et al., 2017). The aim of his study was to minimise the noise generated in the
valve strain mechanism. It was found that the oscillation amplitude of the spring was
reduced by 62.5%, which indicated that the noise of the valve train could be controlled
and reduced by using the proposed method to optimise valve springs.
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The traditional design methods for helical springs mostly rely on the analytical
model based on Wahl’s spring formulas. Numerical models like the finite element
method and the lumped parameters method can be used to either generate numerical
spring samples or validate the analytical results. However, it is common sense that the
accuracy of the designed helical springs' performance hugely relies on the accuracy of
the used analytical model (Sequenzia et al., 2011, Lin et al., 2012). In other words, the
properties of the designed helical springs could fail to meet the initial requirements as
the traditional spring formulas cannot consider the nonlinearities, for instance, varied
spring pitch, coil clash and changing coil diameter.

2.4.2. Engineering Design and Analysis Methods Based on Machine Learning
Models
Recently, due to the higher demand of involving nonlinearities in engineering designs
and the emerging of artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques, new
engineering design and analysis methods combining these emerging techniques have
interested researchers and engineers alike. Unlike traditional methods that are usually
difficult to involve nonlinearities and accuracy, they mainly rely on the quality of the
chosen analytical formulas, new engineering design and analysis methods to directly
look for the solutions from existing engineering results. Thus, it indicates that the
nonlinearities are always considered as they already exist in the data of engineering
results. On the other hand, however, enough results data should be guaranteed to
achieve the precise design and analysis models. Therefore, experimental design
methods are widely used to control the volume of the test or numerical samples.
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2.4.2.1.

Design of Experiment

The design of experiment techniques, also called experimental design technique, was
initially proposed for physical experiments and aimed to ease the effects of random
errors (Alvarez, 2000, Simpson et al., 2001). It was later extended to the area for
computer experiments to reduce the level of noise produced (Bonte et al., 2005). A
design of experiment can select the sample points from a list of coordinates in the given
design space. A design of experiment is usually composed of factors and levels which
represent the input variables and the number of sampled configurations, respectively
(Armani, 2014). Thus, the design of experiment is not subjected to a single method.
Nonetheless, all the members in the design of experiment family have the same goal: to
find the optimal number of input sets.
The most simple and basic design of experiment method is the full factorial design
which the samples are all the combinations of factors at every level. The levels were
assumed to have the same amount as the factors, which makes the number of design
points equal to 𝑁𝑙 𝑁𝑓 as shown in Figure 2-4(a), where Nl is the number of levels and Nf
is the number of factors.
The central composite design also called the Box-Wilson central composite design,
is an augmented factorial or fractional factorial design method containing centre points
to estimate the curvature (Figure 2-4(b)).
The Box-Behnken design method was firstly proposed for estimating the
coefficients in a second degree graduating polynomial (Box and Behnken, 1960). Its
methodology is to place each factor equally in the three-level space. A simple sketch of
the concept of the Box-Behnken design method is shown in Figure 2-4(c).
The Latin Hypercube design method was firstly proposed and treated as a stratified
Monte Carlo sampling method (McKay et al., 1979). One of the most important features
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of this method is that it considers all regions of the whole design space equally important.
In other words, all the input factors can be very well represented regardless of the
complication of the whole system. A simple case for a two-level Latin Hypercube
design space and sampled points is shown in Figure 2-4(d). This feature makes it an
excellent candidate for the early stage of designs where the complexity of the
investigated system is not clear.

Figure 2-4: Concept sketches of design of experiment techniques: (a). Full Factorial
Design, (b). Central Composite Design, (c). Box-Behnken Design and (d). Latin
Hypercube Design.
The basic principles of the Latin hypercube method can be described as below:
1. The set of the input dimension 𝑥 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥 2 , … , 𝑥 𝑑 )𝑇 is divided into N equal
intervals where one sample is allowed for each interval, d is the number of input factors.
2. N scalar samples are then created by giving a certain dimension k.
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3. The scalar samples were coupled with a random dimension to obtain an Ndimensional tuple.
4. Finally, the probability of the Latin Hypercube method can be calculated in the
same way as the Monte Carlo (Morio and Balesdent, 2015).
Therefore, the sampled points selected by applying the Latin Hypercube method will
be more representative than those selected by the random sampling method. Besides, it
usually produces fewer samples by ensuring relatively high representativeness of input
factors, which is particularly suitable for sampling computer and practical experiments
for engineering applications. Nevertheless, it is still the responsibility of the user to
choose an appropriate sized sample for a specific case when using the Latin Hypercube
method (Ramu et al., 2010).

2.4.2.2.

Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming is a searching algorithm, commonly known as the concept
firstly proposed by Cramer (1985). However, it did not draw much attention from
researchers and engineers immediately, possibly due to the huge amount of
computational resource required to calculate a solution at that time. However, with the
rapid development of computers and their computational power, Genetic Programming
has gathered considerable attention due to its robust ability to search for a suitable
solution from a place where all possible solutions exist. Especially in engineering
problems with complicated nonlinearities, which are usually difficult to formulate by
analytical or physical models, Genetic Programming techniques reveal the inherent
superiority of directing the search towards desirable or optimal solutions regardless of
the complexity of the researched system (Armani (2014)). In other words, thanks to its
main strength of being non-specific in nature, Genetic Programming is able to perform
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a directed search on any entity. This has led to its wide use amongst engineering
applications.
Genetic Programming can serve a varied range of tasks, among which the most
common is symbolic regression (Barbosa and Bernardino, 2010). Symbolic regression
is generally referred to as a type of regression analysis, and in the method, the initial
research space is formed of mathematical expressions that contain randomly combined
mathematical operators, functions, constants, and state variables. The search space in a
symbolic regression is always infinite together with an infinite number of possible
solutions. Nevertheless, in Genetic Programming, symbolic regression continually
develops programs so that the terminal ends have a high-score of suitability. Genetic
Programming is also used in the areas of machine learning techniques and artificial
intelligence as it has the following properties listed below:
1. Genetic Programming can acquire knowledge from the structure of inputs
(Schmidt and Lipson, 2009).
2. Genetic Programming can approximate relationships between variables without
understanding the problem.
3. Genetic Programming can conduct sensitivity analysis studies on the input
variables (Armani, 2014).
4. Genetic Programming has great potential to discover innovative solutions which
researchers and engineers would struggle to achieve (Chellapilla, 1997, Schmidt and
Lipson, 2009).
5. Genetic Programming can provide an explicit solution.
6. Genetic Programming has controllable compactness of the desired solution.
Typically, the drawbacks include:
1. Genetic Programming is always computationally expensive.
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2. In some cases, the Genetic Programming model has a lower prediction accuracy
than other techniques, such as artificial neural networks and the moving least square
method (Armani, 2014).
3. Several possible solutions could be found for a specific problem.
4. Regressed expression may not always be clear enough to read (Sims, 1993).

2.5

Summary

The study of the analysis of helical springs begins with the very basic theory of helix
curves and curved beams. These theories manage to represent the geometry of helical
springs and investigate their static response in an efficient way. As the helical springs
and their applications develop over time, the elementary theory of the spring is
continuously being engineered to meet the rising demands of spring designs in different
applications. One essential application of helical springs is to act as valve springs in
high-speed engines. After realising that the high-speed loadings generated significant
dynamic responses, which the static spring theories could not explain, it attracted
researchers to study the dynamic effects of these valve springs. Therefore, three types
of dynamic spring models – distributed parameter model, lumped parameter model and
finite element model are proposed based on different modelling strategies. These spring
models and the elementary spring theories are widely applied in helical spring's design
and analysis tasks. However, the helical springs used nowadays mostly contain
nonlinear properties such as variable coil diameter, dead coils (coils cannot move either
before or during compressions), and narrow pitch. The existing spring models and
theories have faced great difficulties in addressing these nonlinear problems in
analysing and designing nonlinear helical springs. A deep understanding of the
significant dynamic response of valve springs under high-speed loadings is also
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required. In addition, studies on implementing machine learning techniques on the
analysis of mechanical components show a promising way to aid the analysis and design
of helical springs, which will be discussed in the thesis.
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3

High Speed Engine Head Test

3.1

Valve Train Mechanism

A car engine, which is usually an internal combustion (IC) engine, is a core component
in normal cars and also other vehicles. It works by converting the heat energy from fuel
combustion to the kinetic energy of cars. An essential system in an engine that controls
gas intake and exhaust operations is the valve train mechanism. The types of valve train
mechanisms are manifold, which basically depends on the location of the camshaft.
Four different layouts of the valve train mechanism are shown in Figure 3-1. Both
Figure 3-1(a) and Figure 3-1(b) are called double overhead camshaft (DOHC), while
the difference is that in the first configuration, the cam directly acts on the valve head
and in the second configuration, the cam acts on the valve head through a rocker arm.
Figure 3-1(c) shows another valve train configuration, called single overhead camshaft
(SOHC). Its cam will push the pushrod firstly, and then the pushrod actuates the rocker
arm to act on the valve head, which is the reason why it is also called ‘pushrod camshaft’.
Finally, the valve train configuration shown in Figure 3-1(d) is called the Desmodromic
configuration, which closes the valve by a cam and leverage system instead of using a
valve spring. Except in the last configuration, valve springs play an essential role to
control the motion of valves.
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Figure 3-1: Brief sketches of different types of valve train configurations: (a). Direct
double overhead camshaft system. (b). Double overhead camshaft system with rocker
arm. (c). Single overhead camshaft system with the pushrod. (d). Desmodromic
camshaft system. (dos Reis Nogueira, 2014)

3.2

Valve Spring and Engine Head

A valve spring is a special type of helical spring designated to undergo high-speed
reciprocating motions in the valve train mechanism. As a result, it always needs to bear
high-frequency strain and stress, which sometimes causes dynamic responses like
spring surge and coil clash. The valve spring is not limited to one certain type; on the
contrary, the types of it can be various, for instance, cylindrical asymmetric in Figure
3-2(a), conical Figure 3-2(b) and beehive springs Figure 3-2(c). Generally, the concepts
of designer embodied in these various shapes of valve springs aim to ensure a stable
working condition and high product life. Specifically, these unique designs contain their
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own functionalities in reducing the dynamic response of the valve spring during
operation.
In this thesis, the valve spring sample is a beehive spring (Figure 3-2(d)) which
Force Technology Ltd manufactures. The detailed properties and dimensions of the
beehive spring are demonstrated in the section of analytical and finite element models.
The beehive spring serves for McLaren sports cars so that it works under high-speed
loadings.
Figure 3-3 shows the engine head of the McLaren sports car, each of which covers
four tops of cylinders. For the top of each cylinder, there are two exhaust valves and
two inlet valves, and each valve is coupled with a beehive valve spring. In total, there
are 16 valve springs in one engine head. The valve springs are seated on the main body
of the engine head, and the upper end of each spring is covered by a spring retainer
which can be compressed by the rocker arm. When the engine is in operation, the
camshaft over the rocker arm will rotate and the cam profile press the valve springs and
let them open and close periodically. The engine head test rig is set up in the factory of
the Force Technology Ltd. The sensors of the spring forces are attached on the bottom
surfaces of these beehive springs inside the engine head. All the tests are conducted by
the author and also the professional experimenters of the Force Technology Ltd. In the
end, the spring forces are recorded at various engine speeds.
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Figure 3-2: Different types of valve springs: (a). cylindrical asymmetric, (b). Conical
and (c). Beehive springs. And (d). the manufactured beehive spring sample.

Figure 3-3: Engine head of the McLaren sports car.

3.3

Static and Dynamic Valve Spring Tests

3.3.1. Static Compression Test
The static compression test is one of the crucial tests for a real valve spring product.
Firstly, it is because that the compression test can monitor the possible interference
between coils which might be caused by the process of fabrication. More importantly,
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a valve spring is often pre-compressed in the valve train mechanism. It will prevent
undesired phenomena like valve jump and coil clash between spring ends and retainer.
However, too much pre-compression would significantly reduce the engine's efficiency
as it brings a larger spring force to resist the motion of the rocker arm. Therefore, the
static compression test of a valve spring is essential to ensure the desired precompression is acceptable by engineers. In the present project, the beehive spring is
always pre-compressed by 7mm in the engine head. Therefore, a static 7mm
compression test is conducted in the lab of Force Technology Ltd, as shown in Figure
3-4(a). The beehive spring is compressed by a speed of 0.2mm/s which is a relatively
slow speed compared to its usual working speeds in the car engine. The spring shapes
and coils contact status at 1mm, 3mm and 7mm compressions are shown in Figure
3-4(b), Figure 3-4(c) and Figure 3-4(d). Together with the recorded spring force, these
test results are discussed later and compared with static FE results in Section 4.3.
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Figure 3-4: (a). The 7mm compression test conducted on the beehive valve spring
sample, and the contact status of spring coils at (b).1mm, (c).3mm and (d).7mm
compression obtained from the testing result.

3.3.2. Dynamic Engine Head Test
The real engine head and the installed beehive valve springs are mounted in an engine
head test rig, as shown in Figure 3-5. The engine head is actuated by an electric motor
by which the camshaft's speed can be controlled. In this test rig, the reaction force of
the beehive spring to the spring seat is monitored. The forces are recorded every 1e-5
second, and averagely 10 cam cycles pass in around every 100 RPM. This resolution
has been generally used by the Force Technology for ensuring a stable accuracy of
recording dynamic spring forces.
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Figure 3-6(a) shows the recorded spring force at engine speeds within the range of
4200 rpm to 9600 rpm. The first y-axis stands for the recorded spring forces (for blue
lines), and the second y-axis shows the the engine speeds (for the red line). It is observed
that slight vibrations of the spring force occur at lower engine speeds than (approximate)
6000 rpm. The existing spring theory can explain that the spring surge can increase the
force amplitude. It is observed that significant spike forces appear at around 8000 rpm,
which however, cannot be explained by the standard theory of spring surge. Besides,
this phenomenon is also observed at engine speed around 9200 rpm, where the spring
force approaches 2000N. In addition, high spike forces are not observed at engine
speeds between 8200 rpm and 8800 rpm. These spike forces, which can be as large as
double of static force, becomes a big potential risk of the car engine in practice. It is
because that these significant forces can either directly damage the valve spring or
shorten the actual fatigue life of the valve spring, which could result in the malfunction
of the car engine. Hence, it is an urgent task to determine the reasons causing the spike
forces and, therefore, determine a strategy to reduce or even eliminate them.

Figure 3-5: Speed controlled engine head test rig for the engine of the McLaren sports
car.
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Figure 3-6: The beehive valve spring forces measured in the high-speed engine head
test ranging from 4200-rpm to 9600-rpm.

Figure 3-7: Dynamic spring force of the beehive valve spring measured in the highspeed engine head test at 8000-rpm engine speed.
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Figure 3-8: Dynamic spring force of the beehive valve spring measured in the highspeed engine head test at 8600-rpm engine speed.

Figure 3-9: Dynamic spring force of the beehive valve spring measured in the highspeed engine head test at 9100-rpm engine speed.
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In order to investigate the significant spike forces, the spring forces recorded at the
positions ①, ② and ③ in Figure 3-6 are extracted. In the figure, x axis is each step to
record the reaction forces. The spring forces of one entire cam cycle at around 8000
rpm (position ①), 8600 rpm (position ②) and 9100 rpm (position ③) are shown in
Figure 3-7, Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9, respectively. The force curves in these figures
frequently vibrate, which demonstrate the dynamic effects of spring surge. It is
noteworthy that the spring force shown in Figure 3-7 increases significantly in a very
short period after the cam excitation, and in Figure 3-9, the force increases significantly
around the maximum displacement of the cam excitation (around the middle position
of one cam cycle). This is because the amplitudes of both the significant spike forces
exceed the amplitudes of regular dynamic forces caused by spring surges. On the other
hand, the spring force increases significantly after the cam excitation; however, its
amplitude is slightly lower than the maximum value of dynamic force. Therefore, it can
be considered that the unusual significant forces observed at engine speeds over 8000
rpm should be these significantly increased amplitudes, which appear in different cam
excitation stages at various engine speeds.
In summary, the sports car's engine is mounted and tested in an engine head test rig.
The reaction force of the beehive valve spring in this engine is monitored. It is shown
that the dynamic effects of spring can be observed at low engine speeds. However,
significant spike forces appear when the engine speed is higher than 8000 rpm, resulting
in severe failures of the car engine. Therefore, it is an urgent task to develop a strategy
to investigate this phenomenon and then redesign the valve spring to reduce or eliminate
these significant spike forces.
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4

Analytical Model of Helical Springs

4.1

Improved Spring Formulas

The traditional linear spring formulas proposed by Wahl (1944) are reviewed in detail
in chapter 2. Among these formulas, Eq.(2.32) and (2.40) are widely used by the
following researchers for calculating spring stiffness and fundamental natural frequency.
However, only linear assumptions of the spring geometries can be made in this research
since these formulas neglect the nonlinearities in the spring design. As a result, errors
could be introduced by using these linear formulas to estimate the properties of
nonlinear helical springs. The beehive spring used in this thesis contains obvious
nonlinear properties, such as varied coil diameter and asymmetric spring pitch.
Therefore, advanced spring formulas based on Wahl’s theory are developed in this
chapter to consider the nonlinearities of the beehive spring. In addition, a distributed
parameter spring model coupled with the developed nonlinear spring formulas is
developed to simulate the dynamic responses of the beehive spring at various engine
speeds. Finally, both static and dynamic results of the analytical model are compared
with the results of the compression test and the engine head test.

4.1.1. Stiffness Formula Considering Varied Coil Diameter
Firstly, the nonlinear effects of varied coil diameter into the stiffness formula are
included. Based on Wahl’s theory, the helical spring is assumed as a simplified curved
beam. Each infinitesimal beam element is assumed having a length dl and going by dα
helix angle, as shown in Figure 4-1. When the helical spring is subjected to axial
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compression F, each infinitesimal beam element is assumed subjected to an axial
deformation dδ. The axial deformation of dδ can be calculated by:
𝑑𝛿 = 

𝐷(𝛼)
∙ 𝑑𝜃
2

(4.1)

where α denotes the coil rotating angle, θ is the angle of twist of the spring element
caused by the compressive force F, and D(α) is a function of α, which denotes the varied
coil diameter. Thus, the length of the spring element can be defined by:
𝑑𝑙 = 

𝐷(𝛼)
∙ 𝑑𝛼
2

(4.2)

According to the commonly used formula of beam torsion, the beam element
contains the relation that:
𝑇 𝐺 ∙ 𝑑𝛿
=
𝐽
𝑑𝑙

(4.3)

𝐷(𝛼)
2

(4.4)

where the torsion moment is:
𝑇=𝐹

and the polar moment of the circular cross-section is:
𝐽 =

𝜋𝑑 4
32

(4.5)

where d denotes the diameter of the wire cross-section. By substituting Eq.(4.1)
Eq.(4.2), Eq.(4.4) and Eq.(4.5) into Eq.(4.3), we obtained the expression for the
displacement of each infinitesimal spring element as:
4𝐹𝐷(𝛼)3 ∙ 𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝛿 = 
𝐺𝜋𝑑 4

(4.6)

In order to calculate the overall displacement of the moving end of the spring, the
integral of dx in the interval [0, X] is calculated by:
𝑋

𝑋 =  ∫ 𝑑𝛿 = 
0

𝛼0
4𝐹
∫
𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼
𝐺𝜋𝑑 4 0

And according to Hook’s law, the stiffness of the spring can be written as:
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(4.7)

𝑘 =

𝐹
𝐺𝜋𝑑 4
1
=
∙ 𝛼0
𝑋
4
∫ 𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼

(4.8)

0

In these equations, 𝛼0 represent the total coil rotating radius of a specific helical
spring which will differ with different spring designs. In addition, it has a relationship
with the number of active coils Na that:
𝛼0 = 2𝜋𝑁𝑎

(4.9)

Therefore, Eq.(4.8) can also be written as a function considering the number of
active coils Na by:
𝑘 =

𝐹
𝐺𝜋𝑑 4
1
=
∙ 2𝜋𝑁𝑎
𝑋
4
𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼
∫

(4.10)

0

It can be seen that the proposed stiffness formula includes the effect of varied coil
diameter by adding the coil diameter function D(α). Same as Wahl’s theory, the formula
assumes that torsional effects play an essential role so that the bending and shear effects
of the spring are neglected. In addition, the formula assumes the helix angle or saying
the number of active coils Na as a constant. Hence, it could be better suitable for springs
with symmetric spring pitch of which coils usually do not contact each other. The
proposed stiffness formula for considering both varied coil diameter and varied spring
pitch is presented in the next section.
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Figure 4-1: Sketch of a normal helical spring and the load conditions of spring coils.

4.1.2. Stiffness Formula Considering Varied Spring Pitch
Traditional helical springs usually have constant spring pitches in many engineering
applications. However, with the development of the spring design techniques,
asymmetric pitch appears in the design of helical springs. These springs are found to
have many benefits in various applications; for instance, in suspension systems, the
narrow pitch makes the spring stiffer after a certain compression and in valve train
mechanism, the closing coils can increase the natural frequency of the valve spring and,
therefore, reduce the maximum dynamic forces. The stiffness formula in the last section
is then improved here to consider the effect of the narrow pitch. At first, Eq.(4.7) is
rewritten as:
𝛼0

𝑋(𝑡) =  𝑆𝑓 ∙ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ ∫ 𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼
0
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(4.11)

where the Sf is a constant and can be written as:
𝑆𝑓 = 

4
𝐺𝜋𝑑 4

(4.12)

As the effect of the narrow pitch changes with loading time, the force F is replaced
F(t), which is a function of the loading time t. Besides, it should be noted that in
Eq.(4.11), the lower limit of integral is zero, which indicates that the integral of the
displacement starts from the first spring element of the fixed spring end. The upper limit
of integral is α0 which means the last spring element of the spring moving end. However,
the integral should start from the first untouched spring element from the fixed spring
end when the coils contact is considered. And the upper limit should be the last
untouched spring element from the moving end. Hence, Eq.(4.11) is rewritten as:
𝛼𝑒 (𝑡)

𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼

𝑋(𝑡) =  𝑆𝑓 ∙ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ ∫

(4.13)

𝛼𝑖 (𝑡)

where αe(t) and αi(t) represent the helix angles of the first untouched spring element and
the last untouched spring element, respectively. To determine αe and αi, the function of
spring pitch Pt(α) with respect to the helix angle α should be introduced. This function
represents the value of the spring pitch of the infinitesimal spring element at helix angle
α. The theory is that the closed coils of both lower and upper ends of the spring are
treated as isolated helical springs. Then the displacements of these isolated helical
springs are calculated by:
𝛼𝑖 (𝑡)

𝑋𝑖 (𝑡) =  𝑆𝑓 ∙ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ ∫

𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼

(4.14)

𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼

(4.15)

0
𝛼0

𝑋𝑒 (𝑡) =  𝑆𝑓 ∙ 𝐹(𝑡) ∙ ∫
𝛼𝑒 (𝑡)

In Eq.(4.14) and Eq.(4.15), Xi(t) and Xe(t) denote the displacements of the isolated
springs at the fixed end and the moving end, respectively.
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Figure 4-2 shows a helical spring that is subjected to a time-dependent loading F(t).
The loading F(t) results in a displacement at the upper end of the helical spring X(t).
Under this loading, several coils begin to contact other coils. Then, these contacted coils
at the upper and lower ends are considered isolated springs 1 and 2, respectively, in
Figure 16, where Pt_i and Pt_e represent the sum of the pitches of the contacted coils
at the same time vertical position of the last untouched spring elements. Therefore, they
are calculated, respectively, by:
𝛼
[ 𝑖]
2𝜋

𝑃𝑡_𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 (𝑡)) =  ∑ 𝑃𝑡 (𝛼𝑖 (𝑡) − 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑛)

(4.16)

𝑛=0
𝛼 −𝛼𝑖
[ 0
]
2𝜋

𝑃𝑡_𝑒 (𝛼𝑒 (𝑡)) =  ∑ 𝑃𝑡 (𝛼𝑒 (𝑡) + 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑛)

(4.17)

𝑛=0

where Pt(α) is the function of the spring pitch with respect to helix angle α. [∙] is the
signal of rounding down.

Figure 4-2: Sketch of the closed spring coils under compressions which are treated as
isolated springs.
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The displacements Xi and Xe of the isolated springs 1 and 2 should equal the total
pitch values Pt_i and Pt_e, respectively. In other words, coils are closed when they satisfy
that:
𝑋𝑖 (𝑡) =  𝑃𝑡_𝑖 (𝛼𝑖 (𝑡))

(4.18)

𝑋𝑒 (𝑡) =  𝑃𝑡_𝑒 (𝛼𝑒 (𝑡))

(4.19)

and

Then, αe and αi can be solved from the equations above. By substituting αe(t) and αi(t)
into Eq.(4.13) , the function of displacement X(t) considering closed coils can be
obtained. Finally, the stiffness function can be achieved by applying Hook’s Law as:
𝑘(𝑡) =

𝐹(𝑡)
1
=
𝛼
(𝑡)
𝑋(𝑡)
𝑆𝑓 ∙ ∫𝛼 𝑒(𝑡) 𝐷(𝛼)3 𝑑𝛼

(4.20)

𝑖

It can be seen that the stiffness k(t) becomes a function of time t instead of a constant
by considering the effects of closing coils. It is because at each loading time step, the
number of closed coils, or saying the number of non-active coils, could be different so
that the stiffness changes accordingly.

4.2

Dynamic Analytical Model

The analytical model presented in this section is a distributed parameter model that
Wahl (1944) proposed. Later in the article of Phlips et al. (1989), the detailed process
of solving the dynamic spring model was presented. According to Eq.(2.34), it is found
that when the motions of the spring element can be described as a partial differential
equation which is in the same form as the one-dimensional wave equation. Therefore,
it can be simply rewritten by:
𝜕 2 𝑦(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕 2 𝑦(𝑥, 𝑡)
2
=𝑐
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2
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(4.21)

where 𝑐 = 𝑙√𝑘/𝑚 is the speed of wave propagation in the spring. y(x, t) is the
displacement of the spring element with respect to the position of the element x and the
time t. k, l and m are the stiffness, length and active mass of the spring, respectively. As
mentioned in chapter 2, it was stated that the dynamic motion of the spring element has
a relationship with its eigenmodes. Therefore, the idea in this section is that the overall
dynamic response of a helical spring is assumed as a superposition of the dynamic
motions of spring elements at every eigenmode (every order of natural frequency).
In this study, the eigenmodes of the beehive spring are directly simulated in the
developed finite element spring mdoel for convienience. Besides, in practice, one end
of the valve spring is mounted on the valve seat when the other end is subjected to the
motion of the cam. Hence, in this analytical model, one end of the spring is assumed
fixed, and the other end moves exited by the cam profile. As a result of this boundary
condition, one can easily know that the displacement of the spring element at the fixed
end is zero and that of the spring element at the moving end is equal to the valve
displacement:
𝑦(0, 𝑡) = 𝑧(𝑡), 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑦(𝑙0 , 𝑡) = 0

(4.22)

where l0 is the element's position at the moving end, which is also the free length of the
spring.
If we assume that the motion of the spring is formed of a static response and a
dynamic response, the displacement of the spring element can be therefore written as:
𝑦(𝑥, 𝑡) =  𝑠𝑠 (𝑥) + 𝑠𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑡)

(4.23)

where ss(x) denotes the static contribution, so it is a function of x only. sd(x, t) denotes
the dynamic contribution, so it is a function of both x and t. In the static term, it is
generally assumed that the static displacement of the spring element at positions is
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proportional to the displacement of the moving end or saying the cam excitation. Hence,
it should have a relationship as:
𝑠𝑠 (𝑥) = 

𝑙0 − 𝑥
∙ 𝑧(𝑡)
𝑙0

(4.24)

By substituting Eq.(4.23) and Eq.(4.24) into Eq.(4.21) , it is obtained that:
𝜕 2 𝑠𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕 2 𝑠𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑙0 − 𝑥 𝑑 2 𝑧(𝑡)
2
=

𝑐
−
∙
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2
𝑙0
𝑑𝑡 2

(4.25)

As the dynamic term sd(x, t) is always treated as a harmonic in time (Chen and Zhou,
1993), its free solution is looking for a separable form as:
𝑠𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑥)𝑒 𝑖𝑤𝑡

(4.26)

By substituting Eq.(4.26) into Eq.(4.25), the free solution can be found from:
𝑑2 𝑓(𝑥) 𝜔2
+  2 𝑓(𝑥) = 0
𝑑𝑥 2
𝑐

(4.27)

when f(0) = f(l0) = 0 is the boundary condition. The ordinary differential equation can
be simply solved, and it is obtained that:
𝑓(𝑥) = sin (

𝜔𝑥
) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, …
𝑐

(4.28)

We know
𝜔𝑙0
𝑓(𝑙0 ) = sin (
)=0
𝑐

(4.29)

Hence, one can find the relationship that
𝜔
𝑛𝜋
=
𝑐
𝑙0

(4.30)

Eventually, the n’th mode of frequency can be obtained by:

𝜔𝑛 = 𝑛𝜋√

𝑘
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, …
𝑚
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(4.31)

An efficient way to solve the dynamic equation is firstly to express the solution of
these as the superposition of the modes (Schamel et al., 1993, Schamel, 1993, Phlips et
al., 1989). Therefore, the dynamic term can be written as:
𝑛𝜋𝑥
𝑠𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑡) =  ∑ 𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)sin(
)
𝑙0

(4.32)

𝑛

In this equation, Sn(t) is the term used to assume the dynamic response of the spring
at each frequency mode n. In addition, the coefficient of the cam excitation can also be
expressed as components in the n’th mode shapes:
𝑙0 − 𝑥
2
𝑛𝜋𝑥
=∑
sin (
) , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒0 < 𝑥 < 𝑙0
𝑙0
𝑛𝜋
𝑙0

(4.33)

𝑛

Substituting Eq.(4.32) and Eq.(4.33) into Eq.(4.25) it gives that:
𝑑2 𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)
2 𝑑 2 𝑧(𝑡)
2 (𝑡)
+

𝜔
𝑆
=

−
∙
𝑛 𝑛
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑛𝜋
𝑑𝑡 2

(4.34)

It is seen that the dynamic equation is transformed from a partial differential
equation to a set of ordinary differential equations. It should also be noted that the valve
spring's internal damping has not been considered in the equations. However, it has
been widely proved that damping played an essential role in accurately estimating the
magnitude of the spring surge (Schamel et al., 1993, Schamel, 1993). Therefore, in order
to include the damping effects, a viscous damping term is added into the equation above
as:
𝑑2 𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)
2 𝑑 2 𝑧(𝑡)
2 (𝑡)
+
2𝜉𝜔
+

𝜔
𝑆
=

−
∙
𝑛
𝑛 𝑛
𝑑𝑡 2
𝑑𝑡
𝑛𝜋
𝑑𝑡 2

(4.35)

where ξ is the viscous damping ratio. Then, by solving the dynamic response Sn from
the equation, the dynamic force exerted on the valve spring can be calculated by:
𝐹𝑑 = 𝜋𝑘 ∑ 𝑛𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)
𝑛
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(4.36)

Eventually, the total force that is formed of the dynamic force and the static force
can be obtained by:
𝐹 = 𝑘 (𝑥𝑝 + 𝑧(𝑡)) + 𝜋𝑘 ∑ 𝑛𝑆𝑛 (𝑡)

(4.37)

𝑛

where xp denotes the displacement caused by the install height in the valve train. Usually,
it is not subjected to one method to solve the dynamic equations. Among these methods
is the Fourier method, which is used in this thesis. The detail of the solution method can
also be found in the studies of Schamel et al. (1993) and Schamel (1993). At first, unit
time t is replaced by the cam speed ωcs and the cam angle φ, which has the relation that
dt = dφ/ ωcs. Hence, Eq.(4.35) can be rewritten as:
𝑑2 𝑆𝑛 (𝜑)
𝜔𝑛 𝑑𝑆𝑛 (𝜑) 𝜔𝑛2
2 𝑑 2 𝑧(𝜑)
(𝜑)
+
2𝜉
∙
+
𝑆
=

−
∙
2 𝑛
𝑑𝜑 2
𝜔𝑐𝑠
𝑑𝜑
𝜔𝑐𝑠
𝑛𝜋 𝑑𝜑 2

(4.38)

Then, the differential terms in the equation can be expressed by Fourier series:
∞

𝑆𝑛 (𝜑) =  ∑(𝑝𝑘 cos(𝑘𝜑) + 𝑞𝑘 sin(𝑘𝜑))

(4.39)

𝑘=0
∞

𝑑2 𝑧(𝜑)
=  ∑(𝑎𝑘 cos(𝑘𝜑) + 𝑏𝑘 sin(𝑘𝜑))
𝑑𝜑 2

(4.40)

𝑘=0

where ak, bk, pk, qk are all the coefficients of the Fourier series. By substituting Eq.(4.39)
and Eq.(4.40) into Eq.(4.38) , it is easy to find the solution of pk and qk by:
𝑝𝑘 = 

−2𝑎𝑘 /𝑛𝜋 −  2𝑞𝑘 𝜉𝜔𝑛 𝑘/𝜔𝑐𝑠
2 −  𝑘2
𝜔𝑛2 /𝜔𝑐𝑠

(4.41)

𝑞𝑘 = 

−2𝑏𝑘 /𝑛𝜋 −  2𝑝𝑘 𝜉𝜔𝑛 𝑘/𝜔𝑐𝑠
2 −  𝑘2
𝜔𝑛2 /𝜔𝑐𝑠

(4.42)

Eventually, the total spring force Fd can be calculated after the dynamic term Sn(t)
is solved by the values of pk and qk.
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4.3

Numerical Example of Beehive Spring

4.3.1. Geometry and Material
The same beehive spring used in the tests is used as in this section to validate the
efficiency of the developed nonlinear spring formulas. The beehive spring (Figure 4-3a)
is manufactured by Force Technology Ltd. and serves in the high-speed engine of sports
cars, which is the same beehive spring as used in the static and dynamic tests. Figure
4-3b, Figure 4-3c, Figure 4-3d and Figure 4-3e depict the wire diameters, coil diameters,
spring heights and spring pitches based on the design specifications and 3D scanning
measurement, respectively. The scan data is obtained from a 3D laser scanner in Force
Technology specially designed for vavle springs. The beehive spring rotates 360
degrees in the scanner to achieve the full 3D geometric dimensions. Apart from the wire
diameter, small discrepancies in the spring height and the coil diameter are observed
between the design specification and the actual geometry from 3D scanning. It is
because, usually, a helical spring is designed to have a linear geometry, as described by
the traditional spring formulas. However, errors can be introduced in the process of
manufacturing, which may result in geometrical nonlinearities. Hence, any analysis
based on design specifications could lead to unrealistic predictions of the spring
performance. An analysis based on the scanned geometry should provide more accurate
results.
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Figure 4-3: (a). Beehive spring product and its geometry based on 3D scan technique
and design specifications of (b). wire diameter, (c). coil diameter, (d). spring height
and (e). spring pitch.
The material used to fabricate the beehive spring is super clean spring steel with the
type code of Oteva 90. It is a widely used steel for manufacturing springs with high
fatigue properties and excellent relaxation properties. The beehive spring sample used
in this study shot peened, and both ends are grounded. The spring coils are twisted on
the coiling machine from a straight steel rod, where the end is cut on the same machine.
Table 4-1 shows the mechanical properties of the material.
Table 4-1: Mechanical properties of super clean spring steel Oteva 90.
Physical properties
Wire
(mm)
3.85

Tensile
strength (N/mm2)
2080-2180

Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)

Modulus of
shear (GPa)

Posion’s
ratio

206

79.5

0.29

4.3.2. Static Analytical Results and Validation
The spring formula developed in Section 4.1 is applied to analyse the mechanical
properties of the beehive spring. As stated in the previous sections, the beehive spring
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has geometrical nonlinearities (varying coil diameter and changing spring pitch). In
order to consider these factors, firstly, an expression that can fit the 3D scan data of the
coil diameter and spring pitch should be found. In this study, the least-squares
polynomial fit method achieved by the Python package ‘NumPy’ is employed to regress
the fitting functions. This method aims to find the minimum variance between the
values from the regression function and the scan data values. A fit degree is usually
introduced to regulate the length and the dimension of the regression polynomial
expression. In other words, the value of the fit degree represents the maximum order
and the number of terms of the regression polynomial expression. A low fit degree may
fail to fit the data points, while a high fit degree always results in higher computational
efforts. The complete Python codes for fitting 3D scan data is presented in Appendix A.
Figure 4-4a and Figure 4-4b show the varying coil diameter regression functions
and the changing spring pitch by using the least square polynomial method. When the
orders of fit degree are below 10, the fitting curves of both the coil diameter and the
spring pitch show a notable mismatch with the 3D scan data. When the order of fit
degree is raised to 15, it appears that the regression polynomials functions can fit the
scanned coil diameter and spring pitch curves very well. Therefore, the order of fit
degree for fitting both the coil diameter and the spring pitch curves are chosen to be 15
in this study.
Next, the regression function of spring pitch Pt is used to construct the function of
pitch summation Pt_i and Pt_e in Eq.(4.16) and Eq.(4.17). The fitting quality of the
constructed Pt_i and Pt_e is shown in Figure 4-4c by comparing with the summation of
the 3D scan spring pitch data. It can be seen that an order of fit degree 15 is sufficiently
high for fitting the scan data. In the beehive spring of this study, only the lower portion
of the spring has damping coils (have narrow pitches). Therefore, it is assumed that
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during the 7mm compression, only the coils at the lower portion will be closed
progressively. Thus, the solutions of the Eq.(4.18) should be determined at different
loadings steps. Figure 4-4d depicts the relationships between the curves of Xi and Pt_i(αi)
under various loading steps. The Xi curve has no intersections with the Pt_i(αi) curve at
a spring force of 100N, making Eq.(4.18) have no solution. It means that the spring coils
have not contacted each other at this loading step. When the spring force increases to
220N, the Xi curve has one intersection with the Pt_i(αi) curve at around 1rad helix angle.
Therefore, the contacting helix angle αi can be solved from Eq.(4.18), which is used to
determine the current number of active coils Na. When the spring force reaches 320N,
the Xi curve has more than one intersection with the Pt_i(αi) curve. The intersections at
the largest helix angle (around 5.5rad) are the last contact spring element, and all the
spring elements at the helix angle are smaller than they are assumed to be in full contact.
The proposed analytical spring model was implemented and solved in the open-source
integrated development environment (IDE) Spyder coding in Python.

Figure 4-4: Polynomials functions with 5, 10 and 15 fit degrees for fitting the 3D scan
data of (a). coil diameter, (b). spring pitch and (c). summation of the pitch. And (d).
position of contact coils at different loading steps.
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Then, the function D(α) for fitting the coil diameter curve and the helix angle of the
last untouched spring element αi can be substituted into the proposed spring formula,
and the spring stiffness can be calculated by considering the effects of the variable coil
diameter and changing spring pitch. The compression force of the beehive spring
estimated by the traditional analytical formula, by the proposed analytical formulas
considering only variable spring pitch, only variable coil diameter and considering both
variable pitch and variable coil diameter are presented in Figure 4-5. In addition, the
experimental results are also plotted to validate the analytical results. A significant
discrepancy can be observed between the results based on the traditional spring formula
and others. At 7mm compression, the force can only reach approximate 210N according
to the traditional spring formula, while it is around 312N based on the experimental
results. It is mainly because that the reduced size of the spring coils at the upper portion
and the narrowed pitch at the lower portion of the beehive make the spring stiffer, which
the traditional formula cannot consider. As a result, the traditional formula that assumes
a constant coil diameter and pitch underestimates the spring force significantly
compared with the experimental results.
For the analytical model that considers only variable pitch, the calculated spring
force is around 270N at 7mm compression, slightly lower than the experimental results.
However, the result is closer to the experimental results than the ones obtained from the
traditional formula. It is because that the spring stiffness becomes higher during
compression when considering the closed spring coils. The relatively higher stiffness
results in a higher spring force. Similarly, the proposed spring formula considering only
the variable coil diameter estimates the spring force around 280N at 7mm compression,
which is slightly higher than the results obtained by the formula considering only
variable pitch. It is noted that this curve has a good agreement with the experimental
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results before 5mm compression. However, the deflection is much bigger when the
compression is between 5mm and 7mm. as shown in Figure 4-6, which is a zoomed
view of the compression between 5mm and 7mm. This phenomenon is due to the
contacts between the coils with narrow pitch, i.e., when the compression exceeds 5mm,
these coils become closed coils. Consequently, the actual number of active coils is
reduced, which increases the overall stiffness of the spring.

Figure 4-5: Spring force curves under a 7mm compression based on experimental
data, traditional spring formula and proposed analytical models considering varied
pitch and varied coil diameter.

The proposed spring formula, which considers the effects of both variable coil
diameter and coil contact, shows its strong ability to estimate the force of nonlinear
spring during compression. At 7mm compression, the calculated spring force is
approximate 314N, which is very close to the experiment results (312N). In addition,
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the curve of force fits very well with the experimental curves during the entire
compression process (from 0mm to 7mm). It demonstrates that the proposed spring
formula has the ability to estimate the mechanical properties of a helical spring
accurately. Especially when the helical spring has high nonlinear geometries, such as
variable coil diameter and narrow pitches, the proposed formula can still accurately
predict when the traditional spring formula fails.

Figure 4-6: Spring force curves under a 7mm compression based on experimental
data, traditional spring formula and proposed analytical models considering varied
pitch and varied coil diameter. (Zoom in the area between 5mm and 7mm
compression)
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4.3.3. High-speed dynamic Analytical Results and Validation
In addition to the nonlinear performances of helical springs under static loading
conditions, the dynamic properties of the beehive spring are also of great importance in
practice. However, the existing analytical dynamic models are mainly based on the
springs with linear geometries, which are not capable of predicting the dynamic force
of a nonlinear spring. This section shows the dynamic results of the beehive spring by
coupling the developed spring formulas with the distribute parameter spring model.
As per the development of the analytical model for predicting the dynamic
performances of springs with nonlinear geometries, the dynamic effects of a helical
spring are composed of a static term and a dynamic term. The developed analytical
model is coded using the scientific packages ‘Symfit’ and ‘Numpy’ in the open-source
software Python. In the analysis, the beehive spring is pre-compressed by 7mm to
simulate the assembly in a real valve train system, providing enough force to close the
valve. So, a 7mm preloading is firstly added into the model. Then, the dynamic input is
derived from the profile of the cam over the spring. The cam rotates when the engine
works, and it executes displacement on the top of the spring. The dynamic loading
applied in the analytical model is shown in Figure 4-7a, which shows the displacement
of one cycle of cam rotation. As a result of the displacement, the varying stiffness of
the beehive spring k(φ) during the cam cycle is shown in Figure 4-7b, calculated using
Eq.(4.20) . Finally, these results are imported to the developed dynamic analytical
model in Eq.(4.37) to calculate the dynamic spring force.
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Figure 4-7: (a). The cam profile of the valve train mechanism. (b). The varied spring
stiffness of the beehive spring respects the angle of the cam.

As demonstrated in previous chapters, the first step for calculating the dynamic
spring force is to find the dynamic amplitude, Sn(φ), of each vibration mode n. The first
simulated engine speed is 4200-rpm, which equals 2100-rpm cam speed. Firstly, the
external loading z(φ) is input to Eq.(4.40) to calculate the Fourier coefficients 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 .
The damping ratio ζ is 0.016, and the first-order natural frequency ω1 is 631Hz, the
same as in the finite element model. The dynamic amplitude Sn(φ) can be obtained by
substituting the inputs ai, bi, ζ and ω1 into Eq.(4.41) and Eq.(4.42) to solve qk and pk.
Figure 4-8a - Figure 4-8e display the modal vibrations of the first five vibration modes
n∙Sn(φ), respectively.
The cam profile displacement z(φ) in Figure 4-7a demonstrates that no external
loading is applied to the spring at 0-2 rad and 4.5-6.28 rad. However, the spring still has
modal vibrations at each mode, especially at the first mode n=1, as shown in Figure 4-8.
It is because that the spring experience free vibration for dissipating the residual
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dynamic energy at 4200-rpm engine speed. At approx. 2.5 rad and 4.2 rad, the cam starts
to compress the spring, the vibration status experience a sudden change, and short pulses
are generated at each mode, as shown in Figure 4-8. In addition, it is observed that the
vibrations between 2.5 rad and 4.2 rad have larger amplitudes than free vibrations as
the spring under an external loading from the cam. Therefore, according to Eq.(4.37),
the effects of the dynamic responses of all the vibration modes will be added to the
static response of the spring (Figure 4-8f). In addition, it is noted that the vibration
contributes less to the overall dynamic response when the vibration mode is higher.
Therefore, only the vibrations of the first five modes are considered in the analytical
model in this study.

Figure 4-8: The modal vibrations of the beehive spring of modal modes (a). n = 1, (b).
n = 2, (c). n = 3, (d). n = 4 and (e). n = 5 at 4200-rpm engine speed, respectively. And
the static displacement of the upper end of the spring caused by cam rotation.
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The overall dynamic force of one cam cycle at 4200-rpm engine speed is shown in
Figure 4-9, which can be calculated using Eq.(4.37). The result of the engine head test
is also plotted to validate the developed analytical model. Throughout the entire cam
cycle, the analytical has a good agreement with the test data. The spring force starts
with approx. 312N, which is the result of the 7mm pre-load. The tested spring force
slightly fluctuates between 0 rad and 2 rad, indicating that the energy from the last cam
cycle has not been completely dissipated, and the spring is under free vibration. In
addition, the spring force shows similar vibrations between 4rad and 6.28 rad. This is
caused by the cease of the external loading at 4 rad, and the spring experience free
vibration again. The analytical model can simulate the free vibrations of the spring well
at the two stages. From 2rad to 3.14rad, the tested force increases gradually, and it drops
after the peak force around 851N at 3.14 rad to around 310N again at 4 rad. This process
is caused by the cam profile, which reaches its largest displacement (11mm) at 3.14 rad.
During this stage, the analytical model can fit the test result well. The comparisons
between the forces based on the analytical model and the engine head test illustrate that
the spring already has noticeable vibrations when working under cycling loadings at
around 4200-rpm engine speed. More importantly, the analytical model proves its
ability to accurately and quickly predict the magnitude of dynamic force and the
existence of spring vibrations by comparing it with test results.
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Figure 4-9: The comparison between the dynamic forces of the beehive spring within
one cam cycle at 4200-rpm engine speed based on the analytical model and engine
head test results.
The analytical model is also used to simulate the dynamic spring force of the spring
at a higher engine speed 5600-rpm. It is easy to calculate that 5600-rpm is 1400-rpm
higher than 4200-rpm in terms of engine speed and 700-rpm higher in terms of cam
speed. Hence, the analytical model parameters are unchanged despite that the cam speed
is increased to 2700-rpm. The modal vibrations of the first five modes at 5600-rpm are
shown in Figure 4-10(a) - Figure 4-10(e), respectively. At the first mode n=1, the largest
amplitude of the vibration can reach around 0.5mm, which is significantly larger than
0.08mm at 4200-rpm. It is reasonable as the higher engine speed actually results in
higher vibrational energy. In addition, it is observed that the period of one vibration
cycle at 5600-rpm is shorter than that at 4200-rpm. It is because the higher engine speed
decreases the time for every cam cycle. It is also noteworthy that 5600-rpm is, when
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compared with 4200-rpm, closer to the second-order natural frequency, which is around
1262Hz. It explains the phenomenon that the second mode, n=2 at 5600-rpm, shows
more obvious vibration (Figure 4-10b) than that at 4200-rpm does (Figure 4-8b).
Besides, the fifth mode vibration contributes very little to the overall dynamic response
at 5600-rpm, similar to the phenomenon at 4200-rpm engine speed. (Figure 4-10e).
Eventually, the dynamic vibration of each mode can be accumulated and added to the
static displacement (Figure 4-10f).

Figure 4-10: The modal vibrations of the beehive spring of modal modes (a). n = 1,
(b). n = 2, (c). n = 3, (d). n = 4 and (e). n = 5 at 5600-rpm engine speed, respectively.
And the static displacement of the upper end of the spring caused by cam rotation.
The overall dynamic force of the beehive spring at 5600-rpm is plotted in Figure
4-11 together with the results of the engine head test. When the engine speed reaches
5600-rpm, the internal vibration of the spring becomes more significant no matter at
either the stage of free vibration (0 rad – 2 rad and 4 rad – 6.28 rad) or the stage of
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forced vibration (between 2 rad and 4 rad). To be specific, the largest vibration
amplitude at the free vibration stage can reach approx. 100N (from 250N to 350N)
compared to approx. 10N at 4200-rpm engine speed. After 2 rad, when the spring is
under external cam compression, the spring force starts to increase gradually. Then,
however, the force suddenly drops at around 2.9 rad and then increases again until
reaching the peak force 849N from the test, 841N from the analytical results and 890N
for the test results at 3.14 rad. A similar phenomenon can also be observed at approx.
3.4 rad, when the spring force reverses to increase during the process of decreasing. In
addition, it is noted that there is a rapid change of the spring force at around 4.2 rad.
This phenomenon is caused by the impacts between the narrow coils at the fixed end.
The reasons and details of the phenomenon will be explained and discussed in the later
Chapter 6. After the forced vibration, the spring comes into the second free vibration
stage after 4.2 rad. Therefore, it can be concluded that the analytical model has
successfully predicted the dynamic force of the beehive spring by comparing it with the
results of the engine head test even when the engine speed is increased to a higher speed
of 5600-rpm.
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Figure 4-11: The comparison between the dynamic forces of the beehive spring within
one cam cycle at 5600-rpm engine speed based on the analytical model and engine
head test results.

4.4

Summary

This chapter presents an analytical spring model for predicting helical springs' static
and dynamic mechanical properties with nonlinear geometries. Unlike the conventional
cylindrical helical springs, these springs contain highly nonlinear geometries: variable
coil diameter and pitches. The proposed model shows a robust ability to deal with these
nonlinearities while the traditional spring formulas fail.
It is found that a practical beehive spring usually has highly irregular geometries,
such as variable coil diameters and pitches. 3D scanning data of the helical spring can
better describe the nonlinear geometry of a real beehive spring as it includes the
tolerance from the manufacturing process. In this section, the nonlinear geometry is
represented by two 15 order polynomial functions. The good representation of the
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helical geometries provides a solid foundation for accurately predicting the mechanical
properties of nonlinear helical springs under both static and dynamic loadings.
The static performances of the spring are analysed by comparing the results of the
traditional spring model, the developed analytical model and the experimental data. In
static analysis, it is found that the traditional spring model is unable to analyse the
helical springs with nonlinear geometric properties (varied coil diameter, narrow pitch
and coil contacts). It is due to its linear assumption that helical springs always have a
constant coil diameter and number of active coils. So, it assumes the spring stiffness is
linear during compression. On the contrary, the developed spring formulas can
accurately estimate the mechanical properties of nonlinear helical springs, which are
validated by the experimental result. More importantly, the developed analytical model
significantly expands applicable parameters of spring geometries to a larger design
domain for helical springs, in addition to its capability of analysing the nonlinearity.
Based on the developed model, it is possible to include variable pitch and diameters of
individual coils as tuneable parameters, which cannot be considered in the current
design methods.
In dynamic analysis, the developed spring model is coupled with the analytical
modal spring model to simulate the dynamic response of the nonlinear beehive spring.
In addition, it is noted that the developed spring formulas are efficient to couple with
the distributed parameter model to predict the dynamic response of the spring at 4200and 5600-rpm engine speeds. The results show that the developed dynamic spring
model can well predict the spring's dynamic force by considering the spring's nonlinear
properties. Furthermore, at both 4200-rpm and 5600-rpm engine speeds, the calculated
dynamic forces fit perfectly with the experimental data at both free and forced vibrations
stages. It is because that the developed spring model could include the effects of coil
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clash and variable spring diameter. They are essential for accurately predicting spring
forces, especially at the stage of forced vibration, when the compression alters the
stiffness of the spring and, thus, the peak spring forces.
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5

Static FE Models of Helical Springs

The wide usage of the finite element method in analysing both static and dynamic
performances of helical springs has been reviewed in chapter 2. It is found that these
finite element models have the ability to estimate the static behaviours of the helical
springs. However, the existing FE spring models are usually based on normal helical
springs with linear geometries. More importantly, these FE models are mostly used to
simulate the static response of these normal helical springs. Though these FE models
show good results compared with the results of static experiments, they are unable to
represent the helical springs with complex nonlinear geometries and are unable to
simulate helical springs under high-speed dynamic loadings. In this section, a finite
element model is proposed for simulating both the beehive spring's static and dynamic
behaviours, which has highly nonlinear geometry. Firstly, a 3D geometry model is
developed to describe the nonlinear shape of the beehive valve spring. Then, the
geometry model has meshed, and static compression loadings are applied to simulate
the working conditions in the valve-train mechanism.

5.1

Representation of Spring Geometry

It is a common practice to represent the geometry of linear helical springs by the spring
generation toolkit embedded in 3-dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) software
like CATIA, SolidWorks and Ansys (Stephen et al., 2019, Pawar and Desale, 2018,
Kanimozhi et al., 2018). These toolkits are usually very efficient in generating linear
spring geometries as they have constant spring diameter and pitch. However, the
beehive spring in this study contains nonlinear geometry features, for instance, varied
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spring diameter and a two-step pitch curve. Therefore, a new method is used in this
study to represent the geometry of the nonlinear helical spring.
The terminology and the 3D scan data of the geometry of the beehive spring are
already shown in Figure 4-3 in the previous chapter. It can be seen in Figure 4-3a–d that
the scanned profile of the manufactured spring sample is of great difference when it is
compared with its design specification. In Figure 4-3c, a significant misalignment
between the coil diameters of design specification and scan data can be observed after
coil 04. The diameter based on design specification decreases linearly between coil 04
and coil 07, while the diameter based on scan data decreases in steps. For the spring
height shown in Figure 4-3d, the curve of design specification increases linearly across
the whole spring while that of scan data experiences several fluctuations. In Figure 4-3e,
it is shown that the beehive pitch increases gradually from coil 01 to coil 03 and then
keeps constant between coil 03 and coil 06. However, due to the existence of
manufacturing tolerance and residual stresses, certain deviations occurred on the curve
of scan data. Especially at coil 05, there is a significant drop in the pitch. In short,
although a helical spring is designed to have linear geometries, deviations in geometric
features could result from manufacturing and heat treatment. These deviations may
significantly affect the simulation results of natural frequency, spring stiffness and coil
clash. As a result, the 3D scan data is used in this study to represent the spring
geometries and therefore include these effects.
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Figure 5-1: (a). 3D helix curve based on defining coil diameter and spring height. (b).
The generated 3D helix curve for describing the centreline of the coil rod of the
beehive spring. (c). 3D geometry model of the beehive spring with round ends. (d). 3D
geometry model of the beehive spring with grounded ends.
The geometric spring model is generated in the commercial software Solidworks.
Unlike linear helical springs usually generated by using the spring toolkit directly, the
geometry model of the beehive spring is developed by describing the spring centre curve
as a 3D helix curve. Specifically, the coil diameter and the spring height with respect to
coil number based on scan data are first defined, and the spring pitch is self-adaptive,
as shown in Figure 5-1a. The whole spring curve is then obtained based on the defined
3D helix curve as shown in Figure 5-1b. Following that, the solid geometry with the
same diameter as the coil diameter is swept along the helix curve (Figure 5-1c). Until
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this step, the spring geometry is successfully represented based on the scan data.
However, in practice, both the ends of the beehive spring should be grounded for the
purpose of being mounted in the valve train system. Therefore, both the ends are
grounded by the height of 0.25 mm, which makes the overall height of the spring 45.75
mm. Compared with the spring height of the real spring product, which is 45.73 mm,
the geometric model can well represent the nonlinear properties of the beehive spring.
The geometric model of the beehive spring (Figure 5-1d) is then exported to the
commercial software Ansys to build up the finite element model for both static and
dynamic simulations.

5.2

Materials of the Beehive Valve spring

The beehive valve spring sample is manufactured by Force Technology Ltd and serves
for the engines of McLaren sports cars. The material used to fabricate the spring is super
clear (SC) spring steel OTEVA 90, of which full name is Oil tempered SiCrVNi-alloyed
ultra-high tensile valve spring wire with surface nitriding. This material is specially
intended to manufacture helical springs with extremely high fatigue properties and good
relaxation properties at increased working temperatures. The chemical composition of
the spring steel is shown in Table 5-1. The physical properties of the material are already
listed in Table 4-1 of Chapter4. In this study, the beehive spring has a 3.85 mm wire
diameter. The Young’s modulus E of the material is defined as 206 kN/mm2, and the
shear modulus G is 79.5 kN/mm2.
Table 5-1: Material properties of Oteva 90 Spring Steel
C%

Si %

Mn %

P max. %

S max %

Cr %

V%

Ni %

0.5–0.7

1.8–2.2

0.7-1.0

0.02

0.02

0.85-1.05

0.05-0.15

0.20-0.40
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5.3

Static Finite Element Analysis

It is widely known that spring stiffness is always one of the most essential features of a
helical spring when analysing its static behaviours. It is usually used to describe the
relationship between the spring displacement and the spring force of a certain helical
spring. In this section, a static finite element model of the beehive spring is developed
in Ansys to estimate the spring force generated during static longitudinal compression
accurately. The geometric model, which is illustrated in the last section, is imported in
Ansys. Figure 5-2 shows the meshed finite element spring model and its constraints. It
is seen that the coil 02-06 are meshed by hexahedron elements which can significantly
reduce the number of nodes involved in the calculation. On the contrary, coil 01 and 07
are meshed by tetrahedron elements and higher mesh density, which will increase the
computational efforts. It is because both the ends of the spring are grounded so that the
tetrahedron element can better represent the irregular shapes of the end coils. As a result,
the finite element spring model contains in total 70475 elements and 160500 nodes
correspondingly.
Constraints are also defined in this finite element model. As the manufactured spring
sample is grounded, there is a flat surface A on the upper-end coil and a flat surface B
on the lower end coil. In practice, surface B is mounted on the valve seat, and they keep
contacting with each other all the time due to the existence of the installing force.
Therefore, surface B is assumed as being under the condition of ‘fixed’ in the finite
element model. In practice, surface A is connected with the valve head, which is
actuated by the cam rotation. As a result, surface A, together with the valve head, will
move along the axis of the helix curve. Hence, surface A is subject to a longitudinal
input of displacement. Besides these, every coil in practice may collide with each other
during the process of compression, which should also be included in the finite element
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model. Therefore, the condition of ‘frictionless contact’ is defined across all the surfaces
of the spring coils. In ANSYS, this nonlinear contacting constraint assumes zero
pressure between contacting faces if separation occurs, and forces are applied when the
surfaces of coils contact. Besides, the ‘large deformation’ is on in the analysis settings
as the deformation of the spring coil is relatively large.

Figure 5-2: Meshed FE spring model of the beehive spring and the boundary
conditions defined on both the upper and lower ends.

In this case, the beehive valve spring is installed in the valve train with a 7mm install
height. Setting an install height for valve springs is usually a common practice in a
valve-train system to prevent the so-called ‘valve jump’ phenomenon. A 7mm install
height means the reserved height between the cam and the spring seat is 7mm smaller
than the free length of the beehive speed. In other words, the beehive spring is always
returned to a 7mm pre-compression status at the end of each cam cycle. Hence, in the
static finite element simulation, a 7mm longitudinal displacement (Figure 5-3a) is
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exerted on surface A. The finite element model is simulated under these conditions, and
the spring force generated on the lower end face (surface B) is obtained. Besides, the
spring forces at 7mm compression obtained from the spring compression test and
calculated by the existing analytical model based on Eq.(2.23) are plotted and compared
with the finite element results in Figure 5-3b. It shows that the finite element result has
an excellent agreement with the experimental data, and they all reach around 300N at
7mm compression.
On the contrary, the analytical result keeps an acceptable agreement with the finite
element result and the experimental data before 2mm compression. However, a
significant departure of the analytical result is observed, and it reaches approximate
220N at 7mm compression. The spring coils can explain the discrepancy by
progressively closing the narrow pitch during compression, leading to a higher spring
stiffness. Hence, the slope of the force curve should become larger like those of the
finite element result and the experimental data instead of that of the analytical result,
which keeps constant in the whole process.

Figure 5-3: (a). The input of a 7mm longitudinal displacement exerted on the face of
the upper end of the beehive spring model. (b). Comparisons of spring forces were
obtained from the experimental data, the FE spring model and the traditional
analytical spring model.
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The difference between the analytical model and the FE model can also be explained
by Figure 5-4 shows the spring status of the finite element simulation at 1mm, 3mm and
7mm compressions. The lowest two coils are initially separated at free length and then
starts to contact each other at 1mm compression. As a result, the gradients of the force
curves in Figure 5-3b are very close to each other. Then, the contact region begins
growing under further compression, and the contact region at 3mm compression is
shown in Figure 5-4b. This process leads to the FE simulation's spring forces increasing
more sharply than that of the analytical model in Figure 5-3b. The contact region keeps
growing as the spring compressed, and finally, nearly the whole surfaces of the lowest
two coils are contacting each other at 7mm compression (Figure 5-4c). It makes the
force curve of the FE model after 3mm compression grows farther away from that of
the analytical model, as shown in Figure 5-3. More importantly, when comparing the
simulated spring status in Figure 5-4a-c with the compressed springs in Figure 3-4b-d,
it is found that the FE model precisely predicts the contact areas between the lowest two
coils at different compressions. Hence, the FE model can precisely show the whole
increasing process of the contact areas during the whole 7mm compression process.
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Figure 5-4: The coil contact status of the beehive spring at (a). 1mm compression, (b).
3mm compression and (c). 7mm compression simulated by the FE model.

In conclusion, the increase of contact region results in the reduction of the number
of active coils Na, which then increases the stiffness of the spring. In other words, the
results of the FE model, which involves the effects of coils contact, is closer to the
experimental data. On the contrary, the traditional analytical model that neglects coil
contact effects fails to simulate the spring when the spring pitch is narrow and coils
contact with others.

5.4

Modal Finite Element Simulations
It has been widely known that the natural frequency of a helical spring is of extreme

importance in analysing dynamic behaviours. It is because the magnitude of the spring
surge is usually directly related to the spring's natural frequency. In addition, accurate
estimation of the natural frequency can also contribute to estimating the internal
damping of a helical spring (Liu and Kim, 2011). Traditional analytical models for
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estimating natural frequency are commonly derived from Eq.(2.40), which relies on an
accurate estimation of spring stiffness. However, as stated in the previous section, the
traditional formula for estimating spring stiffness performs badly when the studied
spring contains nonlinear properties, for instance, narrow pitch and varied coil diameter.
Therefore, a modal spring model based on the finite element method is developed in
this study. The same geometric model and meshing strategy as shown in Figure 5-2 are
adopted in this section. Differently, both surface A and surface B are defined as ‘fixed’
at every loading step. The ‘frictionless self-contact’ condition is still applied on the
surfaces of all the spring coils. Then, the modal finite element simulation is
implemented in Ansys. Figure 5-5a displays the sensitivity study of the element size to
the simuated first order natural frequency. It shows the results have converged when the
element size is smaller than 1mm. In addition, the simulated first order natural
frequency result (at 1mm) is also compared with 13 beehive spring samples as shown
in Figure 5-5b. It can be seen that the FE result is around the average experimental
results, and especially very close to the experimental results of the beehive spring
sample used in this study.
The results of the first three modal modes of the beehive spring are shown in Figure
5-6a-c, respectively, together with the theoretical first three modal modes of a normal
helical spring (Schamel et al., 1993, Schamel, 1993, Phlips et al., 1989) in Figure 5-6d.
It shows at the first mode (Figure 5-6a) that the phase motion of the entire spring is
towards the same spring end, and the central part has the largest amplitude. In the second
mode (Figure 5-6b), the spring's upper and lower portion of the spring move in antiphase
and squeeze the central portions. In the third mode (Figure 5-6c), the central portion
and the upper portion move towards each other when the lower portion moves towards
the lower end of the spring. It can be seen that the simulated motions of spring coils in
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all three modal modes agree well with those of the theoretical description. The
simulated natural fruencies for the first, second and third modes are 630 Hz, 1120 Hz
and 1639 Hz respectively.

Figure 5-5: (a). Sensitiviy sudy of element sizes to the FE natural frequency results.
(b). Comparison between natural frequency experimental results and the FE
simulation results.

Figure 5-6: The simulated (a). First. (b). Second, and (c). Third modal modes in Ansys
FE Modal Analysis. (d). the theoretical first three modal modes described in (Schamel
et al., 1993, Schamel, 1993, Phlips et al., 1989).
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5.5

Results comparison between the analytical model, the developed

analytical model and the FE model
The results of the static FE model, the compression test and the traditional spring
formulas are compared in Figure 5-3. In this section, the analytical results for estimating
the compression force of the beehive spring by the traditional formula and the proposed
formulas considering varied spring pitch only, of the varied coil diameter and both
varied pitch and coil diameter are added in Figure 5-7. There is a significant departure
between the result based on the traditional spring formula, the FE model results, and the
developed spring formulas. Specifically, the traditional spring formula estimates around
210N spring forces at 7mm compression, while the FE and testing results are around
312N at the same compression. In addition, the FE results confirm the previous finding
that the nonlinear geometries, or the variable coil diameter and varied pitch, shrink the
contact areas of coils, and therefore these closed coils make the spring stiffer. As a result,
the developed FE model can accurately estimate the spring force at each loading step,
while the traditional formulas always estimate a smaller spring force of the beehive
spring.
The developed spring formulas that consider the varied pitch estimate the spring
force is only around 270N at 7mm compression. It is slightly smaller than the
experimental and FE results but is significantly larger than the results of the traditional
spring formula. Similarly, the developed spring formula considering only the varied coil
diameter estimates an around 280N spring force at 7mm compression, which is slightly
larger than the results by only considering varied pitches. It is noted that this curve has
a good agreement with the experimental and FE results before 5mm compression, but a
worse agreement at between 5mm and 7mm compression. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the spring formulas by considering only a single nonlinear parameter
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cannot perform as well as the FE model does. This phenomenon can be explained by
Figure 5-8, which is the zoom-in area of Figure 5-7 between 5mm and 7mm
compression. A big portion of coils with narrow pitch collapses into each other after
5mm compression, and then these coils turn into closed coils. This change reduces the
actual number of active coils, which eventually makes the spring stiffer and the
experimental and FE curve slope larger. However, the spring formulas cannot predict
this effect by only considering a single nonlinear parameter, either varied coil diameter
or coil contact.
On the contrary, the FE model shows a good agreement with the results of the
developed spring formula, which considers the effects of both varied coil diameter and
coil contact. They both estimate an approximate 314N spring force at 7mm compression,
which fits well with the experimental data. Besides, the FE model shows an excellent
agreement with the developed spring formula that considers both nonlinear parameters
in the whole compression process. Therefore, it is proved that the FE model can
accurately predict the spring force within the whole compression process. Besides, by
comparing with the developed spring formulas and experimental data, it is found that
the effects of both the varied coil diameter and coil contact should be considered for an
accurate prediction of spring forces of the nonlinear beehive spring. Thus, the FE model
can handle the nonlinear geometry of a helical spring by representing it into a 3D
geometry and then meshed to simulate the spring force, which is of excellent efficiency.
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Figure 5-7: Spring force curves under a 7mm compression based on experimental
data, FE analysis, traditional spring formula and proposed analytical models
considering varied pitch and varied coil diameter.

Figure 5-8: Spring force curves under a 7mm compression based on experimental
data, FE analysis, traditional spring formula and proposed analytical models
considering varied pitch and varied coil diameter. (Zoom in the area between 5mm
and 7mm compression)
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5.6

Summary

In this chapter, a static FE spring model is developed for the beehive valve spring by
using a geometry model based on the 3D scan data. The boundary conditions are defined
according to the real working conditions of the beehive spring in the valve-train
mechanism. The loading applied on the FE model is a 7mm longitudinal compression
which provides an install height of the spring in the engine. The simulated result is
compared with the results of the traditional spring formula and the compression test.
The comparison shows that the FE results have a good agreement with the experimental
data, while the result of the traditional spring formula fails to. Furthermore, all the
results are compared with the results of the developed spring formulas in the previous
chapter. It can be concluded that the FE model can very well fit the experimental data
as it considers all the geometric nonlinearities. On the other hand, when considering
only a single nonlinear parameter in the spring geometry (only varied pitch or only
varied coil diameter), the developed spring formula cannot accurately predict the spring
force. However, the developed spring formula can accurately predict the compressive
spring force at each loading step by considering the effects of both varied coil diameter
and coil contact for the beehive spring. Thus, the FE model and the developed spring
formula together explain how the varied coil and the coil contact affect the stiffness of
the beehive spring during compression.
Besides predicting the spring force, the developed FE model is also used as a modal
FE model to simulate the natural frequencies of the beehive spring. The simulated
natural frequencies are essential parameters for the dynamic analytical model of helical
spring developed in Section 4.2, and also build up the dynamic FE spring model
developed in the following chapter.
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6

Dynamic FE Analysis of Helical

Springs
The FE spring model and static FE analysis are developed in the last chapter. The static
FE model is simulated by applying 7mm compression, and the results are compared
with experimental data and analytical results. However, as demonstrated in the literature,
the static spring models are not applicable for simulating the dynamic spring response
under high-speed loadings. Also, the significant dynamic spring force can be observed
in the results of the engine head test, as shown in Chapter 3. In this chapter, a dynamic
FE spring model is developed based on the same spring geometry as in the last chapter.
Various high-speed loadings are applied to the FE model, and the results are compared
with the experimental results and the dynamic analytical results. Based on the results of
the simulations, the significant dynamic spring forces are explained.

6.1

Analysis Settings

For helical springs running in high-speed operations, for instance, valve springs, the
static finite element analysis and modal finite element analysis cannot describe
phenomena like spring surge and coil clash. Therefore, a dynamic finite element spring
model is proposed in this study to describe the dynamic response of the beehive spring.
The geometric model of the spring is used as the same as the one used for generating
the static finite element model in section 5.3. In the real engine, the valve spring is
mounted on the valve seat by one end, and the other end is covered by a spring retainer
actuated by the cam. Hence, two solid bodies are added to the spring model, and the
whole finite element model is shown in Figure 6-1(a). In the figure, the solid bodies
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bonded with the upper-end face (Figure 6-1(b)) and the lower end face (Figure 6-1(c))
of the spring are the spring retainer and the valve seat, respectively. The lower surface
of the valve seat is fixed on the ground, and the input is applied to the upper surface of
the spring retainer. Besides, all the surfaces of the spring coils are defined by
‘frictionless self-contact’ to each other, as did in the static finite element spring model.
This ‘frictionless self-contact’ condition allows the contacts between different elements.
In other words, it enables the FE model to simulate the coil clash effects during dynamic
simulations. Moverover, as ‘transient’ method is used in the dynamic FE model, the
effects of velocities and accelerations of elements are considered. As a result, impact
between coils is also included when the accelerations of coils are large.

Figure 6-1: (a). Boundary conditions of Modal FE model, and the fixed (b). the upper
end and (c). the lower end of the spring. (d). The FE model with a 7mm precompression.

The beehive spring is pre-compressed by 7mm to be installed into the valve train in
the real engine. Therefore, the spring model is first compressed statically by 7mm before
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conducting the dynamic simulation, as shown in Figure 6-1(d). This pre-compression is
essential and cannot be neglected. Since it generates an extra static force that should be
added into the overall dynamic force, it makes the lowest two coils of the spring closed
so that the spring stiffness and, therefore, the spring's natural frequency becomes larger.
Eventually, the pre-compressed spring model (Figure 6-1(d)) is used to implement the
dynamic finite element simulation. As the cam profile directly actuates the spring
retainer, the valve lift caused by the cam's rotation is the direct input on the spring
retainer's upper surface, as shown in Figure 6-1(a). The input curve of the valve lift is
shown in Figure 6-2. The valve lift curve can be divided into three stages: Stage I, Stage
II and Stage III, which reflects the real profile of the cam. At Stage I, the cam starts to
rotate but does not press the valve and the spring retainer until it rotates by around 90
degrees from where it presses the valve slightly by 1mm. Then, the cam continues
rotating at Stage II, but it starts to push the valve significantly, and at 180 cam degrees,
the valve lift reaches the maximum value of 11mm. After 180 cam degrees, the valve
lift goes rapidly back to 1mm. Finally, the valve lift gradually drops from 1mm
displacement to zero and remains unchanged until the next cam rotation cycle.
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Figure 6-2: Valve lift curve of the beehive valve spring in the real engine.

In this finite element analysis, the internal damping (material and structure) of the
spring is defined by the Rayleigh Damping method, which can be expressed by 𝜉 =
𝛼/(2𝜔𝑖 )  + 𝛽𝜔𝑖 /2 where α and β are the Rayleigh coefficients that can be calculated
by knowing the damping ratio ξ and the natural frequency ωi. In this study, the natural
frequencies of the first three modes of the beehive spring are obtained from the modal
finite element model in the previous section, and the values of them are 630Hz, 1120Hz
and 1639Hz, respectively. The damping ratio is assumed to have the value of 0.016
empirically, which have been widely proved effective (Phlips et al., 1989, Kim and
David, 1990, Liu and Kim, 2011).
In the analysis, one cam cycle is divided into 72 time steps, each of which is further
averagely divided into 10 sub-steps. Hence, there are in total 720 sub-steps for an entire
cam cycle. The dynamic finite element spring model is simulated under three different
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engine speeds, namely 4200-rpm, 5600-rpm and 8000-rpm, of which the corresponding
cam speeds and the time of each step are listed in Table 6-1. For each engine speed, two
continuous cam cycles are simulated. However, only the results of the second cam cycle
for each engine speed is analysed and compared.
The explanation for abandoning the first cam cycle is shown in Figure 6-3, which
depicts typical dynamic spring force curves for two continuous cam cycles at 4200-rpm
engine speed. It shows that the spring always starts from a stationary state at Stage I of
Cycle I before being activated by the loading. However, at Stage I of Cycle II, the initial
status of the spring is dominated by a residual vibration. It is because that the spring
vibration cannot be fully dispersed at the end of Stage III of Cycle I. Therefore, only
the second cam cycle (Cycle II) represents the real working status of a valve spring
under dynamic loading. In this study, the simulation results of dynamic spring reaction
forces generated on the upper surface of the valve seat at every engine speed are
extracted. In addition, the nodes located at the centre of the cross-section of both the
ends of coil 01 and coil 02 are named Node 01 and Node 02, respectively. The
displacements, velocities and accelerations of Node 01 and Node 02 are obtained from
the dynamic simulations to analyse the internal vibration of the spring and the effects
of coil collision.
Table 6-1: The engine speeds, cam speeds, time of each analysis step and time of each
sub-step for the transient FE simulation
Engine Speed
(rpm)

Cam Speed

Time of each

(rpm)

step (s)

Time of sub-step
(s)

4200

2100

396.8e-6

39.68e-6

5600

2800

297.6e-6

29.76e-6

8000

4000

208.3e-6

20.83e-6
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Figure 6-3: A typical load and displacement relationship at engine speed: 4200-rpm

6.2

Dynamic Spring Response at 4200-rpm Engine Speed

The dynamic spring model is firstly simulated at 4200-rpm engine speed, and the result
of the spring force is plotted in Figure 6-4. Besides, the dynamic spring force at 4200rpm of experimental data and analytical results are also shown in Figure 6-4 to compare
with the finite element results. It is seen that the spring force oscillates over a range of
12N (from 270N to 282N) at stage I, which is a free vibration due to the residual energy
from the previous cam cycle. With the rotation of the cam, the spring starts to be
compressed by a large valve lift (Stage II) when the cam angle is 127 degrees. After
that, the reaction force increases significantly until the cam angle is around 183 degrees,
where peak forces are obtained. The magnitudes are 818N, 814N and 806N for the FE
model, analytical model and experiment, respectively. Then, the reaction force
decreases until the cam angle reaches 233 degrees (the end of Stage II). In general, both
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the FE and the analytical models can describe the dynamic response of the spring with
good agreement to the test results. However, according to the test results, there are highfrequency vibrations when the cam angle is around 235 degrees due to the internal
contact of spring coils. As shown in Figure 6-4, the FE model can simulate this
phenomenon, while the analytical model does not provide adequate detail of the
occurrence.

Figure 6-4: Dynamic spring force curves of engine head test, FE simulation and
analytical model at 4200-rpm engine speed.
For analysing the internal motion of the spring coils, the simulation results of the
two reference nodes: Node 01 and Node 02 are marked in the model. The accelerations,
velocities and displacements of the nodes along the Z-axis at 4200-rpm are given in
Figure 6-5. It is noteworthy that the displacement of Node 02 is obtained by recording
the co-ordinate positions of Node 02, where the distance between coil 01 and coil 02 at
all cam angles has been subtracted. Therefore, a zero value of it indicates that coil 02 is
touching coil 01. Within the cycle, the displacement of Node 01 (Figure 6-5(a)) is
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almost constant and close to zero, which means that coil 01 experiences no significant
longitudinal motion. Node 02 (Figure 6-5(a)) oscillates freely at the beginning of stage
I due to the residual vibrations from Cycle I. At the end of stage I, the effect of free
vibration reduces due to the effects of damping and the compression of the external
loading. At the beginning of Stage II, the compressive displacement is 0.07 mm, when
coil 02 contacts coil 01. Both coils 01 and 02 deform elastically, which explains that
the negative values in this stage. During Stage III, Node 02 starts to vibrate freely under
a certain frequency.
As shown in Figure 6-5(b), the velocity of Node 01 keeps constant in the entire cam
cycle, which shows that coil 01 does not move. For Node 02, its velocity varies slightly
during Stage I and Stage II. It indicates that coil 02 moves due to the residual vibration
at stage I and oscillates with a higher frequency due to the contact with coil 01. At Stage
III, the velocity of Node 02 changes rapidly. The points of these rapid changes are also
the ones where the displacement of Node 02 changes significantly (Figure 6-5(a)). The
acceleration responses of Node 01 and Node 02 are presented in Figure 6-5(c). The
acceleration of Node 01 keeps at a very low level during Stages I and II, although there
are fluctuations around 140 degrees and 160 degrees. During Stage III, the acceleration
varies at a higher level. The fluctuations are around 280 degrees, 300 degrees and 315
degrees. The peak acceleration of Node 01 is approximate -4.24e6 mm/s2 occurred at
315.5 degrees of cam angle at Stage III. For Node 2, the trend is similar to Node 1.
However, the magnitudes of the fluctuations are higher than those of Node 01. The peak
acceleration, approximate 5.49e6 mm/s2, of Node 02 occurs at around 314 degrees at
Stage III. The peak accelerations of both Node 02 and Node 01 are consequences of the
rapid velocities changes, which are due to the coil collisions between coil 01 and coil
02.
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According to the results of the FE simulation, it can be concluded that coil 02
vibrates freely at Stage I and Stage III. During Stage II, it is compressed to contact coil
01 by the external loading, and there is no separation between the two coils. During
Stage III, the rapid changes in velocity and acceleration of Node 02 are also caused by
the contact between coils 1 and 2, which could explain the high-frequency fluctuations
of the spring force around 165 degrees, 235 degrees, 280 degrees, 300 degrees and 315
degrees of cam angle.

Figure 6-5: (a). Displacements, (b). Velocities and (c). Accelerations of Node 01 and
Node 02 along the Z-axis at 4200-rpm engine speed.

6.3

Dynamic Spring Response at 5600-rpm Engine Speed

The results of the dynamic response of the valve spring are displayed in Figure 6-6. At
Stage I, the spring force starts to oscillate between 250N and 350N, which is
approximately 90 N larger than the one at 4200-rpm engine speed. Then, the spring is
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compressed significantly at the beginning of Stage II (127 degrees of cam angle). The
spring force increases until the cam angle is around 175 degrees, where the peak force
is obtained. The magnitudes obtained from the FE model, the analytical model, and the
experiment are 896N, 865N and 845N, respectively. It is clear that the peak forces in
Stage II at 5600-rpm are about 60N higher on average than those at 4200-rpm. It means
that the dynamic effects of both the natural vibration and the forced motion are greater
due to the increase of engine speed. After 175 degrees of cam angle, the spring force
decreases until the cam angle is 233 degrees (the end of Stage II). Finally, the loading
starts to be removed at the beginning of Stage III, and the spring vibrates freely.
However, high-frequency spring forces are detected in both the FE model and the
experiment results around 240 degrees of cam angle, where the analytical model fails
to show this. The maximum of these spike forces is as high as 620N, which is about
305N higher than that at 4200-rpm. The peak force obtained from the analytical model
is 380N at this point of time.

Figure 6-6: Dynamic spring force curves of engine head test, FE simulation and
analytical model at 5600-rpm engine speed
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The accelerations, velocities, and displacements of the reference nodes along the Zaxis at 5600-rpm are given in Figure 6-7. Similar to the results at 4200-rpm, the
displacement of Node 01 keeps constant during the whole cam cycle in Figure 6-7(a)
because the end of this coil is fixed. The displacement of Node 02 oscillates regularly
during Stage I. It illustrates that coil two vibrates freely, starting with the residual
vibration of the previous cam cycle. The magnitude of the displacement can reach as
high as around 0.2 mm, which is nearly ten times the one at 4200-rpm. During Stage II,
the displacement keeps nearly a constant. It is because coil 02 is pressed onto coil 01
by the external loading. At the beginning of Stage III, it starts to fluctuate at a high
frequency.
As shown in Figure 6-7(b), the velocity of Node 01 is around zero during the whole
cam cycle, which is corresponding to its constant displacement shown in Figure 6-7(a).
On the other hand, the velocity of Node 02 fluctuates with a range of 1290N (from -742
mm/s to 548 mm/s) in Stage I. It is reduced, then, to zero during Stage II due to the
external compressive loading. During Stage III, it reaches a peak velocity of 1352 N/mm
at 241.5 degrees toward the negative direction of the Z-axis after a 1000 mm/s velocity
toward the Z-axis. Then, it fluctuates with a range of 1598 mm/s (from -978 mm/s to
620 mm/s). The accelerations of Node 01 and Node 02 are displayed in Figure 6-7(c).
The acceleration of Node 01 is nearly constant during Stage II while spike accelerations
appear at 20 degrees, 46.5 degrees, 73 degrees, 100 degrees, around 245.5 degrees, 300
degrees, 328 degrees and 354.5 degrees, respectively, during Stage I and Stage III.
Another phenomenon is that the spike accelerations of Node 02 always appear at the
same time. It means that coil collisions occur between coil 01 and 02 at those times.
Contact status between coil 01 and coil 02 at three different cam angles is shown in
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Figure 6-8. The areas where coil 02 contacts coil 01 are in pink. ‘Sliding’ indicates that
there are transverse slides between contact surfaces. The yellow areas named ‘near’
indicate that coil 01 and 02 are close but still separated. From cam angle 240 degrees to
245.5 degrees, the two coils experience a contact-separation-contact process within a
0.327e-3 second. The process indicates a violent coil collision and explains the spike
forces occurring at the time points.
Compared to the dynamic response at 4200-rpm, the spring force is generally higher
due to the higher loading speed of 5600-rpm. The high-frequency fluctuations also
appear at the beginning of Stage III. However, the spike forces are much higher than
those at 4200-rpm, caused by the violent coil collisions.

Figure 6-7: Acceleration, velocity and deformation curves of Node 01, 02 and 03 at
5600-rpm engine speed.
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Figure 6-8: Contact status of coil 1 and coil 2 at (a). 240 degree, (b). 243.5 degree
and (c). 245.5 degrees under 5600-rpm engine speed.

6.4

Dynamic Spring Response at 8000-rpm Engine Speed

Figure 6-9 shows the dynamic responses of the valve spring at 8000-rpm engine speed.
The zoom-in area shown in Figure 6-10 displays a greater detail of Stage III, during
which the peak forces occurred. At Stage I, the spring force oscillates at a range of 200N
(between 250N and 450N), which is approximate 100N larger than the magnitude
(100N) at 5600-rpm and 190N larger than the one (10N) at 4200-rpm engine speed. The
frequencies of the vibration obtained from the FE model generally agree with the ones
from experiments. However, a phase difference is observed in the result of the analytical
model. For instance, the first three peak forces appear at 12.5 degrees, 42 degrees and
84.5 degrees from the FE model and test results, while they appear at 24 degrees, 58
degrees and 100 degrees in the analytical model. The phase difference is approximately
15 degrees.
When the spring is compressed at Stage II, the spring force increases to the first
peak, around 940N in the FE model (895N from the test), at about 160 degrees of cam
angle. However, the force curve of the analytical model reaches its peak force (880N)
at 170 degrees of cam angle, thus, represents a phase lag of 10 degrees. With the rotation
of the cam, the force decreases to around 580N in the FE model (581N from the test) at
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approximately 172 degrees. When the cam angle is 186.5 degrees, the force increases
again and reaches its second peak value, around 1200N in the FE model (1051N from
the test). The second peak of the force based on the analytical model is 778N at 203
degrees, where the lag is 16.5 degrees compared with the FE model results and the
experiment. After the second peak, the force decreases until 250N at the end of Stage II
(233 degrees).
At Stage III, the change of the force is mainly dominated by a free vibration due to
the low external loading. During this stage, very high spike forces are obtained. For
instance, the spring force reaches as high as 1430N at 254.5 degrees from the FE model
and the test results, which is even higher than the peak force in Stage II. However, the
peak force calculated by the analytical model is only 360N when the cam angle is 270
degrees. The results show that the analytical model cannot simulate dynamic responses
of the valve spring at a relatively high engine speed.

Figure 6-9: Dynamic spring force curves of engine head test, FE simulation and
analytical model at 8000-rpm engine speed.
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Figure 6-10: Dynamic spring force curves of engine head test, FE simulation and
analytical model at 8000-rpm engine speed between 220 degrees and 320 degrees
cam angle.
For understanding the internal vibrations of the spring at 8000-rpm engine speed,
the accelerations, velocities and displacements of Node 01 and Node 02 are shown in
Figure 6-11. At Stage I, the displacement of Node 01 (Figure 6-11(a)) remains constant
and is close to 0 mm. The displacement of Node 02 (Figure 6-11(a)) oscillates in a range
of 0.17 mm. Compared with the results at 4200-rpm and 5600-rpm, it appears more
irregularly. At Stage II, there is nearly no movement when the external loading is
executed. It illustrates that coil 02 is nearly compacted onto coil 01 despite very small
vibrations at 155 degrees and 185 degrees.
At the end of Stage II (233 degrees), Node 02 begins to move upward. It reaches its
maximum displacement of 0.68 mm when the cam angle is around 243 degrees (Stage
III). It is about 0.4 mm and 0.63 mm higher than the magnitudes at 5600-rpm and 4200rpm, respectively. Then, the force starts to oscillate irregularly. The velocities of Nodes
01 and 02 are displayed in Figure 6-11(b). The velocity of Node 01 remains nearly
constant throughout the whole Stage I, II and III, though slight vibration was observed
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at 270 degrees and 300 degrees in Stage III. For Node 02, the magnitude of velocity
varies irregularly within 1320 mm/s at Stage I. It keeps nearly zero during Stage II
except for two velocities fluctuations that occur at 155 degrees and 185 degrees. At the
beginning of Stage III, the magnitude increases significantly from 0 mm/s (232 degrees)
to 2130 mm/s (238.5 degrees) and then dramatically decreases by 4815 mm/s to -2685
mm/s at 251.5 degrees. With a further rotation of the cam (from 251.5 degrees to 252.5
degrees), the velocity increases rapidly again, which is from -2685 mm/s to 811 mm/s.
This process occurs within 41.6e-6 seconds.
The magnitude varies arbitrarily during the rest of Stage III. Figure 6-11(c) shows
the acceleration curves for Nodes 01 and 02. The acceleration of Node 01 has no
obvious fluctuation in Stage I and Stage II. At stage III, there are some fluctuations
where the peak values are 3.92e7 mm/s2, 1.53e7 mm/s2 and 3.07e7 mm/s2 at 254.5
degree and 297 degree, respectively. For Node 2, the fluctuations in Stage I and Stage
II are lower than those in Stage III. When the cam angle is 254.5 degrees, the
acceleration reaches its maximum of 1.03e8 mm/s2, corresponding to the peak spring
force simultaneously. In addition, significant spike forces (Figure 6-9) also occur at
these positions (254.5 degrees and 297 degrees). Therefore, it can be assumed that
violent coil collisions occur between coil 01 and coil 02 at these times. The dynamic
spring force is hugely lifted by these impact forces, which are shown by the significant
spike forces in the final results.
Contact status between coil 01 and coil 02 at 8000-rpm is shown in Figure 6-12. It
is shown that a contact-separation-contact process occurs when the cam angle increases
from 253.5 degrees to 255.5 degrees. The process occurs within 0.0832e-3 seconds. The
violent coil collision explains the spike spring force at 254.5 degrees. At 8000-rpm
engine speed, the effects of coil collision on the spike forces are enhanced. The peak
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force of the spring occurs during Stage III due to the coil collision rather than external
loading. The results of modal analyses do not show the spike forces caused by coil
collisions, and a certain phase difference is observed in the whole cam cycle. In sum, it
shows that the FE model has a robust ability to simulate the dynamic effects of valve
springs at this speed with a good agreement with the test results. On the contrary, the
analytical modal model fails to be comparable with the test results at this speed.

Figure 6-11: Acceleration, velocity and deformation curves of Node 01, 02 and 03 at
8000-rpm engine speed.

Figure 6-12: Contact status of coil 1 and coil 2 at (a). 253.5 degree, (b). 254.5 degree
and (c). 255.5 degrees under 8000-rpm engine speed.
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6.5

Summary

In this chapter, a dynamic FE model is developed to simulate the nonlinear dynamic
response of the beehive valve spring at various engine speeds. Large deformations,
varied spring diameter, varied spring pitch and therefore varied natural frequency, coil
collisions are all considered in this model. The analytical spring model developed in the
previous chapter is used to compare with the finite element model. A set of engine head
test results was used to validate the computational results of both models. According to
the analysis of the results, the main findings are made:
1. By comparing with engine test results, both the finite element model and the
analytical models are able to simulate the reaction force of the spring at Stage II of the
deformation when the engine speed is relatively low (4200-rpm). At this speed, the
reaction force results from both the external loading and the internal vibrations of the
coils. However, the finite element model can also simulate the high-frequency
vibrations at the beginning of Stage III when the analytical model fails.
2. At relative higher engine speeds (5600-rpm), the external loading and natural
frequency determine the peak reaction force. Both the analytical and finite element
models can calculate the peak reaction force at Stage II accurately. However, the effects
of coil collision become more significant with the increased engine speed. The unusual
spike forces are observed at stage III of the deformation in both the finite element model
and the testing results. Again, the analytical model cannot analyse the effects due to its
intrinsic limitations.
3. At 8000-rpm engine speed, the peak dynamic force occurs at stage III of the
deformation due to the dominating effect of coil collisions. The high-frequency contact
force between the coils results in the extreme high spike reaction force absent from the
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analytical model. In practice, the analytical model is still widely used in the design and
analysis of valve springs. Therefore, the dynamic factor of the spring is likely to be
underestimated by the analytical model, which may cause premature failure of the valve
spring. For a more reliable spring design, the new finite element model developed in
this paper can be used to predict the reaction forces at different engine speeds, including
extreme high speeds.
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7

Spring Design Method Based on

Machine Learning Techniques
Helical spring, a common form of mechanical springs, is an essential component in
many engineering applications such as vehicle suspension systems and valve train
mechanisms. When the spring is serving in internal combustion (IC) engines, it is
designed and called a valve spring. As the most flexible component in the valve train
mechanism, valve springs should guarantee valves' precise and high-efficient return
motions. Generally, a valve spring works in a high-speed status and sometimes bears
high material stress. Therefore, poor designs of valve springs can lead to serving spring
damage and malfunction of the engine. Good designs, on the contrary, can bring many
benefits, for instance, high spring strength and low fuel consumption. The same problem
also exists in other engineering applications with helical springs. For instance, a poor
design of vehicle suspension spring could result in the spring vibrating in an undesired
frequency and, therefore, extreme discomfort of passengers. Therefore, an increased
interest in allowing better designs to meet these requirements is raised.
Traditional designs and optimizations of helical springs are usually based on
theoretical and empirical equations that have been proposed for around a decade. The
most commonly employed equations are the ones developed by Wahl (1944) for
calculating the spring stiffness by Eq.(2.23), the first-order natural frequency by
Eq.(2.40) and the maximum shear stress by Eq.(2.20), of which the details are also
illustrated in the section of Elementary Theory of Helical Springs. These theoretical
equations are available to implement the optimal design on helical springs. However,
all these equations were proposed based on linear assumptions. For example, one
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essential assumption is that the pitch angle is considered small, and another assumption
is that the spring index D/d is assumed small. Besides, the accuracy of counting the
number of active coils Na can significantly affect the accuracy of the analytical solutions.
In fact, these assumptions make the design domain of helical springs very restricted.
Generally, the current traditional design and optimization methods usually involve three
simple categories of helical springs, and they are the standard type (Figure 3-2(a)), the
conical type (Figure 3-2(b)) and the beehive type (Figure 3-2(c)). These helical springs
possess linear geometry properties and linear variations of geometry properties.
However, it has been proved in the research of Gu et al. (2020) that some inaccuracies
can be introduced when formulating helical springs by these linear theories. Especially,
the actual magnitude of spring forces can be three times larger than that calculated by
the analytical model based on these linear spring theories.
In short, the linear empirical and theoretical equations for helical spring’s designs
are unable to describe the realistic nonlinear spring properties, which makes the
mechanical properties of helical springs unrealistic. It is therefore urgent to develop a
feasible approach for conducting designs and analysis on nonlinear helical springs. In
this chapter, the finite element spring model is applied to generate numerical spring
samples. In order to satisfy the requirement of sample numbers, an innovative DoE
(Design of Experiments) technique cLHS (constrained Latin Hypercube Sampling)
method that is more flexible than the normal LHS is also employed to generate design
points for FE simulation. Furthermore, compression tests are conducted on the real
manufactured spring part to validate the results of both FE simulations and the models
based on GP. Finally, a sensitivity study for investigating the relationship between the
geometric parameters of helical springs and their corresponding spring properties are
also conducted.
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7.1

Sampling Techniques

Sampling, which is usually used in statistics, quality assurance, and survey
methodology, always refers to the techniques for selecting a subset of individuals from
a statistical population and then estimating the characteristics of the whole population.
The advantages of sampling lie in the low labour cost and the efficiency of data
collection. It is extremely suitable for the cases in this study as for a helical spring, the
amount of potential shapes in the whole design domain is infinite. Therefore, it becomes
essential to employ sampling techniques to generate finite samples that can represent
the characteristics of the infinite design domain. Every sample in the design domain
should have its own unique features, which are called parameters. Therefore, the
common method for selecting samples is first to define and select each sample's
parameters.
In this study, a parametric model of spring geometry is developed to define
geometric parameters on helical springs. First, the basic geometric model of the beehive
spring is developed, and the detail is illustrated in the previous Chapter. Then, ten
parameters are selected based on the spring geometry, as shown in Figure 7-1. They are
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, which are the pitches of coil 02, 03, 04, 05, 06 respectively, and P6,
P7, P8, P9, P10, which are the diameter of coil 02, 03, 04, 05, 06 respectively. As a
result, the ten parameters can be varied in the parametric spring model to generate
various types of helical springs.
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Figure 7-1: Ten selected geometric parameters on the helical spring model and the
beehive spring sample.

7.1.1. Latin Hypercube sampling
The variable ranges for the ten selected geometric parameters are listed in Table 7-1,
together with their default values for the original beehive spring sample. The whole
design domain, in this case, is formed of these variable ranges. The geometry of the
spring samples will be random combinations of arbitrary values of these parameters.
Therefore, a good selection of spring samples can be more representative of the whole
design domain. However, too many spring samples may bring more labour efforts and
longer computing time.
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Table 7-1: Notations and ranges of the ten design parameters.

In order to efficiently select samplings from the design domain, sampling techniques
should be employed. One of the simplest sampling methods is the pure Monte Carlo
sampling, of which basic theory is to randomly sample the desired numbers of input
variables (Figure 7-3(a)). It is convenient to use; however, it usually contains poor
sampling areas (Olsson et al., 2003). Therefore, another sampling method called Latin
Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is suggested to use for generating input samples. LHS is
initially derived from the idea of a Latin Square where samples are distributed evenly
in a 2D space (Figure 7-3(b)). However, LHS extends this concept to a multidimensional space, which can be implemented by the process as follows.
a. Evenly divide the range of each variable xi into n intervals uij, i = 1, 2,…, r, j =
1, 2,…, n.
b. Calculate the cumulative probability of the j th interval of variable xi as:
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 

(𝑗 − 1) +  𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑛

c. Achieve the sample value xij by the inverse of the distribution function F(∙):
𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝐹𝑖−1 (𝑃𝑖𝑗 )
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d. The values for each variable xi are paired with those of other variables randomly
or in certain orders.

7.1.2. Constrained Latin Hypercube Sampling
As features of some samples may not be desired for a specific problem, not all the
samples selected from the design domain by LHS are favoured by engineers or
designers. In this study, for instance, the combinations of variables that lead to the
spring shapes, as shown in Figure 7-2(a), are not desired according to the experience of
spring designers. The most important reason is that there are sudden changes of coil
diameter, which may cause high shear stress in these areas and therefore results in prefailure of the spring. On the contrary, the spring shown in Figure 7-2(b), which have a
progressive change on the coil diameters, is usually acceptable. Therefore, it is essential
to put constraints on the design parameters to samples only from the desired spring
shapes. In other words, it is important to take into account inequality constraints
between variables. However, these preferences cannot be achieved by simply including
these considerations to determine variable ranges of parameters.

Figure 7-2: The samples of spring designs with (a). undesired shapes (b). acceptable
shapes.
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One method for achieving this is to employ the sampling technique called
constrained Latin Hypercube sampling. It is an extension of existing normal LHS,
which is also a stratified sampling technique. However, it has the advantage that it can
search the variables space for the combinations of variables by defining inequality
constraints. At the same, it is able to generate sample points more evenly than it does
by the normal Monte Carlo sampling. Figure 7-3 shows 20 samples of two variables
obtained with normal random sampling (Figure 7-3(a)), normal LHS (Figure 7-3(b)),
constrained random sampling (Figure 7-3(c)), and cLHS (Figure 7-3(d)) respectively.
It can be seen that cLHS can still generate even distribution of samples in every interval,
though with inequality constraints.
In order to select samples from the design domain according to the variable ranges
shown in Table 7-1, cLHS technique is employed. The constraints of the design
parameters that are defined by inequality are shown in Table 7-2. Constraint C1
distributes the idea that only the spring geometry samples with a certain spring height
are desired. Constraint C2 represents that the spring geometry samples are desired to
have progressive values for the coil diameters from coil 01 to coil 07. Eventually, 300
spring geometry samples are generated from the design domain by these inequality
constraints into cLHS.
Then, the 300 geometric models are imported into the static and modal finite element
spring models, of which meshing strategy, analysis settings and validation have been
discussed in the previous Chapter. Correspondingly, the spring forces at 7mm
compression and the first-order natural frequency of the 300 spring models are obtained
by conducting the static and modal finite element simulations, respectively. This thesis
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aims to find and illustrate the relationships between the geometric parameters and their
corresponding simulation results.

Figure 7-3: Samples of design of experiments (20 points) generated by (a). normal
random sampling (b). normal Latin Hypercube sampling (c). constrained random
sampling (d). constrained Latin Hypercube sampling

Table 7-2: Constraints on the design domain by inequalities of design parameters.
Constraints Name

Description

C1

39 < P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 < 39.275

C2

P6 > P7 > P8 > P9 > P10
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7.2

Machine Learning Techniques for Design of Helical Springs

By employing the finite element models and the cLHS technique, 300 sets of spring
parameters with their corresponding finite element results are obtained in the previous
section. This section aims to find the relationships between the geometric parameters
and the results of spring forces and natural frequencies. This task can be done by
applying regression methods or machine learning techniques, for instance, the genetic
algorithm and genetic programming methods used in this thesis. In our case, the ten
geometric parameters and the corresponding finite element results for each spring
sample are treated as a single feature in the regression model. It is expected that the
regressed expression for describing the relationships between geometric parameters and
finite element results is effective across all the 300 features. When applying the
regressed expression, specific static forces and the natural frequency of helical springs
can be obtained by defining the corresponding geometric parameters.

7.2.1. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is inspired by Darwin’s theory of natural selection and was
firstly proposed by John Holland in 1960. It was then extended by the following
researchers to be the current theory. The process flowchart of the generic algorithm is
shown in Figure 7-4. Implementation of GA always starts with the generation of the
initial population. According to the principles of ‘survival of the fittest’, the fittest
generation becomes the parent generation. The individuals of the parent generations
evolve by going through the processes of selection, crossover and mutation to generate
children generations. The fitness of the children generation is also evaluated, and the
individuals with better fitness will be stored for the next evolution. This process ensures
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a more environmentally adaptive population can be evolved. In the end, the optimal
individuals can be approximated as the optimal solution for the objective functions.

Figure 7-4: The flowchart for the main process of the genetic algorithm

7.2.2. Genetic Programming
Genetic programming is derived from and can be treated as a variant of a genetic
algorithm. Instead of creating codes, genetic programming applies the basic genetic
algorithm theory to a population of computer programs. To be specific, genetic
programming adopts binary trees with branches and leaves to represent computer
programs. It aims to evolve the computer programs to match as closely as possible to
the desired objectives. For example, the function of Eq.(7.1) is the desired objective
expression to approximate.
𝑦 =  𝑋02 − 2𝑋1 + 1

(7.1)

Firstly, genetic programming begins with initializing the population of randomly
developed binary trees consist of functions and terminals. Functions that represent the
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operators in equations and terminals are the end nodes of these trees. Next, the fitness
of every single tree should be evaluated to determine if there is anyone who meets the
terminate conditions. If not, these trees turn to be the parents’ generation to go through
crossover and mutation procedures based on the same methods as those in the genetic
algorithm. The sub-tree mutation is based on the same logic but selects and replaces a
random subtree instead of a random node. Consequently, GP accumulates these
offspring of parent binary trees to form the new children generation. The fitness of every
individual in the children generation should be evaluated. The children generation will
then become the next parent generation to go through the procedures of crossover and
mutation.
The crossover operates by randomly cutting two points from two trees and swapping
the cut portions, producing crossover offspring, as shown in Figure 7-5(a). The mutation
process is also employed in genetic programming for the purpose of eliminating
trapping in a local optimum. An example of conducting point mutation can be found in
Figure 7-5(b), where a random node is replaced by another random node. The average
fitness of each generation can be improved by iterating this process. A stop criterion
functions to cease the process as long as the evaluated fitness of an individual in the
children generation exceeds the criterion. The best individual of the final generation
provided by genetic programming is usually treated as one of the solutions in the
researched problem.
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Figure 7-5: Schematic of methods used in GP during producing children generations:
(a). Crossover (b). Mutation for Equation 4.

In this study, genetic programming techniques are employed to estimate the
relationships between the parameters of the spring (Table 7-1) and the static
compression forces of the spring. The python machine learning package ‘GPlearn’ is
used to implement the genetic programming algorithm. In total, 300 sets of parameters
selected by cLHS method and their corresponding finite element simulation results, 250
sets of which are training data and the other 50 sets are testing data, are used to train
and test the genetic programming model. The parameters for developing the genetic
programming model by GPlearn are listed in Table 7-3. In the table, the population size
is used to initiate the structure of the genetic programming program. The genetic
programming program solves for the desired solution and stops only when either the
generations exceed 100, or the fitness is already lower than the stopping criteria 01. The
parsimony coefficient is 0.008 in order to control the increasing size of the programs.
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Table 7-3: The parameters used for developing the GP model in ‘GPlearn’
Parameters (GPlearn)

Value

Function set

‘+’, ‘-’, ‘*’, ‘/’, ‘^’

Population size

6000

Generations

100

Stopping criteria

0.1

Crossover

0.7

Subtree mutation

0.1

Hoist mutation

0.05

Point mutation

0.1

Parsimony coefficient

0.008

7.2.3. Helical Spring Formulas Regressed by Genetic Programming
By adopting the GPlearn package and using the parameters defined in Table 6-1, an
explicit expression for describing the relationships between the spring parameters (P1P10) and the compression force F is generated as shown below:

𝐹 = 𝑋5 ∙ (𝑋4 +  𝑋8 ) ∙

𝐴
𝐴3 − 𝑋1 − 0.765 ∙ 𝑋3 ∙ (1 + 𝑋5 )
9

𝑋9

where
𝐴1 =  𝑋4 − 2𝑋5 +  𝑋7 +  √𝑋3 𝑋8 − 0.398
𝐴2 = 2𝑋2 +  𝑋5 −  𝑋7 + 0.398
𝐴3 = 2𝑋4 + 𝑋5 −  𝑋6 + 3𝑋7 + 2𝑋8 − 𝑋10 + 1.53
𝐴4 = 2𝑋2 +  𝑋5 −  √𝑋6 ∙ (𝑋8  −  𝑋2 )
𝐴5 =  𝑋5 + 0.398 + 

𝐴1
𝐴4
+
𝐴2 𝑋4 (𝑋7 − 𝑋6 )
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(7.2)

In addition, another explicit expression for describing the relationships between the
spring parameters (P1- P10) and the first-order natural frequency NF is modelled as
shown below:

𝑁𝐹 =  √𝑋5 ∙ (𝑋4 + √𝐵1 ) ∙ (𝑋2 +  𝑋7 +  𝑋8 −  𝑋10 +  √𝐵2 + 

𝑋8
)
𝑋6

(7.3)

where
𝐵1 =  𝑋5 −  𝑋1 −  𝑋6 +  𝑋7 +  𝑋8 + 𝑋10 − 0.733 − 

𝑋3
√𝑋2

𝐵2 =  𝑋2 −  𝑋1 − 𝑋6 + 𝑋5 +  √𝑋7 +  𝑋8 −  𝑋9 + 𝑋10 − 0.733 − 

𝑋3
√𝑋2

In these two regressed expressions, the ten variables X0- X9 represent the ten
selected parameters of the beehive spring P1-P10 (Table 7-1). They are simplified from
the source results generated by genetic programming in Python (Appendix B). The
correlation between the spring force results of training data for FE simulation and the
GP model is illustrated in Figure 7-6(a). A large portion of the training data concentrates
on the area where the spring forces stay between 240N and 400N. The same situation
can be overserved in the correlation between the spring force results of testing data in
Figure 7-6(b). However, it shows that though most of the testing data stay in this area
where spring force is lower than 400N, the trained GP model is still able to predict well
the spring force that is larger than 400N. Therefore, it can be concluded that the GP
model is trained well to fit the data obtained from FE simulations, and it shows a high
accuracy to predict the compression force according to the given spring parameters.
The correlation between the first-order natural frequency results of training data for
FE simulation and the GP model is illustrated in Figure 7-7. Unlike those distributed in
Figure 7-6(a), the training data in Figure 7-7(a) distributes averagely in the whole area
between 450Hz and 600Hz of natural frequency. The testing data in Figure 7-7(b) also
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distributes evenly in this whole area. It can be observed that both the training data and
testing data in Figure 7-7 stay very close to the validation line. It means that the
expression trained by GP is well trained to fit the natural frequency results obtained
from the FE simulations. And the trained GP model can predict the 1st order natural
frequency by given the values of the ten spring parameters.

Figure 7-6: The correlations between the spring forces obtained by the FE simulation
and predicted by the GP model of (a). training data (b). testing data

Figure 7-7: The correlations between the first-order natural frequencies obtained by
the FE simulation and predicted by the GP model of (a). training data (b). testing data
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7.2.4. Sensitivity Analysis of the Static Spring Formulas
The expressions for predicting the compression force and the first order natural
frequency of a helical spring are regressed by employing genetic programming
techniques. Then, a sensitivity analysis on the ten spring parameters can be conducted.
To achieve this, the python package ‘SALib’ is used to implement the Sobol Sensitivity
Analysis. The Sobol sensitivity analysis, or referred to the variance-based sensitivity
analysis, is a method for analysing the global sensitivities of parameters. In the Sobol
analysis, the bounds for the ten parameters are defined by the same values as those
defined in Table 7-1. Then, the sampler in the ‘SALib’ generates a certain number of
samples for the analysis. The inherent function of the sampler to calculate the number
of samples is N*(2D+2), where N is the argument coefficient, and D is the number of
input parameters (D=10 in this study). In the present study, the argument coefficient N
is assigned the value 40000, which makes the total number of samples is 8.8e5.
The sensitivities of the ten spring parameters in the expression of predicting the
compression force F is displayed in Figure 7-8(a). As defined in the previous section,
the parameters P1-P5 represent the pitch of coils 02-06 and the parameters P6-P10
represent the diameters of coils 02-06. The parameters P2-P5 have higher sensitivities
than those of the parameters P6-P10, which means that the value of the compression
force is more sensitive to the changes of the spring pitch than to the changes of the
diameters of the coils in the design domain. Theoretically, it is because that the changes
of pitch can contribute to the change of the number of active coils Na, which will
significantly increase the compression force of a helical spring. However, it is
remarkable that the sensitivity of P1 is very small that has a value of 0.0004, which
seems to conflict with this conclusion. In fact, the parameter P1, which represents the
pitch of coil 02, is designed to be a damper pitch in the helical springs. In other words,
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this pitch is always smaller than the others, making the coil 01 and the coil 02 closed at
7mm compression. Therefore, its changes affect little on the force at 7mm compression
as it has nearly no contribution to the change of Na. Figure 7-8(b) illustrates the
parameter sensitivities in the expression of predicting the first-order natural frequency
NF. The parameters P1-P5 show much higher sensitivities than those of the parameters
P6-P10. It can be explained that the changes of the spring pitches will alter the Na. At
the free length, the change of Na has a significant effect on the result of the first-order
natural frequency.
The sensitivities of the ten spring parameters to the compression force F is displayed
in Figure 7-8a. As defined in the previous section, the parameters P1-P5 represent the
pitch of coils 02-06 and the parameters P6-P10 represent the diameters of coils 02-06.
The sensitivities of parameters P2-P5 are generally higher than those of parameters P6P10. It means that the value of the compression force is more sensitive to the changes
in spring pitch than to the changes in the diameters of the coils. Theoretically, it is
because the pitch changes determine the change of the number of active coils Na during
a compression, which will significantly increase the compression force of a helical
spring. It is noticed that the sensitivity of P1 is very small that has a value of 0.0004,
which is attributed to the fact that the parameter P1, which represents the pitch of coil
02 (4-6 mm), is designed to be a damper pitch in the helical springs. This pitch is always
smaller than the others (7.5-9 mm), which makes coil 01 and coil 02 constantly closed
at 7 mm compression. Therefore, the variation of P1 does not significantly affect the
overall reaction force at 7mm compression as it has nearly no contribution to the change
of Na.
Besides, it is observed that the sensitivity factor of P4 is 0.0093 in Figure 7-8a,
which is slightly lower than the factors of P2, P3 and P5. The displacements of coils 02
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– 06 of the beehive spring at 7mm compression are obtained to verify this phenomenon,
as shown in Table 7-4. The displacements of coils 05 and 06 are smaller than those of
coils 02, 03 and 04 due to the smaller coil diameters of coils 05 and 06, which is defined
by the cLHS approach. This should have made the sensitivities of P4 and P5 lower than
those of P2 and P3. However, coil 06 is directly connected to the fixed upper end of the
spring, which means it will progressively contact the end of 07 during compression. As
a result, the closure between coil 06 and coil 07 makes the sensitivity factor of P5 (coil
06) stay high in Figure 7-8a. Eventually, only the sensitivity of P4 (coil 05) is relatively
small in Figure 7-8a.
Table 7-4: The simulated displacements of coil 02 – 06 of the beehive spring at 7mm
compression.
Coil NO.

02

03

04

05

06

Displacement (mm)

1.545

1.597

1.485

1.254

1.01

Figure 7-8b illustrates the parameter sensitivities to the first-order natural frequency
NF. The parameters P1-P5 show much higher sensitivities than those of the parameters
P6-P10. It can be explained that the changes of the spring pitches will alter the Na. At
the free length, the change of Na has a significant effect on the result of the first-order
natural frequency.
In summary, the changes of spring pitches have more significant effects on both the
results of the compression force and the first-order natural frequency than the changes
of coil diameters do. However, the pitch of coil 02 (P1) has little effect on the force at
7mm compression due to the fact that the coil 01 and 02 are closed anyhow at that
compression.
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Figure 7-8: The sensitivities of spring parameters on the GP models for (a). the spring
compression force, and (b). the first-order natural frequency, respectively.

7.3

Summary

In this chapter, an innovative study is conducted by combining the techniques of finite
element analysis (FEA), constrained Latin Hypercube sampling (cLHS) and genetic
programming (GP) to investigate the nonlinear relationships between design parameters
and the mechanical properties of helical springs. The relationships between the spring
parameters and the compression force, and the natural frequency of helical springs with
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arbitrary shapes are successfully modelled for predicting the compression force and the
natural frequency. The proposed method is proved to be a feasible and robust way to
guide the design of helical springs of arbitrary shapes. The outcomes achieved by this
study can be concluded as below.
Compared to the common LHS method, cLHS provides better flexibility and
reliability in constraining an engineering design domain by defining inequalities
between design parameters. It generates more representative samples for obtaining FE
results and is then used by the GP model. The meta-models developed by GP describe
the complicated relationships between the mechanical properties of helical springs and
the multiple geometric parameters. It can also save a lot of computational time by
avoiding the time-consuming FE simulations. Besides, according to the results of
sensitivity studies, it is found that though both the spring pitch and the coil diameter can
affect the compressive force and the natural frequency of helical springs, the spring
pitch has higher sensitivities than the coil diameter does. An exception is that when the
spring pitch is too narrow, the pitch will be closed at a certain compression. Then, the
sensitivity of that pitch to the compressive force becomes extremely small as it does not
contribute to the change of the number of active coils at that compression. In addition,
the results also demonstrate that the spring pitch and the spring diameter also contribute
to the amplitude of spring force and natural frequency. The narrow pitch significantly
affects the compression force as the coils having narrow pitch are closed progressively
during compression.
In summary, cLHS is an outstanding candidate for engineering design sampling
where predefined constraints exist. GP technique has a strong ability in conducting
multi-parameters modelling and analysis. By combining FEA, cLHS and GP techniques,
the present model shows its robust ability in designing and analysing mechanical
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devices with nonlinear programmed properties, which cannot be achieved by applying
current existing engineering design and analysis methods. The method also shows big
potential in aiding the process of engineering optimization by employing the metamodel in future works.
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8

Conclusion and Future Works

8.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, an innovative spring formula is firstly developed to formulate the
mechanical properties of a representative beehive helical spring with a highly nonlinear
geometry. The new spring formula can consider the effects of variable coil diameter,
variable spring pitch and, more importantly, the coil contact. A static compression test
is conducted on the beehive spring to validate the results of the spring formula. It is
found that the developed spring formula can better predict the stiffness and the firstorder natural frequency of the beehive spring than the traditional spring formulas.
Especially when several spring coils start to contact each other during the compression
process, the developed spring formula shows its capability to include this effect and,
therefore, accurately estimate the spring's mechanical properties. Besides the static
model, a distributed parameter model is also developed and coupled with the developed
spring formula to simulate the dynamic response of the beehive spring working in the
real car engine. Correspondingly, the engine head tests are conducted to validate the
analytical results obtained from the dynamic spring model. The analytical results show
good agreement with the experimental results at both 4200-rpm and 5600-rpm engine
speeds. However, significant high-frequency spring forces appear at the 5600-rpm
engine, which cannot be well simulated by the dynamic analytical spring model. This
phenomenon has also drawn the attention of researchers and engineers since these
significant spring forces bring great danger to the car engine running at high speeds in
practice.
For revealing the reasons causing the significant spring forces, a static FE model
and a dynamic FE model are also developed to simulate the beehive valve spring's static
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and dynamic responses. In the static FE analysis, the FE results are compared with both
compression test results and the results of the developed analytical model. As a result,
both the FE model and the developed spring formula can accurately predict the spring
stiffness and the first-order natural frequency. In addition, the static FE model can
accurately display the status of coil contacts at any loading step. These results illustrate
that considering variable coil diameter, variable spring pitch, and coil contacts are
essential for accurately predicting the mechanical properties of a nonlinear helical
spring. These considerations can also contribute to the development of a successful
dynamic spring model.
The dynamic analysis of the beehive spring is achieved by comparing the results of
the dynamic FE model, the distribute parameter model and the engine head test. The
dynamic FE results show excellent agreements with both analytical results and the
experimental data at both 4200-rpm and 5600-rpm engine speeds. However, when the
simulated engine speed is 8000-rpm, the abnormal high-frequency spring forces became
significant and exceeded the maximum magnitude of the normal dynamic spring force.
The dynamic FE model can still accurately simulate these abnormal spring forces, and
however, the analytical model fails. One obvious conclusion is that the dynamic
response of the valve spring becomes more significant when the engine speed is high.
Then, by extracting the dynamic response of each spring coil in the FE simulations, it
is found that these abnormal spring forces are caused by the violent impact between
spring coils or saying by the coil clash. These conclusions present a better understanding
of the effects of coil clashes on the application of high-speed valve springs and suggest
a feasible spring design method for handling the nonlinear geometries of helical springs.
Finally, a machine learning model based on the genetic programming technique, the
FE spring model, and constrained Latin Hypercube sampling is proposed to analyse
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helical springs with highly nonlinear geometries. Instead of the time-consuming
simulation models, it aims to use the data-driven model as a meta-model to predict the
mechanical properties (spring stiffness and first-order natural frequency) of any helical
springs in the design domain. The prediction results are validated by both the results of
the FE spring model and experiments. In addition, a sensitivity study of spring
geometric parameters is also conducted based on the developed machine learning
models. The study reveals the importance of the narrow pitch to the mechanical
properties and the combined effects of all these variable spring geometric parameters
on the results. The machine learning model shows its ability as a tool for designing
helical springs with highly nonlinear geometries.
In summary, beyond the traditional analysis of the most common linear helical
spring, this thesis investigates nonlinear helical springs and their nonlinear static and
dynamic responses from a comprehensive view using the analytical spring model,
experimental validation, FE analysis and machine learning techniques. New spring
formula and FE models are developed and validated by experiments to overcome the
limitations of traditional spring models. The new spring formula successfully includes
the effects of the nonlinear geometry (varied pitch and coil diameter), which can
simulate nonlinear helical springs under static compression as accurately as the FE
spring model. However, the results based on the commonly used spring formulas that
exclude these nonlinear effects have significant departures from the test results.
Therefore, nonlinear spring geometry, for instance, variable coil diameter, variable
spring pitch and coil contact, are proved of great importance in analysing mechanical
properties of nonlinear helical springs. More importantly, despite the success in
simulating the spring dynamic responses at 4200-rpm and 5600-rpm engine speeds, the
distributed parameter spring model coupled with the developed spring formula fails to
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simulate the spring surge and coil clash phenomenon. These phenomena lead to the
appearance of significant abnormal high-frequency spring forces, which plays an
essential role in evaluating the performance of valve springs at high engine speeds. On
the contrary, these phenomena are accurately simulated by the developed dynamic FE
spring model by considering the varied natural frequency, varied spring stiffness and
especially the violent impact between narrow coils. It demonstrates that the FE spring
model shows better accuracy in simulating nonlinear springs while also taking extra
computing time than the analytical spring model. Hence, in the last part of the study, a
machine learning technique, genetic programming, is employed to develop a metamodel based on the FE results for the design of nonlinear helical springs. The developed
visible formulas can precisely predict the spring stiffness and the first-order natural
frequency of various nonlinear helical springs. Therefore, the mutual interactions of
multiple spring geometry parameters on the mechanical performance of nonlinear
springs can be analysed and studied based on these formulas. In addition, the visible
spring formulas generated by GP models could be potentially used as a tool for the
precise optimization of helical springs in practice.

8.2

Suggestions for Future Works

The distributed parameter model coupled with the new spring formula presents a good
fitness compared with the experimental data at engine speeds lower than 5600-rpm.
However, it fails to simulate the abnormal spring forces at higher speeds as it lacks the
consideration of the coil clash at high loading speeds. Including the effects of the coil
clash into the dynamic analytical model can be a good supplement for it. It would have
a great potential to accurately predict the significant abnormal spring forces caused by
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coil clash as the FE model does. Then, it will substantively accelerate the computing
speed when ensuring accuracy at the same time.
Furthermore, the usage of the developed FE spring model cannot be limited to
simulate the working status of valve springs. It should be widely applied in various
categories of applications of helical springs, for instance, for suspension springs in
vehicles. Besides, the FE model is also applicable for conducting studies on analysing
dual spring systems, which usually use two different helical springs in one system.
Finally, the machine learning technique is always a data-driven method of which
accuracy highly relies on the amount of training data. A straightforward method to
predict the dynamic spring response at high-speed applications could be to develop a
meta-model based on the dynamic FE simulation results. However, the current dynamic
FE model is very time-consuming and therefore lowers the feasibility and efficiency of
building up the meta-model. Therefore, methods for improving the efficiency of the
developed dynamic FE model are incredibly beneficial for developing such a dynamic
spring metal-model, or a dynamic analytical model for helical springs that can
accurately predict the dynamic spring forces could also be another feasible way.
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Appendix A
Python codes for fitting 3D scan data of the beehive spring
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# directories

# read x and y data
def read_data(path, title):
lines = pd.read_csv(path)
data = np.array(lines[title])
return data

# function fitting
def fun_fit(x_data, y_data, deg):
fit_coefs = np.polyfit(x_data, y_data, deg=deg)
fit_val = np.polyval(fit_coefs, x_data)
return fit_coefs, fit_val

def fit_c_dia(x):
''' represent the fitting funtions'''
power = len(fit_coefs_cd) - 1
fit_f = 0
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for num in range(len(fit_coefs_cd)):
y_item = fit_coefs_cd[num]*x**power
power -= 1
fit_f += y_item
return (fit_f*1e-3)**3

def fit_p_add(x):
''' represent the fitting funtions'''
power = len(fit_coefs_pv) - 1
fit_f = 0
for num in range(len(fit_coefs_pv)):
y_item = fit_coefs_pv[num]*x**power
power -= 1
fit_f += y_item
return fit_f*1e-3

def plot_fit(x_data, y_data, fit_val, pos):
‘’’ plot the original points vs. fitting curve’’’
plot1 = plt.plot(x_data, y_data, 's', label = 'Oiginal Points')
plot2 = plt.plot(x_data, fit_val, 'r', label = 'Fitting Data')
plt.xlabel('X')
plt.ylabel('Y')
plt.legend(loc=pos)
plt.title('Original Points vs. Fitting Curve')
plt.show()
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return

# directories
path_cd = ‘coil_diameter.csv'
path_sp = ‘spring_pitch.csv'

# fitting results
c_rad, c_dia = read_data(path_cd, 'Rad'), read_data(path_cd, 'coil_diamter(mm)')
rad, pitch = read_data(path_sp, 'Rad'), read_data(path_sp, 'spring_pitch(mm)')

fit_coefs_cd, fit_val_cd = fun_fit(c_rad, c_dia, deg=15)
fit_coefs_pv, fit_val_pv = fun_fit(rad, pitch, deg=15)

plot_fit(c_rad, c_dia, fit_val_cd, 3)
plot_fit(rad, pitch, fit_val_pv, 2)
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Appendix B
1. Source result codes of spring force generated by GPlearn in Python:
F = div(add(X3, X7), div(div(X8, add(X6, add(add(sub(add(X6, sub(add(X6,
sub(add(X3, sub(add(X3, X7), sub(X0, 0.765))), mul(X2, 0.765))), div(mul(X2, 0.765),
div(X8, add(add(X4, add(0.398, div(div(add(add(X4, add(sub(X1, X4), X1)), sub(X4,
mul(sqrt(X5), sub(X7, X1)))), sub(X6, X5)), X3))), div(sub(add(X3, sqrt(mul(X2, X7))),
add(X4, add(0.398, sub(X4, X6)))), add(add(X4, add(sub(X1, X4), X1)), add(0.398,
sub(X4, X6))))))))), sub(X9, 0.765)), X7), sub(X4, X5)))), X4))

2. Source result codes of first order natural frequency generated by GPlearn in
Python:
NF = mul(mul(add(sqrt(sub(sub(X4, X0), sub(sub(div(X2, sqrt(X1)), sub(sub(X7, X5),
sub(sub(sqrt(X6), sqrt(X6)), add(-0.733, X9)))), X6))), X3), sqrt(X4)), add(add(sub(X6,
X9), add(X7, X1)), add(div(X7, X5), sqrt(sub(sub(X4, X0), sub(sub(div(X2, sqrt(X1)),
sub(sub(X7, X5), sub(sub(sub(X8, X1), sqrt(X6)), add(-0.733, X9)))), X6))))))

Note: The symbols ‘add’, ‘sub’, ‘mul’, ‘div’ and ‘sqrt’ represent for the math operators
‘+’, ‘-’, ‘*’, ‘/’, ‘^’ respectively.
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